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The North Atlantic Regional Water Resources (MAR) Study examined
a wide variety of water and related land resources, needs and devicet
in formulating a broad, coordinated progiam to guide future resource
development and management in the North Atlantic Region. The Study
was authorized by the 1965 Water Resources Pl..ning Act (PL 89-89)
and the 1965 Flood Control Act (PL 89-298), and carried out under
guidelines set by the Water Resources Council.

The recommended program and alternatives developed for the North
Atlantic Region were prepared %An.'-, the direction of the NAR Study
Coordinating Committee, a partnership of resc.;rce planners represent-
Ing some 25 Federal, regional and State agencies. The NAR Study
Report presents this program and the alternativem as a framework for
future action based on a planning peri4. running through 2020, with
bench mark planning years of 1980 and 2000,

T.ie planning partners focused on three major objectives -- Nat-
ional lnco'e,, Regional Development and Environmental Quality -- in
developip- anod documenting the information which decision-akers will
need for .dnagtng water and related land resources in the interest of
the people of the North Atlantic Region.

In addition to the MAR Study Mai Report and Annexes, there are
the following 22 Appendices:

A. History of tudy
B. Economic Base
C, Climate, Meteorology and Hydrology
D. Geology and Ground Water
E. Floud Damage Reduction and Water

Management for Major Rivers and
Coastal Areas

Nou F. Upstream Flood Prevention and
"I a% #t Water Management

G. Land Use and Management
H. Minerals
I. Irrigation

Vow*.3. Land Drainage
o . ........ K. Navigation
........ L. Water Quality and Pollution

J10/tutlal4A Ly maM. Outdoor Recreation

d~ei-N. Visual and Cultural Environment
0. Fish awd Wildlife
P. Power
Q. Erosion and Sedimentation
R. Water Supply
S. Legal and Institutional Environment
T. Plan Formulation
U. Coastal and Estuarine Areas
V. Health Aspects

WATER RESOURCES NEEDS AND POTENTIALS FOR AN EXPANDING SOCIETY
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LETTER OF TRANSMITTAL

30 JUNE 1972

Mr. W. Don Maughan
Director, Water Resources Council
1025 Vermont Avenue, N. W.
Washington, D. C. 20005

Dear Mr. Maughan:

The North Atlantic Regional Water Resources Study Coordinating Committee
is pleased to advise you that the North Atlantic Regional Water Resources
Study is completed and its report forwarded to you for consideration by
the Water Resources Council. This report, prepared in response to Public
Law 89-298 and to instructions contained in the Guidelines of Jane 1965.
presents a comprehensive framework plan for the management of water, related
land and other environmental resources in the MAR and the findings and
recommendations of this Committee. The report also presents: the objectives
set for water and related resources development by the Committee; includes
alternative programs based on variations of objectives; and discusses some
of the conflicts that may arise from resources deielopment or protection.

The report, consisting of a Main Report with two Annexes and 22 Appendices,
was prepared under the guidance r t-- e North Atlantic Regional Water
Resources Study Coordinating Committee, representing the Departments of
Agriculture, Army, Commerce, Health, Education and Welfare, Housing and
Urban Development. and Interior; the Environmental Protection Agency; the
Federal Power Commission; the States and Commonwealths of Maine, Vermont,
New Hampshire, Massachusetts, Rhode Island, Connecticut, New York,
New Jersey. Pennsylvania, Delaware, Maryland, Virginia and West Virginia;
the District of Columbia; and the Delaware River Basin and the New England
River Basins Commissions. The preparation of this report was significantly
aided by the Board of Consultants to the NAR Study whose aid freely given
was invaluable.

Answers to all questions are not provided in this report. As a framework
document only guideposts are presented that will lead its users to more
direct routes in finding answers related to water resources management and
will lead users away from or warn them of potential pitfalls. This report
contains a large amount of data which is used together with stated assump-
tions, and many planning techniques, including computer models, to build



1-. V. a xushe
Director, Water Resources Council

alternative programs. ldicated in the report are conflicts in purposes
d competition for resources. The region, its problems and the possible

solutios are cosidered in the report from the viewpoint of today's
knowledge ed values. Finally, all parts of this report do not represent
usasimow vies. Soe divergent viev are indicated in the report and
others viii undoubtedly be included in state and departmental review coments.

In eccordamce with the Water Resources Council guidelines, this field report
will be transmitted to all study participants for their formal review. In
addition, members of the Congress, the Governors of the Sttes and Comon-
wealth that are part of the Study area, and the general public are being
advised of the completion, submission, and availability of the report. This
announcement will emphasise that the report is subject to review by Federal
agencies at departmental level, by the Governors of the affected States and
Comonwealths, and by the Water Resources Council prior to its transmittal
to the President of the United States for his review and transmittal to
Congress.

This report is the product of a partnership, one which despite many problem,
divergent views and disagreements, vas a successful enterprise. The pro-
fessionalism and mutual respect of the partitcipating personnel have been
most gratifying.

Sincerely yours,

R. H. GROVES, Major General, USA
Department of the Army
Chairman of the North Atlantic
Regional Water Resources Study
Coordinating Conit^.ee

Richard W. Akelay Phi p Savage/
Department of Agriculture Sta ,e of Mai6

h uoehou" Georg, Mc~ee, Sr. "

Department of Comerce Stare(y New Hampshire

i ii.
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(SUMMARY Social Characteristics of The Region

A 1960 NAR population of 44.7 million
The Coordinating Committee of the North made up 26 percent of the United S:ates
Atlantic Regional Water Resources Study population while generating 33 percent of the
used a multiple objective planning process to gross national product. The 1959 average per
consider alternative objectives, needs, devices, capita income of the 21 Areas ranged from
benefits and costs and to develop a 50-year $1,353 in the St. John River Basin (Area 1) in
management program for the Region's wate, Maine, to $2,872 in the Southeastern New
and related land resources. The Regional York Metropolitan Area (Area 13). Important
Program, and the conclusions and recommen- economic activities of the Region are manu-
dations of the Coordinating Committee are facturing (including the water using industries
presented in this Report with a description of of textiles, chemicals and paper products),
the procedures and information used in deriv- Federal government activities and finance and
ing these results. qndividual Programs for the service industries.
21 Areas of the Rgion are found in Annex 1
to this Report. These Area Programs have The NAR is presently growing at a slower rate
been reformu!ld into State Programs in than the nation as a whole, as measured by
Annex 2- population, employment and income. The

Region's population is expecteu to nearly
Physical Characteristics of The Region double to 86.2 million by the year 2020. The

rate of growth is about 80 percent of that
The North Atlantic Region (NAR) includes projected for the country as a whole, so that
the District of Columbia and all or portions of the NAR's share of the National total popula-
13 states: Maine, New Hampshire, Ve,'mont, tion in 2020 should decline to about 22
New York, Massachusetts, Connecticut, percent., This total population will become
Rhode Island, Pennsylvania, New Jersey, more predominently urban than at present
Delaware, Maryland, West Virginia and and urban areas will grow in physical size.
Virginia The NAR extends 1,000 miles from Most of this population growth will occur in
the St. John River Basin in northern Maine to the suburbs with some of these developinq
the James River Basin in the southern portion into new urban concentrations.
of Virginia. The Region generally extends 200
miles westward from the Atlantic Ocean for
its entire length and has 172,586 square miles
of land and water surface, or about five
percent of the Nation. For planning purposes,
the Region has been divided into 21 hydro-
logically defined areas that range from large
river basins such as the Connecticut, Hudson,
Delaware, Susquehanna and Potomac, to
small coastal drainages such as those of Area
13 that includes New York City and Long
Island.
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Water Resources The Areas with Environmental Quality
emphasis have two characteristics. First. they
have high qualit, natural resources that can

Surface water resources are generally abun- be used to fulfill water recreation, visual and
dant in the Region, but unevenly distributed cultural and fish and wildlife needs. Second.
in relation to .he points of need. Areas with these Areas are generally in close proximity to
the smallest per capita quantity of develop- large population centers and large numbers of
able water include Southeastern New England travelers ard vacationers will be taking ad-
(Area 9), Thames and Housatonic River vantage of these resources in the future.
Basins (Area 10), Southeastern New York Regional Development is emphasized pri-
Metropolitan Area (Area 13), Northern New marily in Areas of high unemployment and/or
Jirsey (Area 14) and Chesapeake Bay and low per capita income. National Income is
Delmarva Peninsula Drainage (Area 18). Most emphasized in Areas that are expected to be
of the Areas in Maine (Areas 1 through 5) able to achieve adequate economic levels
have by far the largest per capita quantity of through normal levels of investment.
developable water in the Region while the
Areas with the largest, total quantity of Water Management Program
developable water are the Hudson River Basin
(Area 12), the Delaware River Basin (Area 15) Water quality maintenance needs are the most
and the Susquehanna River Basin (Area 17). important throughout the Region. This need

will grow very rapidly and must be fulfilled in
Groundwater resources in the Region, for all of the 21 Areas. Areas with large water
large-scale use, are abundant only in limited quality maintenance needs include South-
geologically-defined localities including the eastern New Englard (Area 9), Southeastern
Coastal Plain, belts of sandstone and carbon- New York Metropolitan Area (Area 13),
ate rocks; and glacial sand and gravel beds Northern New Jersey (Area 14), Hudson
generally adjacent to rivers and large streams. River Basin (Area 12), Delaware River Basin
Areas with the greatest practical groundwater (Area 15) and James River Basin (Area 21).
development include the Connecticut River These needs will grow most rapidly during the
Basin (Area 8), the Susquehanna River Basin planning period in the Delaware River Basin
(Area 17) and the Potomac River Basin (Area (Area 15), the Rappahannock and York River
19). Basins (Area 20) and the James River Basins

(Area 21 )., These needs will be largest on a per
Water Management Objectives capita basis in the St., John River Basin (Area

1) and the Pennobscot River Ba-zin (Area 2),
Three objectives were considered in this
Study - Regional Development, National The principal devices for fulfilling water
Income and Environmental Quality. Objective quality maintenance nneds are secondary and
mixes for the 21 A eas were used as guides by advanced waste treatment plants, monitoring
the NAR Study Plan Formulation Work facilities, acid mine drainage control, storm-
Group in choosing among program alterna- water discharge control and separation of
tives. Environmental Quality was emrhasized combined sewers. Resea h will be very im-
to the greatest extent in the Region as it was portant to enable the devices to fulfill this
given primary emphasis in the mixed ob- need. Two levels of treatment - 90 and 95
jectives of 11 Areas. The other objectives each percent - will be used throughout the Region
received primary emphasis in only two Areas. except that advanced treatment (95 percent)

will not be used in Area 11. Especially large
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amounts of treatmr"ent should be provided in drawal device for this need. Withdrawal in-
the Southcastern New York Metropolitan takes on brackish and saline water bodies are
Area (Area 13), Northern New Jersey (Area becoming second in quantity of use. Use of
141 and Delaware River Basin (Area 15). wells and of waste water intakes, while small,

is growing at an increased rate.
Publicly supplied and industrial self-supplied
water needs are among the most important Power plant cooling needs for fresh, brackish
throughout the Region. These water needs and saline water are large and also among the
will grow as the Region's population and most important of the Region.. Their growth
industrial productivity grow. The need for rates will be high throughout the Region
industrial self-supplied water will grow very especially for withdrawal of saline water and
rapidly, passing that of publicly supplied consumption of fresh wter. The largest
water during the 198C,2000 planning period, power plant cooling needs for fresh water

appear in the Delaware River Basin (Area

Publicly supplied water needs will be largest 15), Susquehanna River Basin (Area 17),
throughout the planning period in South- Potomac River Basin (Area 19) and
eastern New England (Area 9), the South- James River Basin (Area 21). Cooling
eastern New York Metropolitan Area (Area towers wil' be the primary means of meeting
13), Northern New Jersey (Area 14) and the water quality temperature standards for
Delaware River Basin (Area 15). River and power plants mroughout the NAR, Non-
lake intakes are and will continue to be the condensing power generating devices that
most commonly used withdrawal devices for reduce or eliminate the use of steam, such as
this need in the Region. Wells are becoming fuel cells and nuclear fusion, may be in-
increasingly importdnt throughout the NAR creasingly utilized.
for this need, especially in the Delaware River
Basin (Area 15). Groundwater management
may become more common in the Region and The remaining needs of the Water Manage-
will certainly be intensely sought in the Long ment Program are of less importance, Hydro-
Island portion of the Southeastern New York electric power generation is essential, how-
Metropolitan Area (Area 13), around the Pine ever, for serving peak Regional power de-
Barrens of Coastal New Jersey (Area 16) and mands, Almost all of this need will be fulfilled
throughout the Susquehanna River Basin by pumped storage facilities. The availability
(Area 17). Transfers of water between Areas of sites primarily determines where this need
will play an increasingly important role for is fulfilled. Irrigation water needs will grow to
this need in Southeastern New England (Area meet agriculture competition from locaticns
9), Hudson River Basin (Area 12), South- outside the Region and to meet the increased
eastern New York Metropolitan Area (Area use of golf courses and industrial parks.
13) and Northern New Jersey (Area 14). Sources for fulfilling this need will remain

evenly divided between ground and surface
Industrial self-supplied water needs will oe waters. Effluent irrigation may become an
largest throughout the planning per, )d in the accepted method for waste disposal and water
Connecticut River Basin (Area 8), Hudson reclamation in the Region. Rural water needs
River Basin (Area 12), Delaware River Basin will grow although increasing quantities of
(Area 15), Susquehanna River Basin (Area rural domestic reeds are being met by central
17), Potomac River Basin (Area 19) and publicly supplied systems. Wells will continue
James River Basin (Area 21), River intakes to be the primary source for this need.
will continue to be the most common with- Commercial navigation and racreational boat-

. ~~~ • Il
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ing needs will be locally important because cf Southeastern New York Metropolitan Area
their impacts on local economies and environ- (Area 13) receiving water from the Hudson
ments, especially localities with good harbors River Posin (Area 12), and Chesapeake Bay
and ports. Navigation channel improvements and Delmarva Peninsula Drainage (Area 18)
will be the primary device for meeting this receiving water from the Susquehanna River
need. Lightering will be of increasing im- Basin (Area 17)., The last two transfers are not
portance in the Region as it helps prevent the diversions between river basins but are large
destruction of unique shorelines, water withdrawals that could cause significant

emoturine impacts.
The water resources development program for
the Region includes five major devices: main-
stream reservoirs, upstream reservoirs, wells, Land *Inagement Program
inter-Area tr-nsfers and desalting. These de-
vices wi" develop new water sources for the Flood damage reduction, erosion control and
needs of publicly supplied water, industrial drainage control needs are of less importance
self-supplied water, rural water, irrigation in the Region., Much attention has been given
water and the fresh water consumption por- to flood damage reduction but there are still
tion of power plant cooling., Areas with local problems. Critical flood

damage problems ocret in the Passaic River
Mainstream reservoirs will be the primary new Basin in I'orthern New Jer!>,y (Area 14) and
sources of water in the Region. They will be in New York City in Southeastern New York
the primary sources of water throughout the Metropolitan Area (Area 13). Watershed and
planning period for five Areas: Merrimack flood plain management and ';pstream reser-
River Basin (Area 7), Connecticut River Basin voirs will be used in combination to meet

(Area 8), Thames and Housatonic River upstream flood damage reduction needs.
Basins (Area 10), Susquehanna River Basin Flood plain management will become the
(Area 17) and Rappahannock and York River most extensively used device for mainstream
Basins (Area 20). flood damage reduction as the present local

protection projects .nd large reservoirs are
Groundwater will be the largest source of completed..
water throughout the planning period in two
Areas: the Kennebec River Basin (Area 3) and Erosion and drainage control needs wil. grow
th Androscoggin River Basin (Area 4). fairly slowly during the planning pe. iod,

except for stream bank erosion control reeds
Transfers of water between Areas will occur which grow more rapidly. Coastal shoreline
nine times and each transfer occurs in all erosion control needs are potentially critical,
planning periods. Transfers which are the especially along those coastlines which have
largest sources of water for the receiving heavy recreatior use and urban deve;opment.
Areas for two or nore planning periods Land and streambank erosion protection de-

* include Southeastern New England (Area 9) vices should be used in all Aieas throughout

receiving water from the tVerrimack River all planning periods. Urban erosion control
Basin (Area 7), needs will require special attention., Watershed

management and drainage practices will be
used throughout the Region in all planning
periods for drainage control needs.
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Environmental Management Program Devices used to fulfill water recreation needs
in the largest number of Areas should be the

Visual and cuitural environment, water recrea- expansion of existing projects and the chang-
tion and fish aid wildlife needs are among the ing of project design loads. Other devices used
most impo tant of the Reg-on. Visual and for this need include overland transportation
cultural environment needs are very large to water recreation facilities, land facilities,
during the first planning period as landscapes addition of recreation as use of an existing
should be preserved while costs for land project, additional reservoirs, beach erosion
purchases are relatively low. Most Areas have protection and insect control.
at least one type of visual and cultural need
that is large. The northern Areas have large Devices for fulfilling fish and wildlife needs in
needs for all types of landscape maintenance all Areas and all planning periods are fish and
and development. The large visual and cul- wildlife habitat management, the enforcement
tural needs of the Region's southern Areas of water quality standards, land acquisition,
vary greatly between these two types. Fee and trails and parking., The installment of
simple purchases (buying), easements, tax fishways and stocking of fish and smail game
incentive subs;dies and zoning should be the will also be regularly used as devices for this
devices most widely used for this need in the need,
Region.,

Health programs as part of water resources
Water recreation and fish and wildlife man- development are an additional need. The
day needs are larest in the Southeastern more important health needs are sanitary
New York Metropolitan Area (Area 13) and waters for recreation and shellfish, elimina-
Delaware River Basin (Area 15).. These needs tion of encephalitis, treatment of public water
are almost as large ;n Southeastern New supplies and redL'ction of recreation disturb-
England (Area 9) and the Potomac River ing mosquitoes, horse flies and biting midges.
Basin (Area 19). Of these four Areas only the Health needs are always present so that the
Potomac River Basin (Area 19) can supply its use of preventive devices is the best guarantee
own needs. The other three Areas will exert of their being fulfilled. Insect control, pollu-
pressure on the water resources of neighbor- tion monitoring, tontrol of marine oil spills
ing Areas. and swimming water monitoring are among

the more widely used devices for this need.
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standard of living continue to increase, The As a result of the Senate Select Committee's
concentration of population and of economic report (January, 1961) the Water Resources
activity in the NAR has already caused cerain Planning Act was passed in 1965, creating the
portions of the Region to rely on distant Water Resources Council and establishing
sources of water and to allow only very machinery to coordinate the diverse interests
expensive uses of some land., These pressures represented by the large number of Federal,
on land and water resources did not arise state and local agencies. The Council deline-
suddenly but developed over a long period of ated the North Atlantic Region, one of
time. twenty in the United States, as the subject of

a regional comprehensive study of water and
Development in the NAR progressed inland related resources. Congress further authorized
along waterways used for transportation and and directed the Secretary of the Army to
power generation. Land was utilized for many have the Chief of Engineers prepare a frame-
purposes, pri -rarily hunting, forestry, and work plan for the North Atlantic Regnr
agriculture, and when it was exhausted, it was according to Section 208, Public Law 89-2,8,
abandoned., Urban and industrial land and October 27, 1965. This law reads in part
waler uses have gradually expanded and a
megalopolis now exists from Boston to Wash- "The Secretary of the Army is
ington, D. C. Much of the land and water have hereby authorized and directed
now been lost to anything but industrial and to cause surveys for flood 114
other specialized uses. Pollution has also control and allied purposes
increased and the capability of the NAR's including channel and major
water and related land resources to meet the drainage improvements, and
Region's needs are becoming strained, floods aggravated by or due to

wind or tidal effects, to be
This situation of resource scarcity has helped made under the direction
to produce in the Region ao awareness of the of the Chief of Engineers, in
need for comprehensive planning for water drainage areas of the United
and land resources. New York and Pennsyl- States and its territorial
vania took the first steps with their forest possessions which include the
preserve programs in the 1880's. The need for localities specifically named
a more comprehensive look at water resources in this section.
was not officially recognized until 1890,
when Theodore Roosevelt's Inland Waterways Watersheds of streams in the
Commission stated that plans "' --- should North Atlantic Region drainig
consider and include all these uses to which northward in New York toivord
streams may be put -- ", but planning was sll the Saint Lawrence River 0low
conducted on a very limited scope the international bound3r ond

draining directly into th( i
While river basin planning was initiated in the Atlantic Ocean above( tlj
1930's, it was not until the work of the Senate Virginia-North Carolln, ,-ate
Select Committee on National Water Re- line with respect toa fi rme
sources of 1959-1961 that effective emphasis work plan for developing the
was placed on coordinating the various levels water resources of the Region..:."
of government that plan and Jevelop regional
water and related land resources,
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In a letter establishing the terms of reference, planning techniques and new ideas and infor-
the Interdepartmental Staff Committee, mation. The Coordinating Committee formu-
which was the forerunner of the Water Re- lated Study guidelines on the basis of these
sources Council, directed that the NAR Study discussions and Staff presentations.
provide broad scale analyses of water and
related land resource problems within the A Board of Consultants was established by
Region and furnish general appraisals of the the Coordinating Committee in February,
probable nature, extent and timing of meas- 1966, to provide expert advice to the mem-
ures for their solutions. The terms of refer- bers of the Committee. This Board, consisting
ence further proposed a Coordinating Coin- of six eminent experts in water resources
mittee chaired by the Department of the planning and development, met nine times
Army, Corps of Engineers, with each state, and made significant contributions to the
Federal agency and river basin commission in Study.
the NAR being represented.

The planning process of the Study began in
The Departments of Agriculture, Health, Edu- the period 1966-1967, during which time a
catinn and Welfare, and r, the Federal pian of study was developed, institutional and
Power Commission and the Delaware River financial arrangements were made and work
Basin Commission participated in this study packages and agency assignments were devel-
with the Department of the Army,, Corps of oped. The planning methods initially adopted
Engineers, from the outset. The Departments were those used for Type II basin studies
of Commerce and Housing and Urban Devel- adapted to the framework type of Study.
opment joined the Study after the first
Coordinating Committee meeting in January, The multiple objective approach to planning
1966. The Department of Transportation, the was adapted to the NAR Study during the
Environmental Protection Agency and the next two years, 1968-1969. Three objectives
New England River Basins Commission were were chosen -- National Income, Environ-
added to the Coordinating Committee at a mental Quality and Regional Development --
later time. and three programs were developed on a

preliminary basis during this first stage of plan
The Coordinating Committee, first organized formulation Each program stressed a differ
at Newark, New Jersey, January 27, 1966, ent objective and consisted of alternative
was made up of one member from each of the needs and devices and estimates of benefits
participating Federal agencies and river basin and costs. A recommended program has been
commissions and one member from each of chosen for the Region on the basis of these
the thirteen NAR states and the District of programs.
Columbia. The Committee was the guiding
body providing leadership at all stages of the Various technical methods for implementing
Study and was chaired by the Division Engi- multiple objective planning were explored at
neer of the North Atlantic Division,, Corps of this time and those which were adopted
Engineers. The Corps of Engineers acted as included new data accounting systems, com-
the executive agent of the Coordinating Com- puter demand and supply models, and deci-
mittee. sion making procedures for chuosing among

the alternatives,
The Coordinating Committee met thirteen
times during the Study, between January,, The final stages of the Study, 1970-1972,,
1966, and April,, 1972. These meetings pro- included the final rounds of plan formulation
vided a forum for the discussion of problems, where decisions were made on alternative dnd
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recommended programs. Throughout this NAR are not meant to present "the" answer
stage planning methods were developed and nor the "plan" for development of water and
used to improve the data for the alternative related land resources in the NAR. The
programs and the recommended plan. Programs provide a set of guidelines, to which

water resource planners may refer, and an
The initial development and review of the organized body of fact and opinion on which
alternative and recommended programs were they may rely in making subsequent decisions
carried out by members of a Plan Formula- in water and related resources development.
tion Work Group. Each participatinng agency
had one or more representatives on this Work Scope
Group. The Federal representatives developed
data and projections for the program elements The North Atlantic Regional Water Resources
for which their agencies were responsible The Study is a multi-disciplinary study dealing
Federal, state and local and river basin com- with people, water and related land resources.
mission representatives then worked together It is a partnership effort of the Federal
to develop the initial NAR program. This agencies, the states and the river basin com-
program was adjusted and approved by the missions in the NAR,
Coordinating Committee and appears in this
Report as Regional and Area Programs. Data and findings of this Study, which covers

thirteen northeastern tates from Virginia to
Purpose Maine and the District of Columbia, are

organized into twenty-one hydrologic areas
The purpose of the NAR Study is to develop that are aggregated into six sub-Regions.The
and document the information, findings and planning period spans fifty years from 1970
recommendations which decision makers can to 2020, with intermediate benchmark years
use to guide the development of the Region's set at 1980 and 2000.
water and related land resources.

Only general levels of needs and devices are of
This framework Study provides a broad over- concern in this Study. Needs, for example, are
view of the Region on both a short- and for gallons of water per day, recreation visits
long-range basis along with accounting sys- per day or acres of water or land surface.
tems, decision processes and computer models Devices to meet needs are presented in similar
that can be up-dated as further and more units, such as total water storage, quaiitities
timely data become available. The NAR of treated watr or acres of treated Ian'.
Study dIso identifies those areas and fieldsmn
which significant gaps of knowledge exist, and Data and projections in the NAR Study are
recommends research and study to fill those compiled from information in existing re-
gaps. ports, published or unpublished: from on-

going studies, and from independent investiga-
Specifically, the NAR Study provides a set of tions. Projections of demographic and most
recommendations which include regional and economic pardmeters are based on those
area development programs, identification of prepared by the Office of Business Economicspriorities for detailed basin and project and Economic Research Service (1968).

studies, identification of priorities of needs
and devices within the recommended pro-
grains, identification of research needs and
recommendations for updating the Regional
plan. The Recommended Programs of the
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Needs were estimated only for the major PLANNING CONCEPTS
purpose- of water resources development such
as municipal and industrial water supply, General
liquid waste disposal, flood control, recrea-
tion and visual and cultural requirements. An attempt was made in the NAR Study to

incorporate into the Federal-State planning
Resources were analyzed by classes such as process insights available from the develop-
fresh or saline water and urban or open land. ment of planning theory and planning meth-
Devices were chosen from available technol- ods during the past decade. These insights
ogy ani were grouped by their effects on generally concern the interaction of alterna-
resources or on needs. Thus, the Study is tive development and management opportuni-
comprehensive but not highly detailed. ties with the preferences of decision-makers

and the public, together with the use of
The results of the NAR Study are presented several new planning techniques such as sys-
in this Report -- which is a summary of tems analysis and the use of computers.
procedures, available resources, possible alter-
natives and recommended regional programs; The traditional approach to planning in the
in the two Annexes to this Report - which water resources field has been to project
present more detailed alternatives and recom- future demands for the services provided by
mended Programs by Areas and states; and in water and water related resources and to
twenty-two appendices to this Report and accept those projections as requirements. The
their annexes -- which give complete descrip- projects, structural or non-structural, that led
tions of the Study procedures and assump- to the least cost fulfillment of the require-
tions, the resources available in the Region, ments constituted the plan. If alternatives
and the alternatives available for planning were looked at, they were only altbrnative
decisions. technical ways to fill the same requirements.

It was only in the 1950's that to the questi )n
The Main Report and its annexes are utilized "how should a requirement be fulfilled" was
to highlight significant facts, present over-all added the question, "should it be fulfilled at
conclusions and to state recommendations; all, or to what degree," and even later the
whereas the appendices and attachments con- question, "why snould we develop or not
tam the complete documentation of data, develop certain resources." Objectives have
methodology and sources, now changed from expressions like, "This

river needs a flow of 1000 cfs," to "the people
of this basin need certain water resources
investments to achieve their economic and
environmental aspirations." As expressed in
this Study planning is a continuing process
and a plan is only the outcome of this process
at one time and under one set of objectives
and assumptions.
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It is further recognized that just as individuals objectives themselves were important.
have personal conflicting objectives, each level
of government may have conflicting objec- Whenever an undertaking has more than one
tives within its sphere of responsibility and objective, conflicts will occur in the attain-
authority. Conflicts may occur between levels ment of these objectives. Some sacrifice in the
of government as well, and often far-reaching level of attainment of one or more objectives
decisions are made without adequate knowl- is required in these situations to attain the
edge of the implications for the different specified levels of other more desired objec-
objectives. This led to a planning effort in this tives.
Study where choices were made available
between alternative planning elements -- Alternative Planning Elements
needs, devices, benefits and costs -- based on
different broad objectives. Multiple objective planning requires that con-

flicts be examined by estimating teneficial
In summary, this planning effort focuses on and adverse effects of al~grnative nianagement
the process of multiple-agency planning, ccn- and design solutions on various applicable
siders multiple objectives and multiple means, objectives. This examination illuminates the
considers a range of projections, stresses trade-offs that can be made between objec-
flexibility and gives the decision maker van- tives and indicates the changes in benefits and
ous choices along with a basis for choosing costs that would result. Expressions of prefer-
among them. ences from decision makers are then obtained

and a further attempt is made to locate an
Multiple Objectives optimal or near-optimal plan from among

available alternatives.
The broad objectives of planning must relate
to the basic social reasons that public funds In a framework level study, a high degree of
are used to develop and manage certain detail is not relevant but the general multiple
resources. Improvement of the quality of the objective approach remains the same !n such
environment, for example,, is an objective of a planning effort, attempts must be made to
certain water resources planning. Other objec- show in general terms the types of opportuni-
tives include regional economic development ties that are available for water and related
ind various types of social well-being. The land management and development programs
choice of objectives for a particular water and the effects of these alternative opportuni-
resources or other study depends on the ties on planning objectives. The resourccs of
desires of those whom the development and the planning team should be used effectively
management of the resource might affect,, to develop as many alternatives as will contri-
and on the broad goals of the various levels of bute usefully to informed discussion on the
government involved,, consistent with the level available options.
of planning being undertaken. This choice
also depends on which of the desired objec-
tives the planning activity in question is likely
to affect Various types of management and
development efforts are likely to have very
different effects, positive or negative and
significant cr modest, on some objectives In
the case of modest effects, it would not pay
to use planning resources for detailed investi
gations in a study like the NAR, even if the
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Selection Among Alternative Planning Obiec- Relation to Other Studies
tives and Elements

Several major studies on areas within the
In a simple, one-objective planning effort the Region were underway concurrently with the
development of alternative planning elements IAR Study or were recently completed, Data
is a technical process utilized to move toward and outputs from these detailed studies are
the optimal design of the investment program. incorporated to the extent that the general-
Little discussion with decision makers is ized methods applicable to all Areas of the
required if the single objective has been NAR could use the detailed information. This
clearly specified since there are no non- procedure sometimes causes signific,3ntly dif-
obvious choices involved. ferent results from those developed in the

detailed studies.
When more than one objective is relevant,
however, this situation no longer holds. An Where such differences result from differences
increase in the specificity of public prefer- in assumptions, such as projected popuiation
ences toward objectives becomes necessary., or economic activity levels, these differences
Such a situation requires that technical deci- are shown. In general, if recommendations for
sions be combined with decisions about objec- the early action plans from these detailed
tives. Not only must alternative technical studies fall within the limits set by the NAR
processes be developed in this situation but framework, these recommendations should
they must be developed in relation to alterna- take precedence as the accepted plan over the
tive objectives, generalized NAR recommendations. As new,

more detailed river basin or project studies
The technical alternatives chosen in this situa- are initiated or old ones reviewed or updated
tion -- needs, devices, benefits and costs the data, findings and recommendations of
musi, therefore, relate to several objectives, thp NAR Study should serve as the point of

departure.
Criteria for choosing among the objectives
and objective planning elements must be
developed by the planning group. These cri-
teria are based on the net benefits or returns
to combinations of devices in the light of a
chosen mix of objectives No matter what
types of criteria are used, however, a relation-
ship must be established between the planning
group and the public as a basis of representa-
tion of public values in this decision process.
This relationship may be a simple matter of
the planners being representatives from organ-
izations with legdl responsibilities - states or
agencies -- or a more complex procedure of
sampling public opinion on alternatives.
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PLANNING PROCEDURES b. alternative needs and devices should be
those which will most likely achieve

Incotporation of Concepts the mixed objective with the greatest
return of niet benefits to objectives.

The foregoing concepts of planning were
incorporated into the NAR Study by the (6) Coordinating Committee members and
following steps their staffs reviewed the sets of all alternatives

prepared by the staff, adjusting them for
(I) the Coordinating Committee members errors, conflicts and new information,
were recognized as the representatives of the
public for this levei of planning, (7) the Coordinating Committee members

used the criteria to adopt a mix of objectives,
(2) generalized categories of objectives were needs and devices as Programs for each of the
adopted by the Committee as repre~ientative 21 Areas in the Region., These, along with the
of the public's diverse desires for the use of alternative planning elements and alternative
water and related land resources, programs, are presented in the Area Programs,

Annex 1,,
(3) objectives, needs, devices, be iefits, costs
and available resources were adopted as the (8) the recomrnended Regional Program is a
primary elements of the planning effort,, summary of those needs, devices, benefits and

costs of the Area Programs.
(4) participating Federal agencies prepared
the planning alternatives for those resources Alternative Planning Elements
for which they had planning jurisdiction.
Agency activities included The foundation and first planning step of the

NAR Study was the selection of alternative
a, collecting data planning elements. Three NAR objectives

were chosen o- Environmental Quality, Na-
b., participating in the establishment of tional Income, and Regional Development -

assumptions to serve as the basis for to act as the guide lines by which projections
alternative sets of projections of needs, were derived for alternative levels of the needs
devices, benefits and costs for each and devices, and resulting benefits and costs.
objective, and Each agency responsible for a substudy made

assumptions about the types and levels of
c. gathering of the data, assumptions and needs, devices, benefits and costs which

sets of projections into Appendices. would result if one or another of the planning
objectives were emphasized in an Area. There-

(5) Coordinating Committee members fore, at least three levels of projections were
adopted criteria for choosing a mix of objec made for most of the needs, devices, benefits
tives and alternative planning elements These and costs.
criteria included

Three sets of alternative data showing the
a. the objective mix for each Area should range of choices became available to the

represent those values that the people decision makers These alternatives -- dis-
in the Area wiH be seeking played on datd sheets -- were used to guide

the '-arch for the Area Programs This display
of as many of the, alternatives as possible,
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allowed the planners, first, to make explicit as aescriptions of the positive and
judgments about what were the best alte a- negative ,"ects that devices and their prod-
tives to consider and second, to give expli. ,t ucts will have upon each other and upon an
reasons for choosing among those alternative: Area's physical, social and biological c" irac-
Tor the Recommended Programs. teristics.

The three sets of data displayed the extremes Developing the Recommendations
of each of the planning elements but these
extremes had to be attainable in the Areis The decisions between alternatives was the
under consideration. This left the representa- second planning step in the NAR Study. This
tives the freedom to search for the alterna- Plan Formulation step began with the ap-
tives that due to people's desires, seemed to proval and adjustment ol alternatives t., be
be the Program that would satisfy levels of sure they were realistic This approval led to
needs likely to occur. decisions between alternatives that included

successively deciding for each Area upon the
Fifteen needs are covered in the NAR Study best mix of oojectives, deciding upon the
and include level of each need that would best achieve the

mixed objective, and deciding upon the best
publicly supplied water devices to usc in memtng needs
industrial self-supplied water
rural water supply The mixed oblective fur each Area was chosen
irrigation water because it most nearly reflected the dspira-

power plant cooling water tions and potential of each Area This objec-
hydroelectric power generation tive mix was then used to guide the choice of

navigation the must likely level of eaLh need and device
water recreation for each Area
fish and wildlife
water quality maintenance That is, the levels of needs and devices were
flood damage reduction chosen because it seemed to the Plan ForMu
drainage control latein Work Group that they would achieve
erosion control the miaed objectives with the greatest net
health benefits zoward objectives desired Luy the
visual and cultural environment people in tr;,, Area.

Twenty-three major categories of devices are Sirct- the non-n )netarv information on bene
considered.. Devices are any structural or fits and costs was ,n a descriptive basis, the
managerial action which will change a re- participation of pe,.'le vry familiar with
source so that it will satisfy a need or change each Area -- particularl the state representa
a need so that an existing resource will tives on the Coordinatint, Committe, was
suffice The categories for devices are organ- very critical in providing . n ights un tuch
ized under the headings of Resource Manage benefits and tos in addition to keeping the
ment, Research, Education and Policy deision reflistic.

Changes and are listed on page 134.
These Lho-,n 1ixe, ot ill the pl.nn,,)g ,e

Some costs are presented in monetary terms ments were, reviewed by the Co)rdm.niyntg
as tirst costs Costs and bernefits art,' Comittet; annd idopted a') hINt' riWLuonnnndit I
also presented in non-munetdry trWils Aria and Retg)nal Pro(Irams prtseittd ir ts

R pt,jrt.



STUDY MANAGEMENT The over-all responsibility for the Study

remained with the Coordinating Committee,

Dire.tion as shown in Figure 1, which reviewed and
commented upon the reports in various

The NAR Study wa. c.nducted ii.cording to stages, ultimately incorporating their final
guidelines of the Water Resources Council views and comments in this Report
The initial direction enumerating these goide
lines was given by a letter from the Inter A board consisting of six eminent specialists
departmental Staff Committee, dd hoc Water in various disciplines connected with water
Resources Council dated June 10, 1965 This resources served as advisors to the Coor-
letter affirmed that the guidelines were in diriating Committee and to the Study staff
conformance with the provisions won This Board, established by the Coordinating
templated for framework studies in the letter Committee at its second meeting, met for he
of December 12, 1963, from the ad hoc Water first time 26 October 1966 in New York, N.
Resources Council to the Director, Bureau uf Y., and met nine times throughout the Study,
Budget,, which transmitted the Coordinated ,s the NAR Board of Consultants
Planning Programs of the Council In the

terms of reference, date J December, 1965, The Board members provided a broad over-
the Department of the: Army, Corps of view as they pointed out shortcomings, sug-
Engineer,,, Wds assigned to chair trie, Coordl- gested new or modified approaches to various
nating Committee for the Study, and was to problems, acted as a sounding board for ideas
provide over-all management services includ- and brought to bear their enormous range of
ing the annuil preparation of a .oordinated experience on the problems of this Study,
budget for all the Federal partners in the Their actions significantly influenced the con-
investioation. duct of the Study for the better.

The Division Engineer of the North Atlantic Management
Division (NAD), Corps of Engineers, New
York City, WdS given a leadership assignment The professional work of the Study was
in a letter from the Office of the Chief of coo)rdinated by the NAR Study Group at the
Engineers (OCE) dated 12 April 1966. Within Planninq Division of the Corps' North Atlan-
the NAD office, an NAR Study Group was tic Division in New York City. The Staff of
established in the Planning Division. This this Study Group was composed of full time
Study Group,, and similar groups of all partner professionals assisted by graduate and under-
agencies, functioned as the staff of the Coor- graduate students employed on a part-time
dinating Committee One of the basic func- basis. This staff consisted of social,, physical
tions of the NAR Study Group was to prepare and biological scientists, engineers,, and several
and monitor time schedules for all component U. S. Army officers. The Staff worked exten-
studies and to perform other NAR Study sivoly with the specialized Federal agencies in
tasks as directed by the Division Engineer. performing the professional work of the

Study There was much staff contact with
At times special committees and task forces state agencies, principally with respect to
we:re utilized, the most important of whiuh review of professional work, enunciation of
was the, ad hoc Plan Formulation Work state aims and objectives and decisions on
Group, which operated from 10 October program recommendat ions.
1968 to the end of the Study,
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Coordinated budgets were prepared jointly by Coordination between all groups involved in
the Federal members of the Coordinating this comprehensive frame work study was the
Committee. The day-to-day management most important managerial task during the
tasks related to the Study were carried out by NAR Study and was treated as such not only
the NAR Study Group, with its Chief serving by the Coordinating Committee, under which
as Executive Secretary to the Coordinating all the participants operated, but also by the
Committee, individual Federal, state and local agencies

themselves. It was this cooperation at all

Coordinatir n levels that made the formulation of plan
recommendations possible through multiple

Coordinaton between Federal and state objective planning.
partners in the Study, and .ndirectly with
local bodies, was a primary function of the Work Assignments
NAR Study Group and was carried on
through the Coordinating Committee and its Special Studies and the Study appendices
subcommittees, agency staffs and through were assigned to specific agencies which were
Study Group staff visits, then responsible for their preparation. In

several cases one or more agencies were
The state representatives on the Coordinating assigned to contribute special inputs to a
Committee served as the contacts with local single Appendix, but one agency was always
government and non-government organiza- responsible for the final product.
tions within their states. Each state and each
Federal agency took the lead in those parts of In some instances, consultants, acting under
the Study in which it had special competence, the direction of an agency, developed major
and each participant continually reviewed and Study segments. Table I lists the subject
commented on the work of all other partici- matter of the NAR Appendices, the responsi-
pants and kept its own efforts in harmony ble agency and the agencies contributing
and in phase with those of others This review specific major inp, .s to each Appendix.
process together with progress reports, visits,
briefings, and quarterly progress reports Planning Stages
served to keep the Water Resources Council,
the Washington level of the Federal agencies, The initial phase of the NAR Study consisted
and the participating states up-to-date with of preparations for planning activities that
the Study's progress and results. concluded with the completion of a Plan of

Study in October, 1966. This document was

Coordination with the public was also carried revised from time-to-time but guided planning
out at several levels. Coordinating Committee activities throughout the Study.
meetings were open to the public and were
widely publicized. Mailings, brochures and
press releases were also widely used. At the
state. and agency level each organization main-
tamed its own contacts with constituents
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TABLE 1
WORK ASSIGNMENTS

RESPONSIBLE MAJOR
SUBJECT AGENCY CONTRIBUTING AGENCIES

Main Report Corps of All states and agencies.
Appendices Engineers

A. History of Study Corps
B. Economic Base Commerce Agriculture, Interior, all

states.
C. Climate, Meteorology, Corps Agriculture, Interior,

and Hydrology Comerce.
D. Geology and Ground Water Interior All states.
E. Flood Damage Reduction Corps Interior, HEW, all states.

and Water Management for
Major Rivers and Coastal
Areas

F. Upstream Flood Prevent- Agriculture Corps, Interior, HEW, all
ion and Water management states.

G. Land Use and Management Agriculture Corps, Interior, HUD, HEW
all states.

H. Minerals Interior All states.
I. Irrigation Agriculture HEW.
J. Land Drainage Corps Agriculture, Interior, HEW.
K. Navigation Corps All states.
L. Water Quality and EPA Agriculture, Interior, HEW,

Pollution Corps.
M. Outdoor Recreation Interior Agriculture, Corps, HEW,

all states.
N. Visual and Cultural Interior All agencies and states.

Environment
0. Fish and Wildlife Interior Agriculture, Corps, HEW,

all states.
P. Power FPC Interior, Corps, all states.
Q. Erosion and Agriculture Interior, Corps, all state.

Sedimentation
R. Water Supply Corps Agriculture, HEW, Interior

all states.
S. Legal and Instutional Corps All states.

Environment
T. Plan Formulation Corps All agencies and states.
U. Coastal and Estuarine Corps All agencies and states.

Areas
V. Health Aspects EPA Corps, HEW, Agriculture,

Interior.
Environmental Statement Corps
Public Information Corps

13
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Plan Formulation in the NAR Study was Other special studies were completed fur
based upon the assumptions and the informa industrial water use, urban development and
tion contained in the Study's various appen land use. coastal and estuarine resour,.s atp
dices. Each appendix contains basic data on the supply and demand models ised in the
alternative needs, supplies, devices, costs and Study. The latter two are ;mportant innUVa
benefits in the NAR. and represents the tions which are expected tu be utilized
efforts of many previously available reports extensively in some form in future water and
and a number of special studies, reports, field related resources studies. Several other general
work and surveys made by or for the responsi studies provided basic informat.on on eco

ble agencies. Several problems had to be deall nomic and water needs, on exisling and
wilh before the information was anpropriate developable water resources and on existing.

for use in the Study. One problem wa&. !ne authorized, planned or considered proNet

comprehensiver-e.s of this multiple objecteie Tnese special studies were carrmed Jut iode

Study, a new concept in framework planning, pendently by the responsible agencies ard

and another diffiiulty was that much ntor thn incorporated into the NAR appendio:.
mation was not available by the ad.nces They also play a sigvificaf.t

part in the Study as the basis for prileLmng

The existing (hisioric) information available fut.o needs and supplies and their ._.)rnp.j

through agenLces invol ed ,r) the Study hid t) nents

be reformulated into alternatives to fit the

NAR's multiple objective approach. Some NAR plan formulat;on a-tivities developed

efforts were unsuccessful. For the most part. into three stages after the initial Plan of Study
however, the recommendations of the Study was drawn up and approved by the Coordiri

were founded on successfully reformulated tin4 Committee. The working group fu)r eah
material. Changes olso had to be made in of these planning stages consisted of the NAR
ongoing and proposed studies and these Study Group Staff and the Plan Formulation

changes were markedly more successful Work Group representing the Coordinating

Committee members The composition of the
A number of special studies were contracted Work Group varied depending upon the type
for by the responsible agencies to fill in of problems and the geoyraphcl areas i+t
missing information. An example of the coy- .oncern. In the third and last planning stage..
erage of these special studies is the one for the Coordinating Committee itself became
Visual and Cultural Environment, a new need directly involved in the details of plan formu
stressed in the NAR Study. This study was an lation.
inventory and evaluation of environmental

landscapes and cultural patterns in the NAR In the first planning stage, September 1968 to

and a program showing alternatives for devel June 1969. agencies contributing to the esti
oping 'hose landscapes and patterns mation of resource needs and supplies were

asked to estimate these for the three alterna
tive oblective oriented progiams The Study

14



Group at this Stage was approaching Multiple
objective planning as a new technique~ ari
was explorinq the abilities of the plantih~s to
work effectively with this rrethod. Work was
primarily handcrafted rather than -umnp ~Lef
ized. The result of this first planning stage was
a series of draft programs on stipplies. needs.
devices, benefits and costs, fo, ead"h objtxtive
and for each NAR Ared

These draft pfogram.,s served cis a basis, fur Ttr
detailed developmevi* of programs if, the
second stage

At the seccnd planning stage, Junel 1969 t)

September 1970. the result's of u~t fthe tWu
tomrpjter models the demand riudv' fgj
prujecting vvater vvithdravvWal -overv br ;gh!
in*to the decision making Handcr~ftedr 0-1t1
mates, of the non LAMP~ierilfdC prograrn t-
merits were, it the samye Time. reviewed anrd

revised and attempts were maide to MftrLctivOIl'
Coordinate the various inputs,

T~te results of both major tLomputor modol-,
Were brought into pla-y in the third planning
stage. This stage extended from September
1970 to May 1972. In the, first part uif this
stage, the Coordinating Committ-v itself
acted as a 'task force on plan f(ormTUldtIUf" InI
order it; consider the drafts of the rec-oni
mended Arei Programs for mixed objet~iVes
completed bV the Plan Formulatoun Work
Grou~p during the second stage At this tim(?
the results of the sec-ond COMPuter model a
supply model for projectinig water develop
merit were brou~ght into the, decLision pro)L
ess The drift Programns were adjosted dudd
approved by the task for LP Of the Coordina

ing Committee arid wero rewritten irirt,
fined by the NAR arid agencLY )taff,, At tho',
conlusi0)on f it,!, third stxagi, th, Coordi

P tirig Cocimiittee, srttiq InI It,, formal cWpacity.

adjusted aid( approved theo, Proqr ~sms w, The
rel irimeridei rim- r i)bjlt vt, p lan f.)r itIt
21 Areas, id tht, Reqim
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CHAPTER 2

DESCRI PTION
OF THE REGION
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The firs.t section of the chapter describes PHYSICAL
available physical resources and features, in-
cluding those relating to topography, geology, Topography
climate, and surface and ground water. The
second section describes biological features The topography of the NAR varies from
and resources, both terrestrial and aquatic, mountainous terrain with elevations over
The third section describes economic and 4,000 feet to flat and undulating coastal
social arrangements and resources. plains. Proceeding westward from the Atlantic

coast the topography ranges from coastal
Boundaries plains through undulating hills, to rolling hills

which generally have elevations of from 200
The North Atlantic Region stretches along the to 800 feet, to steep hills of from 800 to
Atlantic Coast from the North Carolina - 2,000 feet, and finally to the Appalachian
Virginia State boundary to the northern tip of mountains in the westernmost part of the
Maine, It extends inland to encompass all of Region.
the land drainage which flows into the Atlan-
tic Ocean through that coastal zone. All or The predominant land form is rolling hills
portions of 13 states and the District of which make up more than half of the NAR's
Columbia are encompassed in the Region land area. Most of the Areas are made up of a
measuring 1,000 miles along a general north- little over 45 percent rolling hills, but Areas 2
south axis and averaging 200 miles in width. and 10 have over 75 percent, while Areas 13,16
The Region contains 172,586 square miles of and 18 have less than 25 percent. Steep hills
land and water which constitute about five and mountains make up 2 7 percent of the
percent of the Nation's total area. Region, concentrated most heavily in Area 8

where over 60 percent of the NAR's hi lIly
For study purposes, the Region has been terrain is located, and in Areas 3. 4 and 6.
divided into 21 Areas which, in turn, have
been aggregated into six sub-regions as shown
in Figure 2. The 21 Areas vary widely in size
from the largest, the Susquehanna River
Basin, Area 17, which covers 27,510 square
miles, to the smallest of 1,900 square miles,
Area 13 of New York City, Long Island and
coastal Westchester County,

Some of the Areas have several drainage
systems within their boundaries, expecially
where the rivers are small, other Areas, such
as the Susquehanna, have only one system,,
and still others, such as those bordering on
Canada, have only a portion of a drainage
system., Table 2 is supplied to identify the
Areas by name,, river basins and states in
cluded in each and size.
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TABLE 2
AREA DESCRIPTIONS

Drainage Area
Area Name Description (square miles)
1. St. John River St. John River, Maine 11,435(1)

Basin

2. Penobscot River Penobscot River, Maine 8,525
Basin

3. Kennebec River Kennebec River, Maine 5,870
Basin

4. Androscoggin River Androscoggin River, Maine 3,450
Basin and New Hampshire

5. Maine Coastal St. Croix River, Maine; 6,856(1)
Basins Atlantic Coastal Area from

the International Boundary
to Cape Small, Maine

6. Southern Maine and Presumpscot River, Maine; 4,208
Coastal New Hampshire Saco River, Maine and New

Hampshire; Piscataqua
River, Maine and New
Hampshire; Atlantic Coast-

al area from Cape Small,
Maine to the New Hampshire-
Massachusetcs state line

7. Merrimack River Merrimack River, New Hampshire 5,050
Basin and Massachusetts

8. Connecticut River Connecticut River, Vermont, 11,250(1)
Basin New Hampshire, Massachusetts

and Connecticut

9. Southeastern New Narragansett Bay Drainage, 4,476
England Massachusetts and Rhode

Island; Pa:catuck River,
Rhode Island and Connecticut;
Atlantic Coastal area from
southern boundary of Merrimack
River Basin in Massachusetts
to Rhode Island-Connecticut
state line.

10. Thamcs and Housatonic Thames River, Connecticut, Mas- 4,555

River Basin sachusetts, and Rhode Island;
Housatonic River, Connecticut,
Massachusetts and New York;

Connecticut Coastal Area.

11. Lake Champlain and St. Lawrence River, 11,900
St. Lawrence River New York; Lake
Drainage Champlain, New york

and Vermont
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TABLE 2 (CONTD)
AREA DESCRIPTIONS

Drainage Area

Area Nme Description (square miles)

12. Hudson River Hudson River, New York, 13,366

Basin Vermont and Mas-
sachusetts

13. Southeastern New York New York City; Long Island; 1,901
Metropolitan Area Westchester County

Coastal Area

14. Northern New Jersey Passaic River, New Jersey 2,376
and New York; Raritan
River, New Jersey; other
Northern New Jersey streams

15. Delaware River Basin Delaware River and Delaware 12,765
Bay, New York, New Jersey,
Penusylvania and Delaware

16. Coastal New Jersey Atlantic Coastal Area from 2,393
Sandy Hook, New Jersey to
Cape May, New Jersey

17. Susquehanna River Susquehanna River, New York, 27,510

Basin Pennsylvania and Maryland

18. Chesapeake Bay and Patuxent River, Maryland; 8,145
Delmarva Peninsula Nanticoke River, Maryland
Dainage and Delaware; Delmarva

Peninsula from Cape Henlo-

pen, Delaware to Cape Charles,

Virginia; and Chesapeake Bay
Drainage from Cape Charles,
Virginia to point Lookout,
Maryland

19. Potomac River Basin Potomac River, Maryland, 14,670

Virginia, West Virginia,
Pennsylvania and the District
of Columbia

20. Rvppahannock and York Rappahannock River, Virginia; 6,000
River Basins York River, Virginia; Chesa-

p eake Bay Drainage from Smith

Point, Virginia to Old Point
Comfort, Virginia

21. James River Basin James River, Virginia and 10,600
West Virginia; Chesapeake
Bay and Atlantic Coastal

Drainage from Old Point
Comfort, Virginia to Vir-
ginia Beach, Virginia

TOTAL 177,421

(1) Areas 1,5, and 8 drain 4,096, 625 and 114 square miles respect-
ively,from Canada.These figures are included in the totals shown.
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Other Areas having unusual land forms are Twenty of the Areas drain towards the
Area 13, which is almost wholly made up of Atlantic Ocean, while Area 11 drains north to
undulating land, Area 20 with three quarters the St, Lawrenc.3 River. Much of the northern
of its area in undulating land, and Areas 16 part of the Region was covered by glaciers
and 18 which have 71 and 60 percent flatland which left numerous depressions that have
respectively. Areas 19 and 21 are significant become lakes and ponds. The combined water
for their diversity, particularly Area 19 which' surface of the rivers, lakes and ponds totals
has steep hills, rolling hills, undulating land, about 4.3 percent of the NAR's area.
mixed land forms and a small mountainous
area. The percentage distributions of these Area 9 has the largest percentage of its area in
land forms are shown for the 21 NAP Areas water surface (other than coastal waters) witl
in Table 3. 10.7 percent.

The following Regional map, Figure 3, shows
The NAR has several mountain ranges which the topographic features of the NAR.
have peaks of more than 4,000 feet. These
peaks are in the White Mountains in Areas 4 Geology
and 6; the Green Mountains in Area 11, the
Adirondacks in Areas 11 and 12, the Catskills Figure 4 shows the several physiographic
in Areas 12 and 17, the Appalachians in Areas provinces in the NAR., The New England,,
17, 19 and 21, the Blue Ridge in Areas 19 and Adirondack, Piedmont and Blue Ridg(, prov-
21;, and the Allegheny Mountains in Area 17.. inces are underlain by crystalline and meta-
The tallest mountain in the NAR is Mount morphic rocks, granite, schist and gneiss, as
Washington (6,288 feet) in the Whi e Moun- well as quartzite and marble, In largest part,
tain Chain. The Taconic Mountains in Area 8 these rocks are Precambrian in age. The
are generally less than 3,000 feet high., Triassic lowlands, underlain by sandstone,

shale and minor volcanics, lie within the New
At the other end of the elevation scale are the England and Piedmont crystalline rock prov-
coastai plains which extend from Long Island inces. The Valley and Ridge province is
through Virginia with elevations ranging from underlain by highly folded and faulted layers
sea level along the tidal streams and bays to of Paleozoic limestone, sandstone and shale.
slightly over 300 feet in southern Maryland Similar rock layers are present in the Appa-
There are also some lowland plains along the lachian Plateau and the St. Lawrence Valley,,
New England seaboard and in the Mohawk but they are almost horizontal in attitude
River Valley in New York., Highly folded Paleozoic formations make up

the Taconic Highlands. The Coastal Plain is
made up of sands and clays that dip gently
seaward.
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TABLE 3
LAND FORM DISTRIBUTION

IN THE MAR AREASl/

Rolling Undulating Flat 2/
Area Mountain Hill Hill Land Land Compoundy-

(percent)

1 - - 100 - - -

2 13 5 82 - - -

3 22 23 55 - - -

4 38 30 32 - - -

5 - 23 77 - - -

6 20 28 52 - - -

7 8 28 64 - - -

8 10 61 29 - - -

9 - - 76 24 - -

10 - 19 81 - - -

11 13 29 37 21 - -

12 5 32 39 24 - -

13 - - - 100 - -

14 - - 65 35 - -

15 1 7 41 31 10 10

16 - - 29 71 -

17 -24 47 5 - 24

18 - - 15 25 60 -

19 19 8 29 22 - 22

20 2 - 25 73 - -

21 26 12 36 26 - -

NR814616 4 7

1/ Percentages do not include coastal areas

2/ Appalachian Steep and Rolling Hill
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CENTRAL APPALACHIAN SYSTEM .
1 Plateau Province 4 P~ednmont Province '

2 Ridge a'id Valley Province 4A Triassic Lowland/
31Blue Ridge Province 5 Coastal Plain Province / 14

NEW ENG7LAND) APPALA CHIAN SYSTEM -

6 Hudson Valley 12 Taconic Mountains '-
7 Lake Champlain Lowland 13 Green mountains
8 St Lawrece. valley 14 New Engand Upland '
9 Adirondack Mountains 15 New England Lowland -

10 Mohawk Valley 16 White Mountains( -

11 Catskill Mountains
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The North Atlantic Region is glaciated as far Subsequent layers of Cretaceous and Tertiary
south as a line drawn along southernmost sediments of the Coastal Plain overlap the
Long Island and westward through Penn- Piedmont crystallines. The sediments thicken
sylvania. The consolidated rocks in the gla- to the southeast and crop out in bands with
ciated area are masked to a greater or lesser the oldest sediments exposed along the fall
degree by till or water laid sand and gravel zone, a line marked by the points to which
deposits. Most of this glaciated area is located the tide extends up the estuaries.
in the New England Appalachian System,
except a small part of the Plateau Province in The Hudson Valley is topographically, geo-
the west, while the rest of the NAR lies in the graphically, structurally and historically a part
Central Appalachian System. The various of the Ridge and Valley Province.
physiographic divisions are described in more
detail as follows. The Plateau Province repre- The Champlain Lowland is underlain by
sents the interior stable region of the conti- Paleozoic limestone, dolomite, marble, shale
nent where very gently folded strata of and slate with a few beds of quartzite.. Except
Paleozoic Age are dissected by an elaborate for the quartzite, the rocks are easily eroded
arborescent drainage system, and the surface is well worn down toward sea

level. The bottom of Lake Champlain is below
The Ridge and Valley Province is a folded, sea level.
thrust faulted province of parallel or sub-
parallel ridges and valleys. The topography The St. Lawrence Valley is a smooth glacial
has been formed by anticlines, synclines and plain underlain by slightly tilted and beveled
thrust sheets of strata of Paleozoic Age. The Cambrian sandstone and Ordovician limestone
rectangular drainage system of this province and shales. Relief rarely exceeds one hundred
contrasts sharply with the arborescent drain- feet and occurs within the glacial drift.
age system of the Plateau Province.

A nearly circular uplift, the Adirondack
The Blue Ridge Province is made up of Mountains are divided into a northwestern
Cambrian and pre-Cambrian metamorphic and rolling upland of gentle relief and a south-
igneous rocks, which are highly folded and western rugged mountain mass with more
thrust faulted toward the Ridge and Valley than forty peaks over 4,000 feet. The Adiron-
Province. dacks consist mainly of pre-Cambrian rock

surrounded by gently upturned Cambro-
The Piedmont Province is an area of generally Ordovician sediments.
low relief underlain by chiefly meta-
morphosed pre-Cambrian and Paleozoic sedi- The Mohawk Valley is a lowland separating
ments and volcanics. The rocks are highly the Plateau Province and the Adirondack
folded and faulted.. Mountains and joining the Hudson Valley

with the interior lowlands. Underlain by
Several of the Triassic Lowlands, elongated Ordovician shales and limestones, the Valley
basins of Upper Triassic sandstones, shales is low and smooth only in relation to the
and diabese dikes and sills, are found in the higher and more rugged piovinces to the
Piedmont Province and the New England north and south.
Upland. These Triassic Rocks are gently
folded and faulted.
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The Catskill Mountains are underlain by and CAimate
owe their iorm to a nearly horizontal hard
but deply carved protective plate of coarse, There is a wide range of climatic conditions in
porous sandstone or conglomerate., The high- the North Atlantic Region. The general cli-
est summits are about 5,000 feet above sea mate of the coastal lowlands, which include
level and local relief exceeds 3,000 feet. the most densely populated areas in the NAR,

is tempered by the proximity of the ocean.
The Taconic Mountains are a low range of Three general types of weather patterns in-
hills composed mostly of metamorphosed, fluence the Region cold, dry air flowing
fine-grained sedimentary rocks of Cambrian down from the Arctic, warm, moist air from
and Ordovician Age., The mountains and the Gulf states, and cool, moist air moving in
valleys have a dominant north-south trend from the ocean.
resulting from east-west compression.

The average annual precipitation in the NAR
The Green Mountaiis are lower in elevation is about 41 inches, see Figure 5. The
than the Adirondacks which lie across the range is from less than 30 inches in northern
Champlain Valley. Maximum heights are New York State to over 70 inches in some
above 4,000 feet but most peaks are not mountainous areas, and is somewhat greater
much above 3,000 feet. The southern part of along the coast than elsewhere. The distribu-
the Green Mountains is made up of pre- tion of precipitation is relatively uniform
Cambrian granites and gneisses. The northern throughout the year in all parts of the NAR
part is composed of gneiss, schist, and along except the coast. The coast receives greater
the eastern flank of ultrabasic intrusives and autumn precipitation, less in winter and
volcanics. spring, and about the same in summer.

The New England Upland contains both wide
lowland and belts of low mountains but the 36

area is essentially a plateau-like expanse with 36

youthful stream dissection and pronounced
monadnocks. Sedimentary, metamorphic and 36 0

igneous rocks mark a 'ong and active tectonic
history of the New England Upland.. 36

The New England lowland is essentially a
sloping margin of the New England Upland 4

that is lower and smoother than the adjacent 4

upland.,

The White Mountains are a group of scattered 4

mountains formed by the action of water and 4

ice on a great granitic intrusion. Elevations of 44

hills and mountains vary upward from 1,500
feet to that of Mount Washington, 6,288 feet 48

NAR
NORMAL ANNUAL TOTAL PRECIPITATION

(INCHES)
Figure 5
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Low-pressure cyc:onic systems crossing the Surface and Ground Water
northern part of the NAR from the Pacific
Northwest, and the southern portion from the Within the Region are such major river sys-
Gulf Coast, are the principal source of precipi- tems as the Connecticut, Hudson, Delaware,
tation. Coastal storms, or "northeasters," are Susquehanna, Potomac and James. All of the
also heavy contributors as are the occasional surface and ground water resources of the
hurricanes and tropical storms that move up Region combine to provide an abundant
the Atlantic seaboard. Violent thunder supply of water, although it is somewhat
storms, found throughout the region, bring unevenly distributed geographically and de-
locally heavy rain and often hail. graded in quality in some locations, particu-

larly in the metropolitan areas.
Snowfall within the Region is chiefly a
function of the latitude and altitude of a Streamflow from the Region, including the
particular location., The average annual fall flow originating in Canada, dverages about
ranges from less than 10 inches in south- 260,000 cfs, or about 9 percent of the annual
eastern Virginia to over 100 inches in the natural runoff of the United States. Since the
northwest corner of the NAR, in New York. Region represents about 5 percent of the

Nation's area, the average flow on a per
Most of the NAR is under the year-round square mile basis is about twice the National
influence of the prevailing westerlies, strongly average, The average streamflow within the
modified by local topography. Brief wind NAR is about 1.5 cubic feet per second (cfs)
storms, with galeforce wind gusts., are expe per square mile, varying from 2.5 cubic feet
rienced in the fall, winter, and early spring, per second per square mile in a few locations
and major storms, of tropi al or extra tropical in New England and New York to les than 1
origin, periodically strike the Region (espe
cially the coastal areas) with violent winds
Tornadoes are not common and have caused
only limited damage. 40

40
The averdgt, annual tem perature varies ( r) I o
siderably within the NAR,, from slightly less
than 40 degrees Fahrenheit in northern New 45
England to about 60 degrees Fahrenheit in
southern Virginia Northern winters are fairly - ,
long and severe, with growing seasons averag ,
ing less than 100 frost-free days In some areas
The growing se asons in the southern portion . ,

of the, Regin dwri ge up to 200 days There,, 55

is al,,() wide vriation between )unmer vi1(d .

winter tpr t ore;-,, is Figur 6 indi(,,tes.
55_ 60

60 "1

NAR

AVERAGE ANNUAL TEMPERAIURE F1

Figure 6
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cfs per square mile throughout much of the
Potomac, York and Rappahannock River
Basins. This favorable quantity of supply is
not, however, evenly distributed throughout
the Region for convenient availability at
locations of greatest need. The reliable use of
stream flows . . . which are a combined result
of surface runoff and groundwater discharge.

is limited by large annual and seasonal
variations in precipitation. The effects of .
these variations were demonstrated during the
drought of the early 1960's.

In 1965,, after several years of below average
streamflow in much of the Region, many 4%
gaging stations in southern New England, New
York, New Jersey and Pennsylvania recorded
annual flows of 50 prcent of the long term
average. The flow in the Merrimack River was NAR
only 45 percent of average. The Delaware AVERAGE ANNUAL RUNOFF
River flow was also about 45 percent of Inches
average, and because of the large demands of Figure 7

the metropolitan areas serviced by this River
the effects of the drought were severely felt in
this area, Streamflows in the Susquehanna Too much water from excessive rainfall,
and Potomac River basins in Virginia were on snowmelt, ice-jams and high tides have caused
the order of 60 percent of average, heavy flooding every few years at one or more

places within the NAR. The most damaging
Extended periods of low flow, such as occur floods result from hurricanes or the combina-
during droughts, are rather infrequent in the tion of heavy spring rainfall and snowmelt
NAR and seasonal variations play a more Flooding can occur at any time of the year,,
immediate role in many water problems of but spring and fall are,, for the reasons cited,,
the Region. generally the seasons of most frequent flood-

ing. The northern part of the Region, partic-
In most parts of the NAR, more than half the ularly in New England,, contains reiatively
annual runoff occurs in a three month period, large amounts of natural storage which have a
generally in late winter dild early spring in the mitigating effect on flood peaks along major
northern, and somewhat earlier in the south- streams. Flow variations are more severe in
ern part of the Region.. The months of lowest the southern portion, whet ,, atios of 600 to 1
runoff are generally the same throughout the between high and lov, flows are not uncom-
Region and occur between June and October, mon in some places.
with AugLst and September as the months
with predominantly the lowest runoff Aver-
age annual runoff in inches and average
strearnflow i n cfs for the 21 Areas is shown in
Figures 7and8
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Existing streamflvv in the NAR, including portions of the Area where no regulation
flows into the Region from Canada. is more -xists, and 1.9 where stream flow is regulated.
than 170,000 cfs and this is available about I, the Penc,bstot River Basin this effect is
95 percent of the time This is the amount more significant, with a ratio of about 3 to 1
available, on the average, in 19 years out of for the total Area, and a ratio of more than
any twenty-year period. For purposes of 100 to 1 on smaller unregulated t, ibutaries
hydrologic analysis, this flow could be used as
a practical degree of development This does Surface water accounts for about 4 percent of
not consider carry-over storage from year to the total land and water area of the Region.
year, which it would be necessary to do in Approximately 90 percent of these water
using a development figure close to d' -rage surfaces have 40 or more acres of surface
flow. This figure includes natural and artificial

lakes, ponds, streams, estuaries and canals

About 44 percent of this, or more than oneeighth of d mile wide or greater, and
75,000 cfs, is available In New England (Areas deeply indented embayrrents, sounds and
1 through 10) where net evapotranspiration other sheltered coastal waters, protected by
losses are low and many natural Likes corn headlands or islands. Half of this water

bine to produce very favorable runoff cundi st,rfd(.e, nearly 3,300 square miles, lies In
tions throughout a wide area. This value is Areas 1 through 10 i- New England.

about 48,400 cfs in the Hudson, St. Lawrence
and Delaware River drainage Areas (Areas 11 The over dll quality of surface water covrs

through 16) and about 46,800 (cfs in the the entire spectrum in the Region and varies
basins draining into Chesapeake Bay (Areas widely with location, being gener illy poorer

17 ,hrough 21). at tinges of low flow. The State of Maine has
an over all high quality of surface water,

There are almost 16 mlliliUn dLlre-feet (rmiaf) of characterized by a low to moderate mineral

existing usable storage in reservoirs with content and hardness, arial industrial and

volumes larger than 5,000 acre feet Trhis sanitary waste is comparatively low in the

reservoir storage is shown in Figure 9 for eah fresh waters of Areas 1 through 4 The greater
Area Areas 1 through 5, In northern New population and more Lwncentrated Industrial
England, together contain the largest amount areas in southern New England cruate man-
of this large size ,torage with about 4.8 rndf made problems although the naturdl themical

and Areas 19, 20 arid 21 together contain the quality is good and s,-diment oncentratIons
lowest amount of this storage', with less than are low.
0.5 mat. Much of the storage in the northern
part of the Region is used for power, while
storage in the central and southern portions is
used relatively more for flood control and

municipal supply Additional storage is avail
ablh , in this Region in numerous smaller
upstream reservoirs The releasets from re Ar

voirs in many basins of the northern part of
the Region have aI sigHIficant eff,,ct on dry
weather fl, w, rt(hlt ig stream flow viriti )ns
( I'llderibly. Th, ratio btween averige, ain!
monthly r1h1ininnLI fl'ow in) thte Andr, ns qin

River Ba&In, fi)r t-iinqjl ' , , dj t,-1 .
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The waters of the Hudson and Delaware Ground water quality on an over-all Regional
Rivers and some basins draining into the St. basis is good. Hardness is encountered in
Lawrence River are generally soft to moder- carbonate rock and iron or manganese are
ately hard and dissolved solids concentrations found in undesirable quantities in glacial
range from low to intermediate. The estuarine deposits. Wells in coastal plain sediments near
waters in Areas 11 through 16 range from the sea may yield water that is high in
poor to comoletely unusable fo. most pur- chloride content, limiting its use,
poses. Dissolved solids concentrations are high
in Areas 17 and 18 where coal mining has Water losse through evapotranspiration are a
caused extensive pollution from acid water function principally of water availability, heat
drainage, The waters of the southern portions supply and vegetative covering, all of which
of Areas 1.7 and 18 are particularly subject to are at or near their maximum during the
salinity intrus.ion. In Areas 19, 20 and 21 growing season. Most evapotranspirative
sediment and dissolved solids concentrations losses, therefore, take plce between April
are low to moderate and waters are soft and October in the Region. The annual
except in mountainous areas evapotranspiration is least in Areas 1 to 5

where average temperatures are lowest and
Grourd water is in, over all abundant supply the growing season is shortest, while losses
with available rates of flow of up to several increase southward being greatest in Areas 19
tens uf millions of gall,)ns per day in some to 21, In New England, annual evapotrans-
wel, fiulds in the coastal plain, in sandstone piration is about 18 to 20 inches. in the St.
and tarbonate roi.ks, ind in glacial sands and Lawrence, Hudson and Delaware river drain-
grave! beds in the more northerly aredas ages in the NAR it varies from about 20 to 25
Small,:r quanftitis J ground water are avail- inches and in the Chesapeake Bay drainage
able thr.)1jgh,,ut th,; Region in place(s under basins it tudiies from about 2A.5 to 28.5
lain by Lrvstllint, i, k ind shales, with yield,, inches. About 25 percent or more -,f the total
limited t,) .Abut I mgd per wtdll fi ld, annual evapotranspiration occurs in July.

Growund v, tetr devt lopmt-rnt In 1965 The net losses from reservoir surfaces arE
amountud t,) abuit 2,560 mgd, w itn iboit 45 from 4 to about 7 inches in the ncrthern half
perL .ett ' i'd f, r municuipall tupply. 15 purcert am ii fr,)m 8 to aibout 9 inmhes in the southern
f)r r,iral ,4 estiL ,kupply. 34 percent for hilf )f th Kgyion.

't ppli. VmOustrial is, 'ibout 3.5 peroni

t,)r irriqti in *nJ thw rt.m indef or to l tr L

povcr ind hI. ,Tock. New Y.)rk Stat. i,, the.
latgm-st is,,r A it h mb jGt bOO n igd mur.' than
half ft vhiLh is ).n ii Lot Iklrnd New

Jer,, ,,, ,he' ',xt highest , .r ha', ti i ,.A.ith

lra,sl, -f ,b )ut 53U myd
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4A

BIOLOGICAL 1. Coniferous forest (spruce-fir)-- located
primarily in Maine with smaller sections in

The North Atlantic Region is of particular New York, Vermont and New Hampshire.
economic and cultural importance to the
United States because of its rich base of 2. Northeastern Pine (white and red pine,
natural resources. The Region's agricultural hemlock, hardwood) -- stretches across the
and industrial development began in and central NAR through Pennsylvania, New
around the biologically productive estuaries York, Connecticut, Rhode Island, Massa-
and progrossed inland along waterways, pass- chusetts and into significant portions of New
ing through successive regions of distinct Hampshire and Maine.
physiography, climate and identifiable bio-
logic communities. These diverse environ- 3. Northern Hardwood (beech, birch, maple)--
ments played a significant role in shaping begins in northern Pennsylvania, and stretches
man's activities in the NAR. through most of New York and Vermont,

reaching into New Hampshire and Maine.
Estuarine-coastal and terrestrial-river are the
two most easily discernible environment clas- 4. Southern Hardwood (oak, hickory, yellow
sifications in the Region. It is more useful, poplar)-- the largest forest type in the NAR,
however, to apply a more detailed classifica- covers about one third of the Region princi-
tion scale to the various environments in the pally in Virginia, Pennsylvania, Maryland, and
NAR. This approach will give a better indica- New Jersey with significant amounts also in
tion of the effects that subtle differences in southern New York and Connecticut.
sub-environments have had on man's way of
life and on the interactions of his activities 5. Coastal Plain Hardwood (yellow pine,
with his habitat. hardwood).- the smallest of the five main

forest types, confined to coastal sections of
Terrestrial the Region in Virginia, Delaware, Maryland,

New Jersey, eastern Long Island and the
Distribution of forest types, the dominant eastern tip of Massachusetts.
plant species in the NAR, has been primarily
influenced by climate. Local differences in Within each forest type the species cited
plant types relate also to local drainage predominate, but in general, the northern
patterns and soil substrate differences. The NAR is dominated by soft wood species such
only clear correlation between a physio- as white pine, spruce and hemlock. The
graphic delineation and a forest type in the central NAR and the southern upland are
NAR has been on the Coastal Plain where the noted for an abundance of hardwoods- oaks,
yellow pine-hardwood forest is constrained in yellow poplar and the valuable black cherry
the NAR to the Plain's sandy substrate, and black walnut. Loblolly pine and the other

typically southern pine species dominate in
Forests of the NAR cover 66 percent of the the southern coastal sections.
land area and 96 percent of this forest is
classified commercial. Five major forest types
in the Region are:
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The natural variety of forest in the NAR, plus waxy Indian pipes and brown beech drops are
the many types and degrees of past use, have found in the darkest spots.
resulted in forests that presently vary greatly
in appearance, age, size, condition, stocking An interesting plant association may be found
and value. Only a few thousand acres of virgin throughout the NAR in the form of the
forest remain in the NAR, most of the forests Hemlock Ravine. This association is found
having been cut over from one to six times, where topography discouraged attempts at
One sixth of the forest area is growing on land timber cutting and remnants of the first or
originally cleared for farming but subse- second growth may be found. Beneath the
quent'y abandoned. Hemlock is an understory composed almost

entirely of smaller hemlock of all ages and of
The NAR was once fully forested but today even smaller plants such as mountain laurel,
only about 66 percent of its land area is Rhododendron, Viburnum alnifolium, solo-
classed as forested and only 60 percent of this mon's seal, bellworts, bishop's caps and ferns
is fully covered by trees. Along the coast and and mosses.
in the river valleys extensive acres of cropland
and great metropolitan or urban areas have Each uncultivated field or meadow is a
replaced the forest. One result of the decrease natural garden covered over with large num-
in forest is that in spite of intensive hunting, bers of many different species. They are
deer have increased in numbers from colonial controlled, however, by varying conditions of
times because they piefer terrain of the early soil and moisture. Some are found only on
succession stages of forests that are made up rocky outcrops and in thin soil: some in rich
of grassy meadows, shrubs and small trees. well-drained areas and some in moist places.

In any sizable acreage these situations adjoin
The forest types mentioned above contain one another and their characteristic vegeta-
many other species of woody and herbaceous tion becomes intermingled. Some of these
plants of ecological importance. These plants field plants are well known and used in
exist in close association in the NAR because gardens, some are varieties introduced into
of similar requirements as to soil, light, gardens from Europe that have become nat-
moisture and temperature. uralized. The Ox-eye daisy, chicory and wild

carrot are examples of such imports. Native
The oak hardwood forest type usually has an plants to be found in fields in the Region
understory composed of dogwoods, sassafras, include such species as milkweeds, flags,
witch hazel, and huckleberries. Beneath this golden-rods, asters, monardia, buttercups,
under story are herbaceous plants including butterfly weed, boneset and evening primrose
hepaticas, bloodroot, wild geranium and in combination with all types of grasses.
meadow rue.

Abandoned farms found in the New England
The tree species in the northern hardwood portions of the Region illustrate what
forest type occur in varied proport: , happens to an environment, within a genera-
according to climate and soil. Beneath the tion or two, when nature is left to run its
understory of young trees of the dominant course. The once cuILivated fields are soon
species and where sufficient light .- n pene- covered with shrubs and herbs, then junipers
trate, 'can be found violets, trilliums, dutch- which are quickly followed by gray birches
man's breeches and wild ginger. Ferns take and then pines.
their place wherever there is deep shade and
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Closely associated with the open field plant Small game animals are of two broad classes,
situation in the NAR, in many instances, is forest game and farm qame. Forest game
the hedgerow. This is a comparatively narrow, includes ruffed grouse and gray squirrel,
natural or planted strip which the farmer did which occupy the same habitat as deer and
not encroach on in clearing for his fields. Its black bear, and varying types of hare and
edges are usually straight and well ordered, turkeys. Hares are not as widely distributed as
Some of its spontaneity is due to the varying squirrel and grouse in the Region, as they
ages of the plants, for seedling growth is prefer swampy areas with dense stands of
constantly springing up around more matured conifers and are located primarily in pockets
vegetation. Choke cherries and pin cherries in the northern third of the Region.
are almost always found in these areas.
Blackhaw viburnum also abounds in hedge- Farmland small game animals like the cotton-
rows. In wetter places are hazelnuts, arrow- tail rabbit and bobwhite quail are widespread
wood, spirea and potentilla. In addition, in the Region. The pheasant, which shares this
smaller trees like the wild black cherry and habitat, is not native to the area and must be
hawthorn contribute an irregularity to the artifically restocked in order to thrive. The
skyiine of the hedge row. This variation is bobwhite quail thrives in agricultural areas of
further accented by vines such as honey- diversified farming. Their habitat is limited to
suckles, Virginia crepers and fox grapes that the areas south and west of Cape Cod because
form tangled masses and even climb into they cannot survive severe winters. Cottontail
shrubs and trees, rabbits prefer relatively warm and dry cli-

mates and are found in the western and
The North Atlantic Region, by virtue of its southern three-fifths of the NAR.
considerable physical and climatic variety,
provides habitat for a large number of fish Migratory waterfowl, including the Canada
and wildlife species interactive with human goose, brant, black duck, redhead, scaup,
and plant communities. The extensive forests canvasback, teal, woodduck, and mallard, nest
of the NAR provide habitat for large animals in the northern NAR and Canada in open
such as whitetailed deer, black bear and sheltered coastal and inland waters. The many
moose, and for small species, including ruffed inland waterways, ponds and lakes and the
grouse, gray squirrel, snowshoe hare and wild inlets, bays, and harbors of the Atlantic coast
turkey. These and many other animals are provide excellent habitat for these species.
found throughout the Region, except for Woodcock and mourning dove, also migra-
moose, which are limited almost entirely to tory, are distributed throughout the Region,
the Maine wilderness: snowshoe hare, found with the woodcock being more abundant in
only in isolated pockets in the northern part the north and the mourning dove more
of the Region: and wild turkey, rescued from plentiful in the south and west.
nea; .xtinction and found in the western
portion of the NAR. Fur animals are found Special mention must be made of the six
throughout the Region. species of wildlife in the NAR that are

considered rare or endangered, because of
Deer are the most abundant large animals in disease, over-exploitation, or loss of habitat.
the Region. Deer habitats include woodland, These include the southeastern pine grosbeak
forest-edge land, thickets along streams and (peripheral), northern bald eagle, southern
farm land. Black bear roam the same habitat bald eagle, ipswich sparrow, beach meadow
but are numerous only in a few isolated areas. vole, Block Island meadow vole, and penin-

sula fox squirrel.
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Aquatic communities of filter-feeders composed of
burrowing worms, molluscs, carp, suckers and

The fresh-water aquatic habitats within the catf ish.
Region, although they constitute only a smallpercentage of the Region's surface area, are The ever-present supply of water and the
nevertheless an important focal point for moisture laden atmosphere make the stream
natural resources. The NAR's diverse types of and river environments ideal for many kinds
aquatic habitats are high on the biological of trees, shrubs and numerous herbaceous
productivity scale, and within each system plants. Elms sometime define the course of a
exist habitats of varying combinations of stream, sycamores grow singly along the
optimal physical factors to which biological banks and willows arrange themselves in
communities adapt. There are numerous almost regular rows along the margins. Among
streams, lakes, ponds, swamps and bogs, all of the shrubby vegetation there can be found
which provide habitats for many types of sweet gale, dogwoods, elder, witch hazel and
organisms and interact in a vital way with the alder. This varied vegetation, together with
rest of the environment, myriad herbaceous plants and ferns, is found

everywhere in the NAR.
The rivers and streams of the NAR are
distinguished by longitudinal successions of Ponds produce a vegetation that is commonly
community types which have adapted to the composed of those types of plants that thrive
two primary limiting factors: speed of current in quiet water and full sunlight. Among the
and temperature. Most of the Region's longer kinds of native aquatics found in the Region
rivers originate in the higher elevations of the are water lilies, arrowheads, sweet flags,
Appalachian mountain system. At their pickerel-weeds, reeds, sedges, rushes and cat-
sources, these streams are characterized by tails. Unfortunately, in certain circumstances
swift, turbulent flows of relatively cold water, these plants have to be kept in check because
The benthic or bottom dwelling plants and they are active agents in the eutrophication
animals are sparse because swift currents keep process.
the hard substrate clean. The faunal com-
munity is composed of a few dominant Bogs in the true sense are comparatively rare
species such as trout, darters and minnows, phenomena and are scattered throughout the
snails and crayfish. Region. A true bog is a poorly drained,

waterlogged area, the water being definitely
With increasing distance from the source acid and containing plants tolerant of the
stream gradients and current velocities de- situation. Some of these plants can not be
crease, channels widen and water tempera- found in any other place. Plants in bogs are
tures usually increase. The bottom substrata found in a series of concentric zones. In the
become softer and more varied with a grada- center there is often a pool of water sur-
tion of sediment size down stream as the rounded by sphagnum moss, followed in an
decrease in stream velocity causes much of outward direction by cranberries, sundews,
the sediment in suspension to drop. If all pitcherplants, sheep laurel, bog rosemaries,
other physical factors are constant, the nature alders and larch.
of the substratum becomes the controlling ,

factor in the distribution of plant and animal
j", communities. The lower reaches of these

NAR streams, with a substrate of fine sand,
mud and particulate organic detritus, support
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Salt marshes in the NAR begin their forma- The NAR contains several broad semi-
tion when the physical forces of the sea enclosed estuaries such as the Chesapeake and
interact with the sediment laden rivers and Delaware Bays. There are many smaller
streams to deposit fine grained sediments in coastal-estuarine environments, from the
the beys and estuaries and continuously shape highly indented coastline of Maine to the
and rearrange their forms. As the shallow lagoons and barrier beach-bays of the Del-
waters fill with silt, the resulting mud flats are marva Peninsula.
colonized by salt water grasses. Beginning
with cordgrass, peat is built up and seaside Fishery resources are of three general types in
plantain, salt-marsh bulrush, glasswort, sea the NAR: fresh water, salt water, and anad-
lavender, aster and goldenrod appear. romous. Fresh water fish are of both cold-

water and warm-water species. There are 2.4
The natural vegetation along the edges of the million acres of fresh water streams, lakes and
ocean, whether on sand bars or on rocky impoundments in the NAR and there are
shorelines, is adapated to cope with barren many species in these waters. The more
soil and excessive dryness. Plants in this abundant varieties include: land locked sal-
habitat are often storm tossed, gale bent and mon, brook trout, lake trout and smelt, which
weather gnarled. Here are found pines, oaks, are indigenous to the Region; brown trout
bayberry, beach plums, sand myrtles, juniper, which was introduced from Europe; and
bear berries and beach roses. Among the first rainbow trout, imported from the Rocky
to stabilize dunes are beach grass, panic grass Mountains. Brook trout are widely distributed
and beard grass. in small cold-water tributaries, ard the brown

and rainbow trouts are even more widely
The coastal-estuarine zone is the most pro- distributed as they are better adapted to
ductive of the NAR aquatic environments, slightly warmer and larger streams. Land
although subject to more natural stresses than locked salmon and lake trout, both of which
any of the other environments of a similar are in short supply, inhabit the larger cold-
size. The zone is affected by tides, ocean water lakes, and some of the rivers in the
waves and storm surges; by winds, daily vicinity of those lakes, primarily in Maine, but
changes in salinity, and seasonal variations in also to a lesser extent in New Hampshire,
river runoff and nutrients; and by thermal Massachusetts, Vermont and New York.
stratification and oxygen depletion.

The smelt is actually a salt-water fish, but it
Yet, in spite of this zone's apparently hostile easily establishes land locked populations and
environment, the estuaries support by far the is often used in lakes to provide forage for
bulk of the NAR's commercial shellfish. In land locked salmon.
addition, an estimated two thirds of all
commercial iish species harvested in the At- Warm-water species of the NAR include small-
lantic Ocean waters of the NAR spend part of and large-mouth bass, northern pike, catfish,

, their life cycle in estuaries. walleye, white perch, chain pickerel, muskel-
lunge and various types of panfish. Habitats
and, thus, resources for these fish are more
numerous in the more southern, warmer
reaches of the Region; but these species are
also found to some extent in cooler waters.
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Anadromous fish are spawned in fresh water, SOCIAL
migrate to the sea, grow to maturity, and
return to fresh water. Regionally important Population
species include striped bass, American shad,
w-ite perch, smelt, alewives, blueback herr- The North Atlantic Region, with only five
inj, Atlantic salmon and sea-run trout. percent of the Nation's area, but 26 percent

of its 1960 population, is the most densely
Historically, almost every river of the NAR populated U. S. region of its size, and the

* draining into the ocean had large anadromous most urbanized region in the United States.
fish runs, but pollution, over fishing, con- Most of the approximately 44.5 million
struction of dams, low flows, and like causes people in the Region (1960) are tightly
have greatly decreased them, and those runs concentrated in an urban belt following the
of significance are limited to just a few rivers coast line from Boston to Washington, with
such as those draining into the Chesapeake an "island" of urbanization around Rich-
Bay. Cooperative efforts of the U. S. Fish and mond, Virginia. This urban belt has less than
Wildlife Service, the states and the National 40 percent of the NAR's total area, but over
Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration are 80 percent of its population. The five core

seeking to restore the Atlantic salmon and cities of Washington, Baltimore, Philadelphia,
other anadromous species. New York City and Boston, excluding sub-

urbs, contain almost three out of ten residents
There is a large variety of salt-water fish along of the NAR. As indicated in Figures 10
the coast of the Region. The principal species and 11, the population density in these
include flounder and fluke, bluefish, striped areas is very high, ranging up to 24,500
bass, porgy, and blackfish. people per square mile in New York City.

A number of aquatic species in the Region are The cultures of the Region are extremely
also rare or endangered. These include the bay diverse, with a spectrum of local customs and
turtle, Atlantic salmon, Atlantic right-whale, traditions from Old South to Maine Down-
Atlantic sturgeon, blueback trout, Surpee easter, from Appalachian mountaineer to
trout, short nose sturgeon, pine barrens tree cosmopolitan Manhattanite. Ethnic, occupa-
frog and Maryland darter. tional, and social subcultural diversity is

accompanied by an administrative patchwork
In its natural state, the NAR is biologically of state, local and regional government.
one of the most productive areas in the
United States. Ironically, it is this original Even with this enormous variety of life styles
wealth of natural resources, of swift streams and outlooks that imply considerable con-
and inviting harbors, which is endangering the flicts, many attitudes are held in common by
viability of the numerous interdependent hab- large numbers of people in the NAR. With the
itats and natural environments. These re- high degree of mobility that has been evi-
sources a,a highly attractive to man's develop- denced, from farms to cities and from cities
ment. The extent of habitat disruption, or to suburbs, increasingly fewer residents of the
destruction, brought about by man's develop- Region have purely rural backgrounds and
ment of the NAR's resources, largely through outlooks.
indirect relationships, is uncertain.
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The move to urban and suburban living stems physical size. However, it is not anticipated
not only from the NAR's original rural that central-city population densities will sub-

Sbackground and the valued concept of home stantially increase, but rather that population

ownership, but is also from the desire to live growth within the urban belt will occur
in high quality landscapes, awareness of the mostly in the suburbs, with some of these

-' need to preserve available resources, and developing into new urban concentrations.

willingness to live in better planned com-
munities which provide more services than
rural areas and are, for some, an attractive
alternative to city dwelling.

84
There is a growing consumer consciousness,
concerning not only marketable material
goods, but the environment and the quality of 80
life as well, and a general interest in the -%
alleviation of poverty and inequalities of
opportunity. Successful water resources 76
planning needs to reflect, to some degree,
these intersecting (and occasionally conflict- 3
ing) influences. With greater population densi- 72
ties, social problems are being increasingly
brought to the foreground and made explicit Z
in water resources planning studies such as the

NAR Study, since the availability and quality
of water has much to do with the quality of
life. It is not only to the usual commercial, aO.
industrial and residential uses that water must 0
be supplied in urban areas, but to other urban C 60
systems as well, such as those relating to
recreation, open space, transportation and
environmental health. All these systems 56
should be taken into acccunt in planning for
the development of water and related re-
sources of the NAR. 5

The population of the NAR is expected
nearly to double by the year 2020, to
86,1160,200 persons. Figure 12 shows the

Regional growth and Table 4, the population
by Areas for 1960, 1980, 2000 and 2020. The
rate of growth is about four-fifths of that
projected for the country as a whole, and as a
result the NAR's share of the projected \Olqp",oO f-
national population in 2020 will decline to
about 22 percent. This total population will N
become even more predominately urban than AR Population
at present, and urban areas will grow in

Figure 12
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TABLE 4POPILATION BY
I. NAR AREAS, 1960-2020

AREA 1960 1980 2000 2020

1 106,064 U7,700 137,700 161,400

2 143,725 158,700 186,200 219,000

3 148,968 167,400 188,500 217,100

4 130,657 143,700 154,600 183,100
5 157,698 175,400 204,900 240,000

6 456,810 579,500 734,000 916,600
7 1,229,505 1,37,500 1,860,000 2,192,300

8 1,640,414 1,907,600 2,319,600 3,039,300
!,9 4,324,527 5,3119400 6,516,700 8,093,800

10 1,898,946 2,550,800 3,359,900 4,104,900

11 511,654 587,800 676,700 792,600

12 1,967,032 2,642,800 3,671,700 5,068,300

13 10,557,830 12,241,400 13,773,200 15,490,000
14 4,118,903 5,192,000 6,720,000 8,427,300

15 6,356,474 7,804,000 9,609,800 11,853,500

16 652,077 1,082,000 1,707,000 2,290,000

17 3,182,731 3,902,700 4,902,100 6,097,400

18 2,183,937 2,767,300 3,445,300 4,261,300

19 2,971,008 4,433,900 6,337,800 8,626,700

20 304,301 381,800 518,100 737,000

21 1,579,197 2,057,500 2,583,600 3,198,500

MA 44,622,468 55,642,900 69,612,400 86,199,800
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Economics The NAR is presently growing at a slower rate
than the nation as a whole, as measured by

The NAR plays an important role in the population, employment, and income. As an
natioi's economy. The population of the older, more mature Region, its original lead-
Region in 1960 was 26 percent of the ing position is being gradually eroded by
national total and received about 30 percent younger regions entering periods of sub-

- I of the country's total personal income in that stantial growth. This general growth rate dif-
year. This resulted in per capita income 14 ferential is projected to continue to 2020 and
percent above the national average, is shown for employment in Figure 13.

The important economic activities in the
Region are manufacturing (including manu- .27
facturing in such water-using industries as
textiles, chemicals and paper products), .26
Federal government activities, and the finance
and service industries. Extractive activities .25
(mining, agriculture, forestry, and fisheries),
play a relatively small role. The importance of .24
population-related activities such as trade,
transportation, and construction is, on a .23
relative basis, about the same in the NAR as
the Nation as a whole. .22

Since manufacturing, government, finance, .21

and services are relatively labor-intensive, they
tend to be localized in and around the densely .20
populated urban belt of the Region. Examples
include the New England textile industry,
electronics in the Boston area, the finance,
publishing, and garment industries in New
York City, petrochemicals in northern New 1960 1970 1980 1990 2000 2010 202D

"' Jersey, and government in Washington, D. C.
RATIO OF TOTAL EMPLOYMENT

Land and resource-intensive agriculture, fish- NAR/US.
ing, forestry, and mining are important in the
less populated exurban areas, where land is Figure 13
not at a premium, or where scarce resources
are located. Examples include coal mining in
the Susquehanna and Potomac River basins
and commercial fin and shell fisheries in the
Chesapeake Bay estuarine system.
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TABLE 5

EMPLOYMENT
IN MAJOR ECOONOIC CLASSES
BY NAR AREAS, 1960-2020

AEA 1960 1980 2000 2020

1 34,642 43,300 52,000 61,900

2 50,090 62,300 74,700 88,800

3 54,628 66,000 77,100 90,300

4 50,806 61,400 71,700 84,000

5 52,275 65,000 77,700 92,300

6 174,402 219,700 269,600 328,600

7 490,305 626,700 784,900 965,800

8 651,527 835,100 1,046,400 1,292,800

9 1,723,669 2,172,000 2,683,000 3,259,400

10 756,721 984,300 1,346,700 1,555,100

11 171,108 210,300 260,300 317,200

12 731,623 1,041,300 1,434,500 1,959,000

13 4,345,600 5,301,100 6,025,400 6,786,400

14 1,649,615 2,140,500 2,713,900 3,328,000

15 2,480,736 3,154,100 3,881,900 4,754,700

16 234,350 394,600 649,200 867,300

17 1,177,519 1,543,300 1,949,200 2,405,700

18 834,894 1,126,600 1,438,100 1,775,300

19 1,185,717 1,869,600 2,704,800 3,703,700

20 121,159 136,400 178,400 237,200

21 621,149 854,000 1,079,700 1,337,100

NAR 17,592,535 22,907,600 28,699,200 35,290,600
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The urban belt of the NAR is expected to The economic base of the Region as a whole,
grow both in area and in share of the Region's and of the urban areas in particular, is
total population over the study period. This expected to evolve in the direction of th
change is concurrent with migration within "office" activities of government, finance,
the urban belt from central cities to suburbs. and services. As in the case of manufacturing,
A swiftly growing strain on land use manage- employment in these "office" occupations is
ment practices in the suburbs may be ex- projected to shift outward to the suburbs
pacted as a result of these population changes, with the general population.
along with increasing pressure on water
supply facilities, sewage disposal and waste Employment in the Region is shown in Table
treatment plants and electric power generat- 5 by major groupings and for heavy water
ing capacity. All of these changes directly and using industries for the 1960 to 2020 plann-
indirectly affect major aspects of water and ing period. The great variations in per capita
related land resources planning. income existing in the Region are presented in

Figure 14.
The total demand for water in manufacturing

will increase although the relative importance Land and water characteristics of the Region
of this in the NAR is expected to decline have not served in general to limit economic
moderately. Manufacturing activity is likely development, and are not expected to do so
to be shifted from central cities to suburbs, in the future. The NAR as a whole is well
both to follow the labor force and to expand endowed with water, and with certain excep-
on the less expensive land. Agriculture, tions, droughts have been comparatively mild
forestry, fishing, and mining are projected to and localized. The geographic distribution of
decrease in relative (and, in some cases water is uneven, however, posing an essen-
absolute) importance as land values are tially Region wide problem of management
pushed upward by the spread of urbanization and allocation. Although the NAR is the most
and industrialization. However, an element of urbanized region in the nation, its urban belt
uncertainty exists here: the crisis in power occupies less than 40 percent of its land area,
generation and the development of coal gasifi- and it is therefore evident that the future
cation techniques, for instance, could intro- economy of the Region will be shaped more
duce new vigor into the coal extraction by the decisions of man than by the rest(ic-
industry, or the advent of controlled thermo- tions of nature on land and water supplies.
nuclear fusion could render it obsolete. Then,
too, there are the untapped mineral reserves
of the continental shelf, such as the huge beds
of oil and gas off Long Island, whose exploita-
tion depends on the political resolution of
opposing pressures of economics and environ-
mental protection.

4
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Land Use It is these statutes, the source of authority for
the agencies with which the local planner

Forest cover is by far the largest land use in deals, that have formed the basis for inter-
the NAR with about 66 percent of the total agency and ntergovernmental cooperation on
acreage, followed by cropland with 15 per- the NAR Study. Institutional arrangements
cent urban, and "other" (roads and open for planning the development of watr and
tracts) land uses with 13 percent, and pasture- related resources in the NAR encomp,.. each
land with 6 percent. of the many levels of government, and each of

the agencies which executes and administers
The Region is characterized by a widely the laws governing those resources. These
divergent population density ranging from the levels include Federal, state, local, regional,
lightly populated wildlands and wilderness river basin and interstate agencies.
areas of northern Maine to the heavily con-
centrated center-city and urban "mega- There has been considerable reorganization on
lopolis" stretching from Boston to Washing- all levels of government in recent years in
ton, D. C. response to a new awareness of the import-

ance of protecting and preserving our re-
This "megalopolis" of urban and suburban sources and the environment. Even greater
development occupies between 30 and 40 reorganizations are being actively considered
percent of the Region's area and between 81 at all levels and changes can be expected to
and 86 percent of its population, depending continue for some time.
on "megalopolis" definition.

Planning conducted by Federal agencies is
Institutional Arrangements carried out in close cooperation with appro-

priate regional, state and local planning,
In part because the NAR has been well development and conservation agencies, to
endowed with water, a comprehensive body the end that National, regional, state and local
of case law has not been generated to resolve objectives may consistently be accomplished

- water rights controversies. The common law to the greatest extent possible. Such coopera-
rule, with its variety of interpretations, still tion and coordination between the thirteen
stands: a riparian owner has the right to NAR states and the District of Columbia is an
reasonable use of water which flows by his integral part of the NAR Study. The states
property. not only administer use, development and

preservation of state resources, and coordi-
More important for water management in the nate local agency activities, but also partici-
NAR is the volume of statutes governing pate in Federal projects and handle Federal
water use and the number of agencies that grants. The states also participate in various
administer this use under statutory guidelines, interstate organizations dealing with resources

development or control.
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A relatively new development in water re- By the tim. of the American Revolution, five
sources planning and management, and one of cities ir; a1l of the colonies had populations of
marked significance, has been the advent of more -, an 10,000. Philadelphia (40,000),
cooperative interstate -Federal river basii, New York (25,000), Boston (16,000),
commissions. These, which include the New Charleston (14,000) and Newport (11,000).
England River Basins Commission, the Dela- In addition, eleven cities and townships had
ware River Basin Commission, the Susque- populations between 5,000 and 10,000 with
hanna River Basin Commission, and the pro- all but one (Norfolki north of Virgnia. By
posed Potomac River Basin Commission vary this time, also, inland development in Massa-
in their powers from merely providing coor- chusetts, Connecticut, Pennsylvamia and Vir-
dination, planning and technical advice, to ginia had become disengaged trom the sea
direct control, regulation and management of coast. Immigrants sought richer agricultural
the water and related resources within their lands and moved westward toward the
jurisdictions. Aopalachians.

Agriculture and forest products have been
HISTORY OF WATER USE major influences in the development of the

NAR. In colonial days, land seemed to be an
Water resources were of primary importance inexhaustible resource, and was exploited
in the early history of the North Atlantic extravagantly. In the south, agricultural land
Region., Early settlements in the 17th century was plentiful and tobacco farmers moved
developed around a few natural harbors from from exhausted fields to other productive
Virginia to Massachusetts. The only effective land further inland.
mode of transoorting people and goods was
by water along the coast and on the rivers. As Farmers in the middle colonies in later years
the colonists extracted timber from the adopted better agricultural practices and pro-
forests and cultivated the land, trade with duced grain, potatoes and fruit as well as
Europe increased and the port cities grew, livestock. Colonial forests were harvested with

abandon to supply lumber for a variety of
Before long industries developed which were purposes in the domestic and European
linked to the sea trade- - shipping, ship market. The water resources of the Region
building, flourmilling, rum-making and food were used to aid this harvesting through the
preservation. While the South flourished with transportation of log o the sawmills.
agriculture the North concentrated on trade
and industry., In the 19th and early 20th centuries, more

scientific methods in both agriculture and
forest management conserved the land and
increased productivity, In recent years, de-
mand for developable land to support increas-
ing urbanization has taken many wetland and

forest areas for these uses and,, in other
instances, has increased land values and taxa-
tion on agricultural uses near urbarized areas
Thus, it has now become increasingly difficult
for agriculture in the NAR to compete with
agriculture areas not subject to such economic
pressure.
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Water as a source of power was developed As the 19th Century progressed, transporta-
initially in the colonies through the water tion facilities and commerce, industry and
wheel used primarily for milling. Early in the corresponding urban development became
19th Century, textile manufacturing was complementary to one another. As commerce
lured to the water power generated by fast and industry grew, more highways, railroads
streams in New Hampshire, Massachusetts, and large canals and port facilities were
northern New Jersey and western Penn- required; the improved transportation that
sylvania, and industrialization in the Region resulted then attracted more commerce and
began to increase, industry. The cities, with their job oppor-

tunities attracted immigrants and the belt
Before the advent of the railroad, transporta- from Boston to Baltimore filled in to form a
tion by natural waterways and inland canals string of metropolitan areas.
promoted economic activity and growth by
linking the coastal cities with inland centers. With increasing industrialization came in-
Early in the nineteenth century, canals such creased use of water for industry. With
as the Erie opened up substantial areas of increasing population and income in metro-
New York and Pennsylvania to settlement. politan areas came greater use of water
However, once rail roads were constructed to supplied by public and private sources and
serve the same areas, the small, early canals increased demand for water recreation. Both
could not compete in time or cost, and industry and the urban population returned
gradually decreased in use. used water to the streams with little or no

K Ieffort expended to remove pollutants. In the
last century, this practice created few
problems, but the increased industrial and
population densities of recent decades have
brought about concentrations of pollution
that no longer can be ignored.

VI
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CHAPTER 3

RESOURCE UTILIZATION
AND MANAGEMENT;
PRESENT AND FUTURE

~ A survey is given in this Chapter of the "
present use of water and water related re-
sources in the NAR. This information is
needed to understand the present role each
resource plays in the Region's economic and
cultural activities. Resource categories used
for this survey are similar to those used for
the classification of the Study needs.
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MINING Anthracite coal is mined in the United States
only in the Delaware and Susquehanna River

Total mineral production in the NAR in 1964 Basins (Areas 15 and 17). In the last ten years
was valued at $1.17 billion, about 7 percent of the average annual production has dropped
the United States total. The Region produced 6.4 percent. Deep mining has declined owing
nearly 19 percent of the value of those to high extraction costs, while strip mining
nonmetallic minerals produced Nationally. and production from culm banks have in-
The rate of growth for the mineral industry as creased.

. a whole is expected to be less than that for
the United States, with actual projections Large deposits of anthracite coal are still
being linked closely to industrial productivity available, but many mines have been aban-
and population projections. In 1970, the doned as demand has declined since World
value of mineral production in the NAR was War I. Many of these abandoned mines are
$1.3 billion, 4 percent of the U. S. total of now filled with acid-, iron-, and manganese-
$29.8 billion. Increases can be expected if bearing water. Draining these mines would be
presently known mineral resources are devel- costly and would add to already serious acid
oped and new deposits are found. NAR and mine water pollution problems. The high
U. S. mineral production in 1964 is compared recovery costs will continue to drive produc-
in Tabl --6. The principal minerals mined in tion down, but it is expected to level off at
the Region, in descending order of value, are three million tons annually within the next 30
stine, cement, sand and gravel, coal, iron ore, years.

/and zinc. The NAR yielded the total U. S.
productiop of anthracite coal and emery and Bituminous coal production is important in
more than half of the total value of U. S. the NAR and in 1964 nearly equaled anthra-

1 production of aplite, asbestos, cob-:t, garnet, cite production in value ($138 vs. $149
greensand marl, kyanite, manganife-ous resid- million). Bituminous coal is found in an area
uum, titanium concentrates, and wollostonite. along the NAR's western border in counties in

West Virginia, Maryland and Pennsylvania.
Coal and natural gas production in 1964 made There are several small deposits in eastern
up nearly 25 percent of the mineral value in Virginia, but none have been in production
the NAR, while crushed stone accounted for for many years. Seams in the Susquehanna
21 percent, cement 20 percent, and sand and River Basin (Area 17) yield 92 percent of the
gravel 12 percent, Total metallic mineral Region's production. Future production will
production accounted for only 10 percent of be affected by pollution control legislation
the NAR mineral value, influencing recovery operations and use of the

product. The percentage of the energy market
Emery is mined only near Peekskill, New held by coal may decrease but it is probable
York (Area 12), and is used primarily as a that the quantity of bituminous coal produc-
non-skid element in pavements and stairways. tion may increase.
High grade emery for use in metal abrasive
paper and in machinery is imported. Other mineral commodities of substantial

value (over $50 million production) in the
NAR are:
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1. Crushed stone - this has the highest Minerals require varying quantities of water
total value of mineral production in for their production. Based on total amounts
the NAR; output in 1964 totaled 143 of water used, the most important mineral
million tons valued at $242 million, products of the Region are sand and gravel,
Crushed stone is produced throughout coal, stone, iron ore, and titanium.
the NAR. The greatest production is in
Pennsylvania, 32 percent of the NAR The Atlantic Continental Shelf is an untapped
output in 1964 followed by New York source of minerals of potentially great import-
and Virginia. ance, particularly sand and gravel, especially

by 2020. By this time, land sources for sand
2. Portland cement - in 1964, shipments and gravel in areas of "megalopolis" could be

in the NAR totaled over $214 million, seriously depleted. Aggregate production is
Production was centered principally in expected to more than double by 2020 due to
Northampton and Lehigh Counties, continuing highway and building construc-
Pennsylvania, and in the Hudson River tion. The Shelf is also a potential source of
Valley of New York. Other plants are petroleum and/or natural gas production.
located in Maine, Maryland and Vir-
ginia. It is expected that production AGRICULTURE
will keep pace with over-all construc-
tion projections. Increased consumption of food and fiber

has been caused by a higher population and
3. Iron ore - in 1970, was mined in the by increased personal income. At the same

Region only in New York and Penn- time, there has been a decrease in the acreage
sylvania, though there are many de- devoted to nearly all of the principal crops
posits throughout the Region. Produc- grown in the NAR. There has not been a
tion of this low grade or limited sized corresponding decrease in production over-all,
ore is not expected to increase signifi- although some individual crops have declined.
cantly. The only significant ore pro- Yield increases primarily due to technological
duction increases are expected for improvements and retirement of marginal
zinc, copper and titanium, land have tende-, -pensate for declines

4. C ea a nin acreage. In .. v c,,, if any, has total
4. Commercial sand and gravel - also production increased as much as demand.

found throughout the NAR. The Thus, it is apparent that the farmers of the
largest producers are located near the NAR supply only a portion of the Regional
large population centers, agricultural product requirements.

More than half of the mineral industry em- Most areas in the Region show a similar
ployment in the Region is concentrated in the pattern of decline in the acreage devoted to

AI, Delaware and Susquehanna River basins agriculture. No major shifts in production
(Areas 15 and 17), chiefly in the coal in- areas were apparent during the 10-year period
dustry. The remaining mining employees are from 1954 to 1964. Total cropland acreage is
distributed throughout the NAR and are expected to continue to decline. Based upon
engaged mainly in stone quarrying and sand present trends, the percentage of cropland to
and gravel production. the total NAR area will decrease from the

1963 level of 15.2 percent to 6.0 percent in
2020 (Table 7).
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TABLE 7 Feed grain - corn, sorghum, oats, and barley -
PERCENT 0F MAR LAW acreage harvested in the Region has declined
11 CROP PRIODUCTION
BY AREAS, 1963 -2020 nearly a third from 3,397,700 acres in 1954

to 2,293,200 in 1964. None of the Areas

AREA 1963 1980 2000 2020 experienced an acreage increase over this
period. More than 55 percent of the Region's
feed grain production has grown in the

1 5.2 4.3 2.9 1.8 Susquehanna and Chesapeake Bay Areas in
2 3.9 1.3 0.6 0.3 1964. Considerable quantities of feed grain

3 8.0 2.7 1.5 0.8 are also produced in the Delaware and Poto-
437mac River Basins (Areas 15 and 19)..,,4. 6.2 3.0 1.7 1.0

5 6.2 2.3 1.6 0.9 Food grains - wheat, rye and soybeans - are
6 6.9 3.4 1.6 0.7 concentrated largely in the south. Nearly 99

percent of the Region's 1,238,300 1964
7 5.,5 2.0 1.o2 0.5 production acreage was in the Areas 14 to 2 i.

8 8.6 4.3 2.3 1.2 There has been a gradual decline in both
production and acreage due to the competi-9 5.5 3.5 1.9 1.0 tion of efficient mid-western producers. The

10 8.4 4.8 2.3 1.1 decline in wheat acreage was similar to that in

11 17.1 11.8 8.3 5.9 feed grains. Grains will continue to be an
important eastern crop because of their value

12 15.6 11.8 8.1 5.6 as a nurse crop, as a vital element in crop

13 6.0 1.5 - - rotations and as a means of satisfying the
14 15.6 7.5 3.5 1.6 dairy farmers' demand for bedding straw.

15 22.7 17.0 11.6 7.9 Roughage production emphasis is shifting

16 15.1 7.0 6.0 5.0 from hay to silage. Production of silage in the
northern Areas is more significant than it is

17 23.1 19.0 14.8 11.6 for feed grains. However, silage production

18 37.8 27.7 21.5 16.8 still predominates in the southern Areas, and
more than 50 percent of the Region's

19 19.7 18.1 14.1 11.1 1,205,000 acres is grown in Areas 17 through

20 15.6 12.7 9.4 6.9 21.

21 9.6 8.9 6.3 4.5 Hay acreage declined approximately 13 per-

cent -_ 6,482,300 to 5,590,200 -- throughoutWAR, 15.2 11.4 8.2 6.0. .4. the Region from 1954 to 1964. Production

declined by 1.6 million tons or 16 percent
during the same period. Areas 11, 12, and 17
are the largest producers of hay with 54
percent of the Region's hay production.
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Vegetable production is an industry with a In planning the use of land and water re-
yearly output of more than $100 million in sources the amount of income that can be
the NAR. The concentration of this industry generated from alternative uses is an import-
in particular Areas is important to local ant factor. Most of the coastal plain area is in
economies. Over 50 percent of the vegetable direct competition with non-agricultural uses.
acreage is situated in the Delaware and Chesa- An examination of farm income and the
peake Bay Areas. Among the other 19 Areas sources from which it is derived is useful in
the acreage is about equally distributed, determining how the agricultural economy

will be affected by land and water planning.
Potatoes, like all the crops listed thus far,

except wheat, are grown to some extent in all In 1964 gross farm income from farming was
Areas although almost 50 percent of the slightly greater than 2.8 billion dollars in the
acreage is located in the St. John River Basin. NAR. This figure is projected to increase by 8
The Long Island Area is also an important percent to just over 3.0 billion dollars in
potato producing area. Significant quantities 2020. Sub-Region A is projected to have the

are produced in the Delaware, Susquehanna highest increase of 55 percent with Sub-
and Chesapeake Bay Areas. Potato acreage has Region E next with 24 percent. Sub-Regions
declined in most areas except in the St. John C, E and F will also experience increases, but
River Basin (Area 1). Sub-Regions B and D will decline 25 percent

and 24 percent, respectively (Table'8).

TABLE 8

GROSS FARM INCOME BY NAR SUBREGIONS, 1964-2020

Sub- Income Estimated Income Estimated Change

Regions 1964 1980 2000 2020 1980 2000 2020

(Millions of Dollars) (Percent)

A(Areas 1-5) 203 240 300 315 +13 +42 +55

B(Ares 6-10) 415 340 325 310 -18 -22 -25

C(Areas 11-13) 485 499 530 600 + 3 + 9 +12

D(Areas 14-16) 478 430 380 365 -10 -.21 -24

E(Areas 17-18) 835 910 955 1000 + 9 +14 +20

F(Areas 19-21) 393 440 450 455 +12 +14 +16

MAR 2810 2830 2940 3045 + 1 + 5 + 8

Source: Farm income from the "Farm Income Situation" wa
pro-rated among Areas according to, county agricultural
sales from the "Agricultural Census".
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TABUE 9
CROP DISTRIMUION

FOR IRRIGATED FAMUDS
BY MAR AREAS, 1964

COO

4 4h

.0.0 .
0 

A

7 25 12. 12.

Area (percent)

1 300 90.0 0 .- - - 0.0
2 700 88.6 2.5 - - - -8.6

3 100 10.0 20.0 50.0 - - - . 20.0

4 700 42.9 5.7 25.7 - . - 12.9 12.8

5 600 20.0 8.3 16.6 - 51.8 - 3.3

!6 2,400 25.0 12.9 35.0 - - 1.7 25.4

7 5,700 3.2 23.5 37.7 - .9 - 4.9 29.8

8 14,200 13.3 7.0 13.6 48.0 .3 -7.5 10.3

9 17,600 3.3 6.0 15.4 - 63.3 - 3.7 8.3

10 5,100 39.8 6.5 20.2 3.3 - - 3.9 24.5

11 1,000 10.0 2.0 6.0 - - - 6.0 76.0

12 17,300 6.0 15.7 32.2 - .3 - 1.8 44.0

13 37,900 75.6 2.2 15.6 - 1.0 - 5.6 -

14 8,800 40.2 12.6 42.2 - .7 1.1 3.2 -

15 83,800 16.9 7.2 55.0 - 5.6 10.8 3.9 .6

16 22,800 17.0 5.7 35.5 - 19.5 9.0 6.6 6.7

17 13,700 17.5 6.6 27.9 - 1.4 7.7 3.5 35.4

18 29,900 18.2 7.1 66.0 .9 1.4 .3 3.5 2.6

19 13,500 .7 1.2 5.5 8.8 .3 25.4 11.7 46.4

20 1,900 - 1.6 11.0 - - 7.4 2.6 77.4

21 4,300 .9 3.7 22.6 23.3 1.4 6.5 2.1 39.5

NAR 282,300 23.4 6.9 36.8 3.3 7.8 5.7 4.7 11.4
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The projected increases in agricultural income potatoes, and fruits made up a very large
are due to improved technology (including portion of the total irrigated acreage shown in
management practices) in agriculture and im- Table 9. These crops will be totally irrigated

provements in yield per acre; production of by 2020, as will tobacco and cranberries.
animals due to better management; feeding
efficiency; fertilizers; control of agricultural Insurance against reduced yields due to
pests; and soil and water conservation prac- drought condition is not the only considera-
tices. tion for using irrigation on many of the high

value crops grown in the Region. Irrigation
Slightly over two-thirds of the NAR agricul- significantly increases the quality of tree
tural income is derived from livestock or fruits and vegetable crops. The use of irriga-
livestock product sales. The development of tion systems for frost protection is becoming
the livestock economy hinges upon favorable important to tree fruit, berry and vegetable
topography, abundance of rainfall, and grass. production. Irrigation has also enabled the
Much feed, however, must be imported from farmer to obtain a greater response from
other U. S. areas to support the industry, fertilizer through heavier applications and

more efficient plant use. The sprinkler system
Irrigation has been practiced in the NAR for has also provided the farmer with an efficient
as long as crops have been cultivated. As early method of applying liquid fertilizer.
as 1796 water was conducted through ditches
and wooden pipes and applied to fields by In the 1964 Agricultural Census there were
furrows. Before World War 11, however, irriga- 282,300 acres of irrigated land in farms in the
tion in the NAR was not very important. The NAR. This acreage represents less than two
Region is normally blessed with a relative percent of the Region's Cropland and less
abundance of evenly distributed rainfall. Crop than one percent of the total irrigable soil. It
failures have been rare but reduced yields is evident that only a small portion of the
have not been uncommon. Hence, irrigation cropland in farms is irrigated. However, since
in the NAR is used as a supplement to natural irrigation is practiced primarily on high value
moisture rather than as the only source of crops, the irrigated acres become more signifi-
moisture for a crop. Following World War II, cant when considering total farm production.
with the advent of light weight aluminum Irrigation of field and forage crops has been
pipe and more efficient pumping systems, and will probably continue to be a marginal
irrigation costs were lowered significantly, operation, and rarely undertaken even in
especially costs of maintenance and labor, combination with irrigation of other crops.
Other technological improvements including Table 10 presents the present and projected,
"quick coupling" devices, and improved irrigated acreage by Areas. The amount of

motors and fuels increased the efficiency of water used for agricultural irrigation today is
irrigation systems, presented on Figure 15.

Improved equipment along with high product Non-Agricultural Irrigation
prices in the postwar years resulted in more
favorable returns attributed to irrigation. Dur- Irrigation of golf courses and industrial and
ing dry growing seasons the net returns to institutional lawns in the NAR requires two-
irrigation have been reported to be quite high. thirds as much water as all agricultural appli-
Returns to irrigation are not as dramatic in cations, with nearly 90 percent of this ac-
many growing seasons due to the relatively counted for by golf courses. This use of
high seasonal rainfall. In 1964, vegetables, water, actually in the nature of a visual

amenity, has enjoyed a strong growth.
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T A BL E 10 06,0 00

IRRIGATED FARMLAND
BY HAR AREAS, 1964-2020

Area 1964 1980 2000 2020 7

(Acres) 71

1 300 20,500 43,200 77,000

2 700 700 1,400 3,900 Go

3 100 300 1,000 2,700

* 4 700 1,600 2,500 3,200
50-

5 600 800 1,900 2,500
z 45

6 2,400 2,900 3,000 3,000 z7 5,700 5,300 4,100 1,800

8 14,200 24,800 14,400 8,400 1

W£309 17,600 22,900 15,800 15,800 v
25

10 5,100 7,700 3,900 2,000

11 1,000 1,500 2,000 2,000 20

12 17,300 25,300 31,100 31,100 15

13 37,900 15,000 - - 1

14 8,800 10,000 6,000 2,700 s
;'15 83,800 117,000 137,800 104,000 o ..-

1 2 Z 4 5 6 7 S 9 1011 12 1314 5 1617 If19 221
16 22,800 35,900 35,900 35,900 AREA

17 13,700 29,300 36,900 45,000
GROSS SEASONAL AGRICULTURAL IRRIGATION18 29,900 58,700 89,800 89,800 REQUIREMENT,NAR, FOR 1964

19 13,500 32,800 46,700 41,100 Figure 15

20 1,900 2,200 2,200 2,200

21 4,300 5,900 6,300 6,000

NAR 282,300 421,100 485,900 480,100
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Areas 13 and 15 rank highest and Area 1 is FORESTRY
lowest in non-agricultural irrigation which
reflects their relative populations, income Forested areas are the largest single land use
levels, and degree of urbanization (Tablel 1). in the NAR, encompassing about 66 percent
Over-all the Region's non-agricultural irriga- of the land area. Forests are also the largest
tion is expected to increase 27 percent by land use in each of the hydrologic Areas,
2020. except in Area 13 where urban land is 45

TABLE 11 percent of the total, and in Area 18 where
NORXAGRCULTURAL cropland occupies the largest portion of land

IRRIGATION
BY MA AREAS, 1967 area.

GOLF INDUST- INSTITU- TOTAL Commercial acreage makes up 62 r.-rcent of
(COURsES rAL TOAL the land area in the NAR and is expected to
(1000 acre feet) remain at or near that level throughout the

1 .4 1/ 1/ .4 Study period. Only one tenth of forest
2 .5 1/ .1 .6 acreage is maintained in public ownership
3with the remainder being privately owned~3 ! 1.1.8" - .either by farm and miscellaneous enterprises,
4 1.0 1/ .1 1.1 or by the forest industry. Area 17 has by far
5 1.1 .1 .2 1.4 the largest commercial acreage while Areas
6 3.1 .2 .3 3.6 13, 14 and 16 have the least. Table 12 shows
7 8.4 .5 .6 9.5 present and projected acreage of commercial

8 10.4 .3 .9 11.6 forest by Areas.
, 9 16.6 .4 .9 17.9 The commercial resources are made up of

1 10 10.9 .5 1.0 12.4 pulpwood, which is used in the pulp, paper
11 4.4 .1 .3 4.8 and allied industries, and sawlogs, veneer logs
12 12.5 .3 .6 13.4 and miscellaneous timber products, used in

the lumber and wood products industries. The
1principal trees in use are pines, spruce, hem-
14 11.2 .2 .4 11.8121lock and various hardwoods. The hardwoods
15 26.5 1.1 4.6 32.2 make up 64 percent of the growing stock
16 3.8 .2 .9 4.9 inventory and predominate in the south while
17 14.9 .8 1.4 17.1 softwoods are more frequent in the northern

reaches of the NAR.
18 7.1 .5 1.5 9.1
19 13.2 .7 1.5 15.41Pulpwood and lumber and wood products
20 1.2 .2 .5 1.9 each make up 43 percent of the total Re-
21 6.2 .4 1.1. 7.7 gional growing stock cut, with the remaining

HAR 172.0 6.6 17.2 195.8 14 percent composed of fuel wood and
1/ Less than 50 acre-feet miscellaneous timber products (1962). Pulp-F wood production is expected to almost triple J

by 2020, while the production of lumber and
wood products will increase 74 percent.
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TABLE 12 Employment in both pulpwood and lumber
CO MIrAL FOREST and wood products production is expected toLAND BY VAR AR__AS

1962-2020 decrease throughout the planning period al-
Area 1962 1980 2000 2020 though pulpwood employment will not de-

crease until after 1980 because of the in-
J (thousand acres) dustry's expansion. Advances in technology

and productivity will be the main factors of
decreasing employment, but the employment

1 4,021 4,075 4,121 4,170 distribution will also be affected by the fact
2 4,166 4,303 4,303 4,162 that many semi-finished products will be

shipped out of the Areas of origin for further
3 3,593 3,522 3,526 3,401 conversions. One area where employment is
4 1,422 1,310 1,392 1,392 projected to increase, however, is in the

5 3,189 3,348 3,348 3,159 protection and management of forests for the
production of timber and related products.

6 1,964 2,071 2,021 1,922 Employment for this purpose will more than
7 2,252 2,323 2,323 2,030 double through 2020 as resource production

8 5,699 5,780 5,780 5,405 increase and public concern grows
for natural resource protection and manage-

9 1,470 1,550 1,429 1,066 ment.

10 2,053 2,104 2,101 1,953
S1 4,058 4,6804320 457 Forest lands contribute significantly to the
11 4,058 4,683 4,832 4,527 maintenance of land and water quality

12 4,617 5,311 5,792 5,301 through erosion control, as a wildlife habitat,
13 409 419 292 229 and for general recreation and esthetic pur-

poses.
14 527 456 385 246

15 4,316 4,238 3,800 3,353 The forested sections of the NAR comprise
the largest portion of catchment area for

16 645 696 659 55 pre-cipitation and serve as a storage reservoir

17 9,161 9,814 10,634 10,651 and filtering agent between the primary
18 1,424 2,384 2 ,h44  1,904 source of supply and storage areas down-

stream. They lessen the quantity and velocity
19 5,327 5,442 5,614 5,120 of water moving over the land surface, and
20 2,134 2,123 2,292 2,292 absorb quantities which percolate into

groundwater storage for aquifer recharge.
21 4,891 4,616 4,960 4,833 These forested sections have in some cases

NAR 67,338 70,567 71,748 67,761 been overcut by exploiting industries or have
been ravaged by fire which increases runoffdamage in the form of erosion and pollution. ""'

Reforestation can be Used to retard runoff, to
check erosion, and to control pollution
sources in waters to be used by downstrean, .i

municipalities.
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The forest also supplies the largest single class In the big game category deer is the most
of wildlife habitat, providing food and shelter sought-after animal in the NAR. Black bear is
for forest game and non-game animals and a much desired trophy animal. Over half the
smaller animals and water fowl. These forest bear kills in 1965 were in Maine with 1,500 'p

animals have an economic and social impact kills, while only 400 were killed south of New
on the NAR through consumptive uses such York State. The other big game animal is
as hunting and non-consumptive uses: wildlife moose, found only in Maine and New Hamp-
photography, bird watching, hiking and shire. Moose cannot presently be legally
nature walks. The forest's retarding effect on hunted, but are a valuable esthetic attraction.
erosion and sedimentation also supply quality The habitat for big game is projected to
water for fresh water fisheries, remain fairly constant through 2020 (Table

13).

The forest environment provides the major Farm game that are hunted include pheasant,
base for future development of Federal, state quail and rabbits. Most hunting for farm gameand private recreation 3cilities in the NAR occurs in Areas 15 and 17, with lesser

where the demand for forest-related outdoor amounts to the north and almost none to the
recreation has been substantial. The private south. Wild turkey, which was partially re-
sector, which has the most enterprises provid- stored in various parts of the Region, is
ing the largest number of sites, offers great hunted to a limited extent. The capability of .
potential in providing campground opportuni- these small game resources will be signifi-
ties to the public. The recreation area in cantly reduced, as also shown in Table 13;
private ownership, though not as extensive as but b%, 2020, capabilities can be increased if
Federal or state holdings, is highly developed. maxin, ,, species yield programs are imple-
Forests are also an integral part of the visual mente,. A

and cultural environment of the NAR, form-
ing the basic unit to which other types of

P landscapes are added.nrdTABLE 13
WILDLIFE HABITAT o

FISHING, HUNTING AND NATURE FOR NAR, 1965-2020
STUDY
STUDY 1965 1980 2000 2020

The ability of the Region's fish and wildlife (square miles)
resources to meet hunting and fishing needs Big Game 97.7 101.3 103.0 98.4
has been decreased by the lack of public
access, destruction and alteration of wildlife
habitat, and a general decrease in the resource Forest 103.7 106.4 107.8 103.7
base accompanied by increasing demand. Far 57.0 47.4 36.9 30.3

Wildlife for hunting purposes is divided into (acres) A

four main categories: big game, small game, Waterfowl 4101 3669 3308 3005
migratory game and fur animals. The types of
fishing in the NAR inrlude freshwater fish,
anadromeis fish and saltwater sport and
commercial fish. ' 41
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Migratory game includes water fowl, dove and Of the different types of fishery resources,
woodcock. The Atlantic Flyway, one of four freshwater fish have very little commercial
migratory routes through the United States, value in the Region, being primarily used for
supplies many species of waterfowl attractive recreational purposes, but the salt water and
to hunters: Canada goose, brant, black duck, anadromous species appeal to both sport
redhead, scaup, canvasback, teal, woodduck fishery and commercial interests.
and mallard. Projected waterfowl capabilities
will also decrease through 2020, shown in The present and future capability of various
Table 13, but can also be augmented through fish habitats to sustain sport fishing in the
management programs. NAR is shown in Table 14, along with the

present demand. Freshwater fishing in warm
The demand for pelts from fur animals varies water lakes of the Region experiences twice as
widely according to fashion trends and, thus, much participation as that in cold water
kills for various species are erratic. Commer- streams or lakes, and over three times as much
cial breeding farms also provide large amounts as warm water streams. The catches, which
of some species. are rarely large enough to be anything more

TABLE 14
REGIONAL SPORT FISHERY DEMAND 1965
AND ESTIMATED CAPABILITY, 196-2020

Demand Capability
I Fish Habitat

Fi .iass 1965 1965 1980 2000 2020

Fresh water (thousands of man-days)

Streams

Coldwater 11,077 10,734 11,072 11,506 11,857

Warmwater 7,921 5,954 6,237 6,603 6,897

Lakes

Coldwater 11,344 11,344 12,578 14,797 15,387

Warmwater 26,399 23,182 24,915 27,018 28,659
Total Fresh-

water 56,741 51,214 54,802 59,924 62,800

Anadromous 2,120 1,483 1,592 1,683 1,773

Saltwater 36,567 36,567 37,315 38,206 39,097

Total Sport-
fishing 95,428 89,264 93,709 99,813 103,670
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than recreational or sport fishing, include The developable capability of salt water sport
small mouth and large mouth bass, northern fishing is very large in the Region as it
pike, catfish and various types of small pan includes all of the Region's anadromous
fish. Fishing in cold waters includes various species, smelt, which are important also as a
types of trout, and landlocked salmon and commercial fish in coastal waters, and the
smelt, all of which are attractive to anglers. several varieties of fin fish that breed off the
Seasonal stocking programs are necessary to coast of the NAR and in its estuaries. Salt
permit resources to stay abreast of the de- water sport fishing produces more fishing
mand for trout fishing throughout the NAR. satisfaction than an equivalent amount of

fresh water fishing and more public access is
Anadromous species are much more popular needed for saltwater fishing in the form of

than the smaller fresh water fish. There is piers, ocean frontage for surf casting and
presently a great deal of demand for an- boat-launching facilities.
adromous fish, such as the American shad,
striped bass and the Atlantic salmon, in the
Region's few remaining freshwater streams
that remain unhindered by dams, or which TABLE 15

POTENTIAL SUPPLY OF
have not been rendered unsuitable by pollu- COMMERCIALLY HARVESTED
tion or over-fishing. There is also a great deal ESTUARINE DEPENDENT
of latent demand for anadromous fishing in SPECIES, NAR
areas where these fish have disappeared. The Comercial Species Supply 1/
supplies pf anadromous fish do not meet -
either the demand of sport or commercial (100,000 Pounds)
fishermen in the Region. Alleviation of pollu- Edible Finfish 169.2
tion, incorporotion of fish passage facilities, Yndustrial Finf sh 482.2

are but a fewo Shel fish 472.0removal of obsolete dams, fish stocking and
Sincreased fisherman access are but a few of Shellfish 147.0

the many programs that need accelerating. Seaworms 2.4

Estuarine dependent fisheries -- shellfish, sea- Total
worms, edible finfish and industrial fish -- are
under great pressure from pollutants carried 1/ Supply is a measure of the
to the estuaries by the rivers, or dumped there sustained yield (harvest) that
purposely or by accident. Low flows also estuarine resources could

support under present
allow ne oyster drill and predaceous starfish environmental conditions.
to intrude with the more saline water into the
tidal marshes and mud flats.

These estuarine dependent resources of the
Region could annually supply 800 million
pounds of seaworms, shell fish and edible and
industrial fish for the commercial fisheries
industry of the NAR as shown for these
categories in Table 15. These species depend
for food on the plankton generated in the
estuarine areas which, as they become pol-
luted, produce less of this food.
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Nature study is probably the most extensively Passive or non-structural means of flood
pursued yet least understood outdoor recrea- damage reduction have not been used with
tion activity in the NAR. The types of people great success in the Region in the past. It now
participating in nature study range from appears that a new awareness of the value of
rugged outdoor types who observe wildlife for flood plain management techniques is emerg-
long periods in the most remote wilderness ing. More and more state and local govern-
areas to groups of the elderly who enjoy ments are encouraging proper flood plain
comfortable strolls through remote sections management and land use through education
of city parks to catch glimpses of birds and and legislation.
animals. These different approaches to nature
study call for equipment that ranges from All evidence gathered during the NAR Study
almost nothing extra except warm clothing to suggests that flood plain management will
the most extensive equipment for back pack- play a more substantive part in reducing
ing, photography and electronic surveillance, flood damages in the future.

Public and private administrators of parks and Existing projects for flood damage reduction

other natural areas in the Region have become have reduced damages in a number of Areas.
increasingly interested in nature study over Greatest reductions have been brought about
the last twenty years. This interest has re- in Areas 8, 9, 10 and 17, with Area 17 having
suited in extensive expansion of nature trails, by far the most notable reduction.
guided tours of museums and other com-
munity activities. The recently enlarged in- Tidal and hurricane flooding causes a large
terest in conservation and ecology will serve portion of flood damages in coastal areas. It is
to reinforce this Regional trend in nature a serious problem, particularly in those Areas
study. where high population and recreation pres-

sures are stimulating development in the
FLOOD CONTROL coastal flood plain.

Average annual flood damages in the NAR, as About one-third of the total average annual
of January 1966, were about $150 million damage from flooding in the NAR occurs in
(1970 dollars). In the absence of existing and the upstream flood plains. "Upstream"
nearly completed projects, it is estimated that refers to those streams above a point where
this figure would have been about $240 the total area drained is less than 250,000
million, acres (390 square miles).

If no further action is taken to r'duce flood In 1966, upstream average annual damages
damages, they can be expected to grow from (total damage minus reduction of authorized
the 1966 figure to an annual average of $900 projects), was equal to $55 million (1970
million by 2020 as shown by Areas in Figure dollars). Of this, flood water and sediment
16. dama e to agricu!tural crops, farmlands, and

buildings amounted to $18 million and
Up to the present, structL,:ai means of flood damage to nonagricultural properties
damage reduction have been most heavily amounted to $37 million. The range of
relied on in high damage areas. average annual damage of all types was $0.06

million in Area 1 to $10.91 million in Area
18.
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Without additional flood prevention measures Beside the obvious damages of erosion in the
the annual flood damages would increase to loss of rich and productive and possibly
$82 million in 1980, $145 million in 2000, irreplaceable topsoil, the resulting sediment
and $277 million in 2020. If new construc- can cause infertile overwash, swamping and
tion were restricted from flood plains the increased flooding, and damage to drainage
damages are projected to reach $70 million in improvements, reservoirs, transportation facil-
1980, $98 million in 2000 and $150 ;n 2020. ities, water filtration equipment for industrial

and municipal use, and fish and wildlife
Total area contained within the 100 year habitats. Suspended sediment resulting from
frequency flood plain in upstream watersheds erosion is a major water quality consideration.
of the Region, is approximately 6.1 million
acres. The area contained in the 50 year and The bar graph in Figure 17 shows that annual
the 10 year frequency flood is approximately soil loss varies throughout the Region, from
5.6 million acres and 4.3 million acres, 154 tons per square mile in Area 4, to 1,645
respectively. Of the flood plain, 34 percent is tons in Area 14, depending on differences in
in crop and pasture, 36 percent is in forest, soil type, topography, rainfall intensity, and
and 30 percent is in urban and miscellaneous. ground cover (forest, cropland, urban, etc.).

In general, both erosion and sedimentation
The range of crop and pasture lands which are problems are far more severe in the southern
inundated in the various Areas is less than 1 half of the Region than in the northern half.
percent in Area 5 to 50 percent in Area 17.
The range of inundation in urban and miscel- Projected future increases in erosion rates
laneous lands is from 7 percent in Area 21 to reflect the expected land use shift from
80 percent in Area 9. The range of inundation cropland and pasture to urban and othfr land.
in forestland is from 4 percent in Area 9 to 78 Urban lands have erosion rates more than five
percent in Area 1. The area of land that is times greater than farmland, at least initially.
inundated as a oercent of the total land in Estimates of average erosion rates during the
each Area ranges from less than 1 percent in period of transition to urban use, range up to
Area 1 to 48 percent in Area 18. 75 times the cropland rate.

EROSION Coastal erosion and flooding are, in some
respects, more complex problems. Storms are

Erosion of land by water occurs either as the principal culprits particularly in coastal
sheet erosion, the removal of a relatively areas south of Cape Cod. Tides and littoral
uniform layer of soil by overland runoff drift -- a transporting of sand from one point
without formation of channels, or channel on the shore to another -- can result in gross
erosion, the removal of soil and rock by a erosion. The ability of the shore to withstand
concentrated flow of water in definite chan- wave energy varies enormously from the
nels, such as gullies. Sheet erosion is the rocky coast of Maine on the one hand, to the
principal process at work in the NAR. silky-clay bluffs of Chesapeake Bay on the

other.
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DRAINAGE Surface waters supply approximately 7 per-
cent of the water used by public water supply

Water drainage problems exist on 17.2 of the systems, with the remainder from ground
105.7 million land acres in the North Atlantic water sources. Several of the Areas obtain
Region. Of this, approximately 9.6 million portions of their supply from adjacent Areas
acres are in forest, 5.1 in crop and pasture, by interbasin diversion. Figure 18 shows by
and 2.5 million acres are in other land. Areas the magnitude of present public water

supplies.
WATER SUPPLY

Self-supplied industrial water is considered to
The North Atlantic Region is generously be that portion of the total industrial water
supplied with water. The annual precipitation intake developed by industries from their own
averages from 40 to 45 inches and on a total sources, which could be fresh, brackish or
volume basis is adequate to satisfy water waste water. The total industrial water intake
supply demands. Ground waters are extensive for the Region is 7,340 mgd, of which 3,836
and in many Areas are relatively undeveloped. mgd are fresh water, 2,756 mgd are brackish
The recent drought in the Northeast water, 120 mgd are waste water, and 628 mgd
(1961-1966) was the longest and most severe are publicly supplied fresh water. Approx-
in the history of the Region, with precipita- imately 17 percent of the self-supplied fresh
tion in portions of the Region averaging one water is developed from ground water.
inch a month less than normal for a period of
about four years. The drought emergency Table 16 shows the Region's 19 major water-
demonstrated the inadequacy of existing facil- using industries and lists their total use, and
ities to properly utilize the available water their use by five water supply categories. This
resources of the Region with respect to the use will increase throughout the Study period
development of dependable sources, and the as industrial activity expands.
inadequacy of conveyance facilities, distribu-
tion systems and treatment plants. Livestock numbers and unit products were

used to determine livestock water use. Per
Water from public or central water supply capita consumption and households in rural
systems satisfies many needs -- domestic, areas with self-supplied systems were used to
industrial, commercial and municipal. In the determine rural domestic water use. The
NAR, 41,770,000 people, or approximately present and projected rural populations for
88 percent, are supplied with water from the Region's 21 Areas are shown in Table 17.
some 1,200 central water supply systems. Rural domestic and livestock water use is
Present (1965) use averages about 5.5 billion shown for 1964 in Table 18.
gallons per day, of which 4.7 billion gallons
per day is for domestic purposes. The popula- Ground water is used to supply most rural
tion served by central water supply systems is water needs with the balance coming from
projected to increase from the present 88 ponds and small streams adjacent to the
percent, to 92 percent by the year 2020, and location of the need.
that increase taken into consideration with
the overall population increase projected for
2020 will determine the amount of total
public water supply needed by that date.
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TABLE 16
NAR INDUSTRIAL WATER

WITHDRAWALS, 1965

Self- Publicly Fresh
Total Supplied Supplied Waste Brackish Consump-

Industry Use Fresh Fresh Water Water tion

(millon gallos per day)

Chemicals & Plastics 2,362 1,039 159 0 1,165 193

Primary Manufacturing 1,675 770 63 120 722 207

Paper 1,166 1,027 41 0 97 91

Petroleum 740 206 12 0 523 25

Food 392 157 85 0 150 38

Transportation Equipment 266 196 70 0 0 15

Machine Equipment 142 97 42 0 3 8

Glass & Clay 130 81 10 0 39 34

Fabrics 120 84 25 0 12 13

Electrical Equipment 97 53 43 0 0 8

Rubber 91 40 13 0 39 7

Metal Products 72 41 31 0 0 5

Scientific Instruments 40 22 18 0 0 3

Leather 16 7 2 0 6 3

Miscellaneous Manufacturing 13 7 6 0 0 1

Apparel 6 3 3 0 0 1

Tobacco 5 3 2 0 0 0

Printing 4 2 2 0 0 0

Furniture 2 1 1 0 0 0

Wood Products 1 1 0 0 0 0
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TABLE 17 TABLE 18RURAL POPULATION LIVESTOCK AND RURAL
BY MAR AREAS,1964-2020 DOMESTIC WATER......... 31 REQUIREMENTS, 1964

Area 1964Y 1980- 2000- 2020--

Area Use
(thousand) (million gallons per day)

1 71 71 76 80 1 3.9
2 40 39 34 23 2 2.7

3 37 34 35 34 3 3.0
4 14 14 13 13 4 1.5

5 62 62 69 72 5 4.1
6 89 93 101 83 6 5.8
7 56 50 39 32 7
8 234 244 252 210 8 15.9

9 141 114 142 88 9 9.2
10 343 356 352 265 10 21.4
11 176 173 162 160 11 17.1
12 579 622 644 485 12 41.4
13 375 411 312 155 13 2.7

14 263 257 274 220 14 1.4

15 721 918 1,077 987 14 49.8

16 44 49 52 56
16 3.0

17 735 750 751 680 6.9

18 539 618 778 869 18 3.4

19 700 946 1,128 1,110 19 4.4

20 170 196 254 347 20 1.
20 10.9

21 355 425 506 596 21 22.0
NAR 5,744 6,442 7051 6,565 MR 398.3

I/ Daily per capita use-55 gallons
7/ Daily per capita use-l4 gallons
/ Daily per capita use-95 gallons
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WATER QUALITY Industrial discharges, consisting of wastes
from all the major water using industries

The waters of the North Atlantic Region contribute waste equivalent to the untreated
receive wastes containing a wide variety of waste from approximately 40,000,000 people
pollutants. The resulting degradation of the in terms of biological oxygen demand or
waters can prohibit recreation, increase the about 70 percent of the total discharged load.
cost of water treatment for domestic or The pulp and paper industry accounts for
industrial uses, impair the survival of fish and approximately 35 percent of this waste load,
wildlife, destroy aesthetic values, cause corro- The waste loading by industrial groups of
sion of structures exposed to water and water-using industries is shown in Figure 19.
generally make the receiving waters less usable Both industrial and non-industrial organic
to man and his environment., These polluting waste load projections are given in Table 20.
substances can be classified in seven general The 800 percent increase projected for indus-
categories: 1) oxygen demanding wastes, 2) trial waste loads to 2020 and the amount of
infection agents; 3) plant nutrients; 4) heat; treatment necessary for these loads illustrates
5) organic chemicals; 6) sediments; and 7) the importance water quality maintenance in
other mineral and chemical substances. industry wil have in future water resources

development plans.
Presently, about 2,300 known municipal,
institutional and Federal sources in the NAR In addition, industries such as the chemical,
discharge wastes which exert a biochemical petroleum, paper, primary metals and mining
oxygen demand equivalent to untreated waste operations which produce inorganjc wastes
from a population of approximately discharge to the Region's waters.
16,400,000. Of the total Regional population,
83 percent, or 36.8 million persons, were Storm water and municipal wastes are
served by waste water collecting systems. Of presently collected, transported and dis-
this population's waste water, about 12 per- charged through at least 337 combined sewer
cent was discharged to receiving water un- systems within the Region. These systems
treated, 48 percent was given at least primary serve an estimated population of 17.2 million
treatment, and 40 percent was given persons or approximately 45 percent of the
secondary treatment or better., The primary Region's entire sewered population. Those
treatment settles out both organic and in- metropolitan areas having the largest concen-
organic solid material suspended in the waste trations of people and the oldest wastewater
water flow while the secondary treatment collection systems have the most acute prob-
biologically removes organic material dis- lems with these systems. The huge loads
solved in the waste water flow. The remaining placed on sewage treatment facilities during
17 percent of the Region's population was periods of high runoff due to rainfall is a
either using individual disposal systems such major problem. Data are unavailable to
as septic tanks and cesspools (6.0 million accurately estimate the amount of waste
persons) or had to be classified as unknown water discharged by these systems. In this
(1.8 million persons). Table 19 presents the study it is assumed that combined sewers will
estimated present non-industrial discharges, decrease through the planning period.
for the Region as a whole.



TABLE 19
ESTIMATED NON-INDUSTRIAL DISCHARGES

AND THEIR TYPE OF TREATMENT FOR NAR*

Number of Population Waste Load
Systems Served Discharge

(thousands) (P.E. thousands) 1/

MAR Total 2,320 36,800 16,400

Degree of Treatment

Unknown 89 219 -

None 815 4,360 4,360

Primary 644 14,600 8,690

Intermediate 54 2,530 1,010

Secondary 706 15,000 1,940

Adv. Waste Treatment 10 17 -

Systems Overloaded

(outdated) 113 5,360

Systems Not
Chlorinating 820 9,900

Combined Storm
Sewer Systems 377 17,200

1/ PE, or the population equivalent, is a means of expressing the
- strength of organic industrial waste in terms of an equivalent

number of persons. Domestic wastewater consumes an average of
.17 lbs of oxygen per perc.. oer day as measured by standard
BOD tests. For example, if an industry discharges 1700 lbs of
BOD per day its PE then equals 10,000.

* Preseat waste loads were obtained from previously prepared
studies and reports, generally covering the period 1960-1967.
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ESTIMATED INDUSTRIAL WASTES
and ADEQUACY of TREATMENT, NAR

(from reports and inventories generally tween 1960 and 1967)

670

60-

1] Calculated waste load before

treatment generated by entire
2 digit SIC activity.'

- 2] Discharged waste load derived from
waste load before treatment, adequacy

cf treatment and published data.

40" 3] Figures may not add to totals due to

0 rounding.

43 'lining only.

ucf30- 279

20,
[' Additional waste

load . ore
treatment

10.2 9 Discharged

uii Wasteload

34
1.4 i

FOOD TEX- PAPER CHEM- PEO-PIMR OTHER REGION.

TILES ICAL LEUM MEI"NS AL

(NUMBER OF SOURCES) 3J ADEQUACY OF TREAT"1NT

138 216 I107 70 16 107 714 NONE

221 31 80 79 17 45 473 PARTLI.

19 7 7 23 2 5 b3 COMPLTY

64 22 19 32 8 24 169 UNKNOWN
NUMBER O0

442 265 2,O 199 32 241 434 ] 1442 KNOWN Sol R(

Figure 19



TABLE 20
ORGANIC WASTE LOAD
FOR NAR, 1960-2020

1960 1980 2000 2020

4/ (1000's of PE)-

Non-Industrial - B.T. 43,800 55,700 69,800 86,6003'
A.T.- 16,300 8,360 7,820 9,7602/

Industria7 A.T. 67,100 144,000 303,000 624,0003/
A.T.- 40,000 21,600 31,900 65,800

NAR B.T. 111,000 200,000 373,000 710,0003'
A.T.- 56,800 29,900 39,800 75,600

B.T. - before treatment
A.T. - after treatment

1/ Includes waste loads from municipalities, institutions and
Federal installations.

2/ Includes waste loads from the six major water-using twoI- digit SIC groups.
3/ This is considered to be a result of actual treatment Drac-

tice in 1960 and the secondary treatment for 1980, 2000
and 2020.

4/ Includes 5 956,000 persons not served by non-industrial
waste collection systems.

5/ For the definition of PE,see Table 19.

Within the Region there are more than 2.4 It is expected that through the planning
million separate housing units, as well as an period there will be a significant drop in the
unknown number of business establishments, percentage of individual systems ir relation to
which dispose of waste through septic tanks the total sewered population. Notable excep-
or cesspools. As the densities of the Region's tions will be recreational centers in ruril
localized populations increase, these in- areas.
dividual disposal systems will become increas-
ingly unsatisfactory. Second home ownership The effects of acid mine drainage on water
for weekend and vacation use is a major cause bodies are critical in the Lehigh and Schuyk
of this problem. kill Rivers of the Delaware River Basin (15)

and in various tributaries of the Susquehanna
Basin (17), The Commonwealth of Penrnsylva-
nia has initiated a program attempting to
control acid mine drainage in Pennsylvania.
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The most significant sources of thermal pollu- The coastal waters of the NAR receive un-
tion in the NAR are nuclear and thermal treated or partially treated waste loads from
electric power generating plants. It is ex- municipalities and inaustries located along the
pected that significant i, ocreases in thermal coast. The waters offshore of Boston, New
loadings will occur during the planning period York, and Cape May have long been used as
because of the anticipated rise in population disposal sites for rocks, mud, dredging spoil,
and electrical power requirements. This pollu- sewer sludge, and industrial wastes. Consider-
tion load will depend on the abihty of able study of the effects of disposal of these
designers to tailor new plants to meet estab- materials upon the ocean's biota is needed to
lished water quality uriteria and standards. determine the environment3l impact. Over

15.4 million cubic yards of these materials
Thermal pollution from manufacturing will were dumped in the New York Bight in 1966.
increase due to a projected rise in employ- The dumping of exotic materials off the
ment (and consequently, new plants) in the Boston coast has temporarily been suspended
chemical and primary metals industries, since February 1970. Unless alternative

methods of ultimate disposal are found, it is
Over 700,000 small craft are registered in the certain that the amount of wastes disposed ot
NAR. Recreational boating constitutes a in the ocean will increase significantly
source of pollution because of the potential through the planning period.
for the discharge of human fecal matter,
litter, motor exhaust and oil. The disposal of 'Urban runoff will become more significant in
waste and the spillage of oil from commerciai the NAR as mote land is developed and is
craft in the major ports of the NAR also made impervious to precipitation. In addition
contribute localized pollution effects. to the quantities of urban runoff which affect

the surfare waters, the composition of the
runoff is distinctive. Urban runoff may con-
tain oils, organic matter, trash, inert solids,
salts, fertilizers and whatever else can be
easily swept or washed into street gutters,
storm sewer systems or the nearest water
course. Those portions of the NAR which will

on. undergo massive urban development through
the target years will experience greatly in-

-creased waste loadings from urban runoff.

The physical disturbance of the soil cover by
I- 4 construction activities for both buildings and

roadways is and will con.inue to oe of
significance in the NAR., Sediment loadings to
the streams become significant in the estuaries
and harbors; in the Susquehanna River alone,
sediment discharge measurements indicate an

4' . annual load of three million tons of sus-
• pended sediment.

MoniLoring, such as this sampling of
bottom deposits in New York harbor,
must be expanded to understand the
extent of Regional water pollution.
(Environmental Protection Agency-).
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ENERGY The most important facilities for thermal
power base load generation are based on both

Electric power consumption increases in pro- fossil and nuclear fuels. Before it can become
portion to higher income, population and a s ngnificant force in power supply, atomic
technological progress. New technology power generation must overcome problems
markets and increased leisure time will in- associated with possible environmental polu-
crease demands for new forms of basic and tion. The move from conventional to more
luxury appliance items, recreation, newer, oexotic" forms of generation, such as con-
cleaner methods of heating. transportation trolled thermonuclear fusion, catalytic fuel
and environmental control. The NAR will cells, or solar energy, may initially be more
probably continue to demand and use over 20 costly, but will probably have a more bene-
percent of the national electric load through- ficial effect on water and air quality.
out the planning period, with increases in the
Region being based on industrial and popula-tion projections. NAVIGATION

In 1968, principal utilities, constituting only The primary methods of transportation of
21.5 percent of the total number of systems, people and goods throughout the NAR have
accounted for 97.8 percent of market energy changed from coastal sailing ship and horse
requirements. Power producon by the carriage to supertanker, pipelines, jumbo jet
private ownership sector of the indu;try was and high speed super highway. The facilities
95 percent of the total, servicing those modes of travel cover most of

the land included in transportation and
The megalopolis from Washington to Boston "other" land uses. The extent to which
is expected to continue to be the most "othee"land uses exist in the NAR ranges from
concontrated load area of the Region. The 1 percent in Areas 1, 2, and 3, in heavily
av~lability of coastal waters as a source of forested Maine, to 14 percent in Areas 16 and
cooling for industry, as well as for large 18, both of which include large metropolitan
electric generating stations, is one of the main areas, for a Regional average of over 6
reasons the megalopolis area will continue to percent.
experience considerable growth. Power
requirements were 243,300 gigawatt hours in Ships carrying goods to ports in the NAR
1968 for the NAR from all classes of power have increased in capacity from 30,000 DWT
users: rural, ,3sidential, commercial, industrial (dead weight tons) after World War II, to
and all others. Those requirements were 80 100,000 DWT. There are larger ships, but the
percent of the general market area within NAR harbors are not deep enough to pass
which the NAR lies. It is estimated that the such deep draft vessels. With improved port
market load will increase to 625,000 giga- facilities, waterway improvements and the
watt-hours of energy and 116 gigawatts of possible addition of offshore facilities, the
capacity by 1980, and 4,863,000 gigawatt- NAR ports -ould handle 125,000 DWT
hours and 856 gigawatts respectively by 2020. carriers and possibly 300,000 DWT ships by

1980. Even larger petroleum tankers of up to
In 1968, 83.6 percent of power generation 500,000 DWT could be utilizing eastern ports
was supplied by fossil steam facilities. Almost and facilities by 2020.
7 percent of the power was provided by
conventional hydroelectric generation systems
used primarily to supply the peak portion of
power demands.



Daily tidal variations, ranging from two feet Total foreign and domestic water borne corn-
in the southern NAR to eleven feet in the merce in the NAR increased from approx-

north, affect the potential of a port. A wide imately 470 million tons in 1955 to almost

range can permit larger vessels to pass at high 510 million tons in 19C8. The four majur
tide than would otherwise be the case, but bulk commodities of meta'lic ores, coal, crude

also introduces powerful tidal currents, com- petroleum and petroleum products comprised
plicating ship handling. Other restrictions on about 79 percent of all waterLorne tonnage in
port use include weather (early freezing, ice 1966. General cargo accounted for only 13
floes, and fog in the north, hurricanes, etc.), percent of tlte volume by weight, but 68
and previous development around waterways percent of the $40 billion value of the total
(narrow channels, shallow draft shore facili- tonnage. Projections for the various cargoes
ties, bridges and tunnels, etc.). Without water- are dependent upon many variables, but
way improvements, barges plying the shallow b-isically on the industrial growth of the
w&.terways are not expected to increase in Region and on the sectors of the Nation's
draft or cargo capacity over the next fifty euonomy it services, on import quotas and
years because of the problems experienced in foreign and domestic trade policies, and on
maneuvering larger vessels, the development of facilities to handle deeper

draft vessels and containerized operations.

A contrast of two eras in the North Atlantic Region's -ommercial navigation
activity is reflected in this Mohawk River cene. A modern oil barge and
tug approach a Dridge which has masorry ar(-hes, tj.)t )rigiral ly were Dart of
an aqueduci which carried the Erie Canal across the river. The location is
at Rexford, N.Y. (,New vcrk State Deoar,-ren , ,1' ,-,,r, ere),
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The resource base for recreational boating is In analyzing recreational resources of the
primarily the protected areas of estuaries and Region. participation in seven activities were
embayments, the waterways such as the dealt with in the NAR Study; included were
Intra-coastal Waterway, and lakes and reser- five water-dependent activities (boating,
voirs of iequate surface area. There are six canoeing, sailing, swimming and water-skiing)
million acres of protected recreational boatirnq and two water-enhanced activities (picnicking
waters in the Region which is equivalent to and camping). Table 21 gives estimates of the
half an acre for every family now living in the days of participation for these seven activities
NAR. The limitation for boating is not in 1965.
congested water surfaces as such, but inade-
quate shoreline facilities (launching ramps, The resource base ranges from extremely
parking lots, comfort stations). Development plentiful in northern New England (Maine in
of these facilities and the growth and afflu- particular) to very deficient in highly popu-
ence of the NAR population are the two main Ious Area 13. Two other sections where
dnterminants of recreation water travel during deficiencies exist, though considerable un-
the planning period, developed land is available, are Pennsylvania's

Area 17 and most of Virginia. Recreational
The major concentrations of population in opportunities are restricted because of a lack
the NAR are located near coastal waters and of Federal and state recreation areas. Lack of
estuaries and the importance of boating as a access also presents problems in some Areas,
form of water recreation is enhanced by this such as Chesapeake Bay and stretches of
locational convenience. The polluted condi- various rivers such as the lower Hudson, the
tion of waters near major population centers Delaware and the Potomac where private land
is less of a constraint on boating than on takes up much of the shorelines.
water-contact sports such as swimining.

The northern half of the Region not only has

Boating contributes to pollution, in the forms more present and potential facilities, it also
of oil and gasoline spillage and discharge of has by far the largest participation in every
untreated hum3n wastes, recreational activity investigated in the NAR.

The populat:on is high and facilities are
RECREATION extremely accessible with a high use density.

The superior transportation network of this
The use of recreational areas in the North portion of the Region makes more activities
Atlantic Region has become very heavy, readily accessible to recreators.
limiting enjoyment of the available facilities.
This strain on the Region's recreational re- Th, most popular water recreation activity
sources has been brought about by easy access thro,:qhout the NAR has been swimming,
to most of the inland and coastal recreational whethu, it be in the inland pools, lakes,
facilities; ever increasing mobility of the ponds, reservoirs, creeks or streams, or the
expanding population; larger disposable in- extensive, attractive and well developed
comes; and a shorter work week. coastal facilities. Recreators by the million

flock to the beaches in Virginia, on the
Delmarv? peninsula, the Jersey Shore, Long
Island and Cape Cod. Coastal beaches and
other swimming facihities farther north also
offer numerous opportunities, even in
northern Maine for hardy enthusiasts.
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TABUE 21
PAMICPATMO INOUAWOO INCRUTION

Fai AR, 1965*

Da of Participation by Cas.. lle.s
Aetityt 9W Roalssd ofd- tc South Atlantic

(day per peron)
1ee"" 2.71 0.93 1.15
$g4ln8 0.62 0.15 0.15
Caseli 0.19 0.11 0.17

Water-s*ing 0.75 0.13 0.24

tliulnag 11.33 7.45 6.02

Capn" 0." 0.23 0.37

ficnicklfa 4.82 2.75 2.55

* Dan of participation per person 12 years and over in
ee cted outdoor recreation activitLes for the 1965summer season by census regions.

Innumerable bodies of inland flat waters, The wilderness covering almost a quarter of
especially the larger developed lakes such as New England and the major rivers such as the
Moosehead, Winnesquan, Champlain, Sebago, St. John, Kennebec, and Penobscot which
Wallenpaupack and Winnepesaukee offer flow from these wildernesses offer hundreds
opportunities for many recreational activities, of miles of white water canoeing. The New
Shown in Table 22 are water surfaces by NAR England climate is also extremely amenable to
Areas. Comparing water surfaces among the recreators providing both warm beaches and
Areas gives an indication of potential water cool mountains within a few hours' drive of
recreation. Boating and related activities on each other.
these surfaces, as well as along the coast, are
third on the list following picnicking.
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Additional forests and state parks provide TABE 22
great opportunities in the NAR. Camping in WATER SURFACES
these facilities has become very popular as B AR A

people wish to set ip close to other recreation La an
activities. The larger parks such as the White Small Internedege
Mountain and Green Mountain National Area Surfaces l/Surfces21 Total
Forests, Acadia National Park, the Adiron- (square iles)
dack and Catskill Fcrest F:qserves, George
Washington National Forest and Shenandoah 1 15.6 201.6 217.2
National Park, through which runs the famous 2 31.2 593.8 625.0
Appalachian Trail, are augmented by hun-
dreds of state parks and preserves which 3 10.9 273.4 284.3
provide facilities to the public for almost 4 20.3 128.1 148.4
every type of recreation activity. 5 12.5 804.7 817.2

Accompanying the problem of access to 6 23.4 321.9 345.2
recreation in the Region is the problem of 7 31.2 212.5 243.7
pollution. Even in the northern Areas with
large amounts of wilderness the lower reaches 8 65.6 200.0 265.6
of rivers are polluted from municipal and 9 43.8 440.6 484.3
industrial waste. 10 43.8 118.8 162.6

An Area which reflects all of the problems 11 68.8 675.0 743.8
faced by recreators is Area 13. Industrial and 12 59.4 348.4 407.8
municipal pollution have fouled facilities
which were made inadequate because of the 13 L.6 254.7 256.3
extent of development for purposes other 14 12.5 62.5 75.0
than recreation. A great many recreators in 15 79.7 239.1 318.8
this and similar population centers must travel
to other areas to find adequate facilities. This 16 3.1 189.0 192.1
influx then puts pressure on the facilities they 17 117.2 195.3 312.5
visit. 18 45.3 834.3 879.6

However, over-all there are large amounts of 19 40.6 165.6 206.2
recreation resources in the MAR. UnfortuL 20 15.6 146.9 162.5
nately there is an overabundance in some
Aieas and deficiencies ,n others. Competition 2
from other land uses also threatens this NAR 764.0 6,610.9 7,374.9
already poorly distributed resource base. 1 Surfaces under 40 acres
Private facilities do not make up the differ- 7/ Surfaces over 40 acres
ence anywhere.
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VISUAL In general, water is an important element of
visual landscapes. Bodies of water greatly

Landscape resources while largely subjective augment the visual appeal of other physical
to each individual, are no less important than elements of scenery and except when grossly
the more tangible, objectively measurable polluted, are almost never out of place. The
assets of the Region. Visual resources relate to dominant land forms in the Region are
th2 lifestyles of the people of the NAR, and mountains, steep hills, and rolling hills, which
the ways in which these lifestyles are affected together cover four-fifths of the study area.
by available landscapes. Landscapes may be Mountains and steep hills tend to be almost
analyzed from two interacting points of view entirely forested with little o, no human
the nature of the land form or topogaohy development, while rolling hills, which ('one
(mountains, rolling hills, coastline, and the cover almost half of the NAR, show the tull
like), and the type of human use of the land range of development from wilderness to
and other resources (center city, farm, forest central city. The coastline landscapes of the
wildland and interfacing combinations of entire Region, and particularly Maine, are one
these). The land forms have been classified of its most outstanding visual resources.
into Landscape Series and the human use into
Landscape Units. Figure 20 shows these classi-
fications.

-_ " " * *, *' , ' - . , -
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Farmland has a visual influence on .38 percent All of the areas listed in Table23 have several
of the NAR. and dominates in 15 percent of characteristics in common. They all encom-
the Region while citi-s, suburbs, and towns pass a range of three landscape series and
exert an influence on about one-third of the three landscape units within two and a half
Region. One-fourth ot the Ragion includes hour's driving time from major metropolitan
mixed landscapes of towns and forests, or centers. Also, all of the areas contain at least
towns and farms, and important vacation one of the farm units. Open land also provides
centers arc often found in these visually rich opportunities for views to the hills and
and varied aeas mountains which are not available across

covered lands. The juytapositi:)n of different
The landscape units which have the greatest land forms and different p-tterns which,
percentage of land in the Re.:n and are while not of high quality on the basis of
highly valued, are Forest-Town (40.2 percent) individual components, creates composite
and Forest-Wildland (28.1 percent). These landscapes of diversity and high quality.
units include essentially all of the major These areas of composite landscapes (Table
inland recreational areas in the Region; the 23) cover approximately 20,400 square
lake area of Maine, the Lake Winnepesaukee miles, or twelve percent of the Region. These
district in New Hampshire, the Poccnos in areas represent on a large sc3le, though there
New York and part of the Blue Ridge in are many areas on a smaller scale, the best of
Virginia. They all fall within the Forest-Town the Regional image of landscap~e diversity
unit. Often major vacation and recreation which must be maintained.
areas such as the White, Green and Adiron-
dack Mountains fall within the Forest- The coastline of the NAR, for essentially its
Wildland pattern. The latter pattern also has entire length, also falls within the concept of
the single largest percentage of its area having composite landscapes. The very sharp edge
low value. Continuous forest landscape, as which is created by the coming together of
often found in this Forest-Wildland pattern, land and wat r combined with the immedi-
can be monotonous when it is uninterrupted ately adjacent landscape series (which range
by town, lake, bog or river, from steep hills in Maine to flat land in

Virginia) and landscape units (all units are
The geographic distribution of different land- found adjacent to the coastline) creates com-
scapes, both quantitatively and oualitatively, posite landscapes which are almost universally
is an important additional dimension in eval- recognized as of high quality. Within this
uation. First is the consideration of the series, however, (more so than any others) is
juxtaposition of different landscapes or the to be found the greatest number of landscape
contrast between landscapes. This is the visual misfits -- products of insensitive development
diversity created between landscapes rather of coastlines in and around all major cities.
than within a landscape. The diversity be- Greater emphasis on prescrvation of the
tween landscapes is created, for example, by shoreline's except.onal visual landscape re-
three contiguous landscape images such as source, especially along the eastern Maine
Forest-Town, Forest-Wildland and Town. coastline which has a low threshold of toler-
Within a landscape, diversity is created by the ance of human activity, is necessary to main-
relationship of elements such as land form, tain the visual quality of the sharply contrast.
vegetation, structures and water. ing resource. Development of these areas b\,

competing land uses will have to be controlled
or curtailed.
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TABLE 23
LOCATIONS IN NAR WITH

COMPSITE QUALITY LANDSCAPES

Square
Location Miles Evaluation Factor

Lake Winnipesaukee , 1200 Juxtaposition of Forest-
N.H. Wildland, Forest-Town

and Farm-Forest Units.

Connecticut River, 800 Juxtaposition of Town-
Southern Vt. and Farm, Forest-Town and
Massachusetts Forest-Wildland Units.

Lake Champlain 4400 Juxtaposition of Farm,
Valley, Vermont Town-Farm, and Forest-
and New York Wildland Units.

Northern Adiron- 1200 Juxtaposition of Town-
dack Area, Farm, Forest-Town and
New York Forest-Wildland Units.

Mohawk River 2400 Juxtaposition of Farm,
Valley, Town-Farm and Forest-
New York Wildland Units.

Southern Catskill- 2400 Juxtaposition of Farm,
Poconos Area, NY, Town-Farm & Forest-

NJ, and Pa. Wildland Units.

Great Valley- 8000 Juxtaposition of Farn,
Blue Ridge Mt. Forest-Town and Forent-
Area, Va. & W. Va. Wildland Units.

Coastline- Ji,,taposition of the land-
Maine to Va. water edge with %arying

Series an! Units.
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Another factor, and one of major importance Whenever people use water they are affected
in the considera-ion of the geographical dis- by wihatever pollution or insecs are present in
tribution of lanuscape series and units, is to it and are, thus, vulnerabie to any diseases
relationship of quality landscapes to the carried by these sources. However, the NAR
major population centers of the Region. One has no abnormal pattern of disease incidence,
of the greatest Regional problems related to so that the health effects of water upon the
the visual environment is the fact that the people of the NAR are proportionally the
esthetically richest areas of the NAR are same as those effects of water on the entire
located at considerable distances from the United States. Approximately 25 percent of
greatest center cities and urban concentra- the Nation's population resides in the NAR.
tions, which contain the bulk of the Region's and these people had 25 percent of the total
population. cases reported for the six diseases included in

the Morbidity and Mortality tables supplied
HEALTH by the U. S. Public Health Service Communi-

cable Disease Center. The NAR distribution
Health needs are important because of the of these diseases is shown in Table 24.
size of water supplies that are necessary to
satisfy the demands of a highly concentrated
populace.

TABLE 24
REPORTED CASES OF POTENTIALLY

WATERBORNE HUMAN DISEASES IN NAR, 1965-1968

Four Year
Disease 1965 1966 1967 1968 Total

Amebiusis 1,329 1,403 1,837 1,786 6,355

Encephalitis 695 615 512 360 2,182

Hepatitis 7,496 7,234 9,314 11,066 35,110

Saluonellosis 4,816 5,106 4,390 4,767 19,079

Shigellosis 1,453 2,318 2,779 2,559 9,190

Typhoid Fever 73 87 57 65 282

Total 15,862 16,763 18,889 20,603 72,117
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These figures illustrate Regional trends, but it Some cases can be positively identified such
must be noted that they represent those as encephalitas outbreaks, where mosquitoes
diseases which could be waterborne and are have been shown to be carriers, or the
not those which are positively identified as consumption of clams from a particular area
waterborne or even linked in some of these causing hepatitus, or a particular contami-
cases as definitely being waterborne; though nated drirking water supply, or a polluted
some incidents positively are connected, bathing facility. Reliable and intensive investi-
Some of these diseases, for instance, can also 17ations and reporting procedures are required
be attributed to being carried by food. Re- to obtain better information on which to base
porting procedures are not uniform. Still the health aspects of the development of
other diseases may be waterborne which have water and related resources.
as yet not been identified as such.
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CHAPTER 4

AVAILABLE WATER

AND LAND RESOURCES

WATER

The resources available to the ,I4anner in any
specific Area must be defined in greater detail
than possible in a general description of the
Region. This Chapter describes the water and

related land resources of the NAR and the
, degree these resources can be developed to
, meet demands made upon them.



The Hydrologic System The minimum flow adopted in this Study was
dveloped on the basis of an analysis of

In considering the available water resources, existing monthly and daily streamf low
surface and ground water cannot be thought records. It is that average 7-day flow that
of as separate or distantly related sources. corresponds to a mont'ily iow flow having a
Ground water and surface water are in fact shortage index of 0.01. This shortage index
two parts of the same system, and withdrawal indicates that, on the average, there can be
of water from one of these sources will, in expected in 100 years one shortage period
many instances, merely subtract from the with a 10 percent shortage; or two shortage
water available from the other source. periods of 7 percent severity: or one period of

7 percent and three periods of 4 percent or
In humid regions such as the NAR, overland similar combinations of shortages. The low
runoff to streams usually ceases within 3 or 4 flows established under this shortage ,ndex of
days after a storm, and is commonly lost to 0.0i are approximately equivalent to the 7
the system as high or flood flow. Most day low flows having a recurrence interval of
streams and rivers in the NAR continue to 50 years.
flow in ensuing periods of no rainfall, how-
ever, fed by weepane from the ground-water Summarized in Table 25 are the estimates of
reservoir. Lacking this contribution from minimum streamflow for each Area as well as
ground water, rivers such as the Connecticut, the presently available resources. In the case
Hudson, Delaware, Susquehanna and James of the latter, adjustments have been made so
would be dry for long periods every year as to include estimated 1965 consumptive

losses; allowance, in originating Areas, for
During periods of rainfall or rapid snowmelt yields of reservoirs used for interbasin trans-
in the NAR, the rate of natural recharge to fars; and, in the case of Area 13, outflow of
the ground-watei reservoir is greatir than the developed ground water. Available resources
outflow from tha! reservoir to the streams. also include allowances for the effects of the
Thus, the water table in interstream areas rises Beltzville and Tocks Island reservoirs in Area
during periods of high rainfall and declines 15 and the Raystown and Gathright reservoirs
slowly during periods of lesser or no rainfall, in Areas 17 and 21, respectively.

Presently Available Water Resources Practical Surface Water Development

Estimates of the water resource presently The determination of major river storage
available in an Area are based on the mini- potential was based on information from
mum streamflow plus an adjustment for the other studies on sites which had been pre-
flows not reflected in stream gaging records. viously investigated. This included informa-
Stream gaging records reflect: the ratural tion from the NENYIAC Study of New York

stream flow, return flow from ground water and New England, basin studies for the
development; regulation by existing reser- Connecticut, Delaware, Susquehanna, and

' voirs; and transfer of water from or into an Potomac Rivers, and various state studies. In

Area. The adjustments are corrections for. each Area, a :ist of storage possibilities was
consumptive losses incident to existing water made *by screening all sites and selecting those
uses; transfers between basins, ground water that appeared to involve the highest degree of
used but not returned to the Area's streams feasibility, assuming hypothetically, a firrn
above the points of measurement, and certain need for the stored water. The determindtion
reservoirs under construction. of which storage projects to include in the
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TABLE 25 potential category was a matter of judgment,
MINIMJM STRAIFLOW based on the rasults of the previous studies

AND AVAILA !.E
WATER RESOURCE and information receivrd during the NAR

BY NAR AREAS Study.

Minimum Available The potential for beneficial storage other than
Area Streamflow Water Resource flood control in upstream reservoir. was

(million gallons per day) evaluated by the Department of Agriculture.
1 824 828 This storage was derived from watershed

inventories and is the maximum practical
2 2,560 2,568 development based on yield, topography and

3 1,650 1,657 rights of way. An estimate of the maximum
storage that can practically be developed in

5 1,110 1,124 each Area is given in Table 27,
|5 1,020 1,029

6 578 596 Safe yield is the amount that can be drawn
from a water source at a predicted level of

7 530 670 risk. Safe yield from potential major river

8 1,425 1,697 storage reservoirs was estimated using general-

9 690 800 ized yield-storage relationships. These yield
9 60storage relationships were developed for var-

10 312 394 ious portions of the NAR Region using

11 1,610 1,640 computer analyses of existing and synthesized
monthly flow records. The analyses take into

12 1,325 2,261 consideration, in addition to the flow record

13 185 623 and the amount of -,orage, the location - at
the site or at the outflow point of each basin14 735 852

at which yield is measured and the degree of
15 (1) 4,075 4,840 certainty with which the yields can be ex-
16 781 845 pected. For most Areas gross yield was

computed as the sum of the yields at the sites.
17 (2) 1,530 1,741 For some Areas, where the needs for water

18 935 1,085 occurred predominently down stream, yield-

19 670 776 storage relationships at the outflow point
were used. In either case risk levels equal to

20 65 78 those used to establish present minimum

21 (3) 597 674 flows were accepted.

NAR 23,212 26,778

(1) Includes yield of Tocks Is-
land and Beltzville Projects

(2) Includes yield of Lake Rays-
town

(3) Includes yield of Gathright
Lake
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TABLE 26 The determination of yield from the potential
MAXDIUH PRACTICAL STORAGE upstream development was based on regional
DE.V..PMENT BY AR AREAS generalizations derived after hydrologic

Area Major ivers Upstrem Total analysis of yield-storage relationsi,;ps in up-
stream areas. A one percent chance of short-age was adopted as consistent with established

1 3,435 301 3,736 criteria for this type of development. It was

2 1,300 631 1,931 assumed that it would not be practical to
operate potential upstream reservoirs for

3 630 606 1,236 points located substantial distances down-

4 720 622 1,342 stream, and yields were deiermined at each

5 210 880 1,090 site.

6 267 702 969 Gross yields from potential surface storage

7 600 768 1,368 were reduced by the existing minimum flow
to avoid duplication and a reduction was

8 1,378 1,219 2,597 made for possible overlap in drainage area

9 113 220 333 controlled by major river and upstream stor-

10 439 212 651 age.

11 635 480 1,115 Table 27 shows the corrected total yield from

12, 1,972 1,604 3,576 surface water development and its upstream
13 -- and major river components.

14 219 276 495 Practical Ground Water Development

1,951 The practical development yield of ground

16 40 87 127 water was developed by the U. S. Geological

17 2,723 1,723 4,446 Survey and the data represent conservative
estimates of maximum withdrawal rates that18 - 267 267 could be sustained as determined by the

19 1,019 776 1,795 hydrologic and geologic characteristics of the

20 686 734 1,420 aquifers. Separate information is included for
coastal plain strata, consolidated rocks and

21 992 19445 2,437 glacial deposits. Yields are further sub-divided

MAR 18,329 14,553 32,882 according to prospective use, as indicated by
the nature and location of the resource, into
the higher yield wells for municipal and
industrial waters and the smaller develop-
ments more suitable for rural and irrigation
water. The latter consist mainly of wells in
crystalline and metamorphic rocks generally
yielding less tha, 100 gallons per minute
(gpm).
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TABLE 27 Table 28 is a summary of practical ground
NET YIED FROM M2AXIMUM PRACTICAL developments for the 21 Areas. It should be

SURFACE WATER DEVELOPMENT
BY MAR AREAS noted that these data are gross estimates

!Mjorr without consideration of system effects,
Area Riv r Upstream Total ./ namely reduction in streamflow. Depending

(ailion gallons per day) upon geologic and hydrologic conditions,
pumping of ground water by wells in an Area

1 2,530 252 2,757 may simply capture ground water outflow to

2 2,0 531 2,823 the streams. Wells adjacent to streams may
induce infiltration directly from the streams

3 400 495 859 and wells more distant may interrupt water

4 877 465 1,139 that would seep to the streams. The effect
5 385 946 1,282 could be the same as tak'ig water directly

from the river.
6 452 712 1,095

7 1,440 820 1,984 Total Developable Resource

8 1,875 1,217 2,922 In order to integrate the resource available

9 79 213 290 through additional ground and surface devel-

10 562 222 755 opment into the total developable resource,
several assumptions were made with regard to

11 922 348 1,250 the complex relationship between surface and

12 3,883 1,830 4,974 groundwater.

13 - - - Since the larger industries and cities are

14 325 280 550 generally located on or near the larger

15 1,295 948 2,094 streams, it was assumed that allowances
should be made for subtractive effects on

16 85 117 199 streamflow when incorporating municipal and

17 3,879 2,045 5,537 industrial ground water. On the other hand,
since most of the rural and irrigation ground

*i 18 - 222 222 water occurs at some distance from major

19 1,441 508 1,864 streams and in consolidated rocks, it was

20 913 568 1,359 assumed that the time lag would be such that
no appreciable subtractive effects would

21 831 1,001 1,702 occur during low flow periods.

MAR 24,614 13,740 35,657

/ Total adjusted for drainage area
ovurlap between major river and
uptream development.
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TABLE 28
SUM4ARY OF PRACTICAL GROUND WATER DEVELOPMENT IN MAR BY AREAJ

Municipal Rural
ARockw or and and

Area Geologic rmtion Industrial Irrigation

(million gallon per day)

1 Consolidated 230 325
Glacial 620 -

2 Consolidated - 393
Glacial 640 -

3 Consolidated - 277
Glacial 520 -

4 Consolidated - 160Glacial 410 -

5 Consolidated - 271
Glacial 60 -

6 Consolidated - 183
Glacial 480 -

7 Consolidated - 240
Glacial 325 -

8 Consolidated 275 463
Glacial 1,010 -

9 Consolidated 558
Glacial 380 200

10 Consolidated 113 219
Glacial 320 -

11 Consolidated 492 493
Glacial 225 -

12 consolidated 316 561
Glacial 840 -

13 Glacial and coastal plain 750 -

14 Consolidated 429 47
Glacial 200 -
Coastal plain deposits 24 -

15 Consolidated 684 386
Glacial 500 -
Coastal plain deposits 747 -

16 Coastal plain deposits 233 -

17 Consolidated 2 595 993
Glacial 1:860 -

18 Consolidated - 80
Coastal plain deposits 793 7

19 Consolidated 1,597 514
Coastal plain deposits 145 24

20 Corsolidated 98 170
Coastal plain deposits 81 28

21 Consolidated 757 369
Coastal plain deposits 49 21

Dashes signify negligible quantities
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The subtractive effects of developing munic- TABLE 29

munic SUMAVRY OF TOTAL DEVELOPABLE WATER
ipal and industrial ground water were ac- REsOURcE I- NAR BY AREAS

counted for by use of generalized factors Presently Additional Yield Total Practical

expressing the percentage of the total water Available G Development

estimated to be additive to the over-all re- Area Storage Water

source. For the glacial deposits, which occur (million gallons per day)

mostly in close proximity of streams, and 1 828 2,757 395 3,980

have high permeability and good hydraulic
connection, it was assumed that only about 5
percent of the pumped water would repre- 3 1,657 859 300 2,816

sent water from storage rather than the 4 1,124 1,139 179 2,442

stream, and thus be additive. Wells in the 5 1,029 1,282 271 2.582

consolidated rocks would be more widely
distributed rather than concentrated near b 596 1,095 198 1,889

large rivers and streams and would draw on 7 670 1,984 240 2,894

storage to a greater extent during low flow 8 1.697 2,922 540 5,159

months. The additive portion of pumped
water was assumed to be 20 per cent in this 9 800 290 742 1,832

cas. For coastal plain formations, practically 10 394 755 224 1,373

all (95 percent) of the development was 11 1,640 1,250 583 3,473

considered additive in the case of artesian
aquifers while in the shallow surficial de- 12 2.261 4.974 6o3 7,838

posits, none of the yield was assumed to be 13 623 - 589 1,212

additive to the over-all resource. 14 852 550 9. 1,496

Table 29 and Figure 21 contain the net 15 4,840 (1) 2.094 628 7,562

increments of ground water and surface water 16 845 199 21 1,065

that are combined with the now available 17 1.741 (2) 5,537 1.478 8,756

resource to derive the practical development
limit for each Area. In addition to the 18 1,085 222 161 1,468

reduction due to subtractive effects uf ground 19 776 1,864 912 3,552

water development, an allowance was made 20 78 . 5 265 l,;o

for estimated existing ground water use to
avoid any duplication in the develonment
values. NAR 26.778 35,(,75 9,408 71,841

(1) lnc lude y'ield of Tcks Iland md Beltsville
project ..

Figure 22 is a chart comparing existing (2) !n, I udes yield of Lake RaN,,totwn.

development and maximum practical develop- i) ;, lkides vie ld of (athright Lake.

ment in each Area in percent of average
runoff.
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LAND to meet human needs and desires is assuming
greater importance. New demands for en-

Related land resources have been defined in vironmental quality and for variety in life also
this Study as those lands and land-based add to these pressures on land use.
(esources -- (such as plants, animals, housing,
transportation and scenery) -- that are af- For agriculture and forestry, land represents a
fected by or affect (that interact with) the factor of production. Soil type and quality, in
development and management of water re- association with other physical properties,
sources, needs and devices. The remainder of directly influence the parameters governing
this Chapter deals with land in the Region on crop yield and farm output. In the creation of
a very broad basis to consider the interactions urban space, however, land is significant
between land and water resources. Land uses primarily as a site upon which more or less
in the NAR are reviewed to determine which space is "produced" depending upon the type
problems will be most significant and how of structures that are erected and their pat-
these problems might be handled, tern of distribution over the landscape.

Land Uses Urban Land Problems

The NAR covers a total area of 110,456,000 There is no evidence of a scarcity of land for
acres, of which 4,720,000 acres are water. urban growth within the NAR as a whole.
Urban, agricultural, and forest activities are Despite wide variations in landform and to-
the principal contenders for land resources pography, physical features offer few serious
within the NAR. Present land use is about 15 constraints to urban development. However,
percent crop land, 6 percent pasture,66 the prospect of 40 million additional people
percent forest, 6 percent other and 6 percent in the NAR between 1960 and 2020, simply
urban land as shown in Table 30. as an extension of the present pattern of

settlement, may be expected to increase
Eighty percent of the Region's approximately exponentially the many probiems now con-
50 million people live on 6 percent of the fronting the Region's cities and metropolitan
Rtgion's land area known as iegalopofis. The areas.
rapidly expanding population and associated
land requirements compete with agriculture Transportation problems in the NAR seem to
for the more productive land. stem from the dispersed and underorganized

development of land combined with the
The trend to more urban and less rural over-use of private transportation and lack of
population is expected to continue in the support of public transportation systems. The
Region. The farm portion of rural population current pattern of suburbanization and reli-
is expected to decline significantly. In 1960, ance on the automobile results simultaneously
nearly 81 percent of the populatioa was in maximum congestion and maximum disper-
urban. It is evident that these population sion. The results are loss of potential large-
pressures with the present Regional popula- scale open spaces, lengthened commuting
tion density of approximately 264 persons trips, and growing severity of air pollution
per square mile, will continue to have a over wider areas.
significant impact on land use. With this
competition for land resources becoming in-
tense. planning for the use of these resources
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TABLE 30
NAR LAND USE BY AREAS, 1963

Crop- Past- Other

Area land ure Forest Land Urban Water Total
(thousand acres)

1 240 25 4,240 31 35 139 4,710

2 196 41 4,659 66 94 400 5,456

3 287 70 3,099 23 96 182 3,757

4 132 26 1,833 36 86 95 2,208

5 215 15 2,974 135 126 523 3,988

6 170 34 1,970 155 142 221 2,692

7 168 57 2,390 188 273 156 3,232

8 598 341 5,489 272 258 170 7,128

9 145 59 1,616 280 518 310 2,928

10 237 159 1,922 245 249 104 2,916

11 1,222 920 4,427 439 132 476 7,616

12 1,296 704 5,202 701 390 261 8,554

13 63 4 361 77 548 164 1,217

14 229 45 588 162 448 48 1,520

15 1,811 459 4,048 848 799 204 8,169

16 212 21 760 212 204 123 1,532

17 4,019 1,474 9,779 1,252 883 200 17,607

18 1,766 209 1,740 707 228 563 5,213

19 1,823 1,148 5,289 624 373 132 9,389

20 582 359 2,441 238 116 104 3,840

21 636 532 4,916 209 346 145 6,784
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The environmental crisis seems significantly These critical problems cannot be ignored in
related to the dispersed and underorganized long-range land and water resources planning
p3ttern of land development in the NAR. for the NAR. They pose what are perhaps the
Land development presently occurs within a greatest challenges for and development and
largely unregulated system of private owner- planning in the coming decades -- the mobili-
ship and physical disarray, both functionally zation of all Regional resources to help create
and visually, is almost inevitable. Affluence, a more humane urban environment.
which contributed to the disarray, permits
escape from the most affected areas and leads, Urban Development Alternatives
in turn, to the further degradation of new
areas. 1I6 evaluating the range of future alternatives

for urban growth (see Appendix G), five
The social crisis facing the Region's urban general criteria were used: urbanity, open
areas is less easily defined but no less real, space, efficiency, community, and choice.
Typical of this problem is thq anonymity felt
by the individual within the metropolitan Urbanity and open space are regarded as the
setting in which short "contacts" with people two most critical physical values. They are
replace longer "associations" and a sense of two poles of urban life. Both can be attained
community. With the lack of a social focus when urban development is clustered or con-
simultaneously occurring in the physical and centrated. Even moderate clustering rapidly
institutional pattern of the metropolis, indi- expands the availability of large open spaces
vidual identification either with a "place" in without substantial additional acreage being
the city or with the traditions of local required. Urbanity flourishes when intense
institutions progressively weakens. and varied human interests and services are

close at hand. Opportunities for extending the
These urban problems lead to an acceleration benefits of urban growth arise with high net
of the problems of central cities. There is a densities affording urbanity, and relatively
loss of civic form that seems to result from low gross densities affording open space.
both dispersion and deterioration and leaves
almost every municipality with a weak center Efficiency in urban form depends upon mini-
and a functionally irrelevant administrative mizing the use of land and transportation.
boundary. While municipal jurisdiction is
local, municipal problems are increasingly The sense of community is mayirnized under
regional in scope. The absence c f relationship conditions of effective loca! government,
between the physical urban pattern and the where there is opportuniti for association
pattern of municipal or community institu- among families and individuals, in an environ-
tions not only renders some problems insolu- ment in which urban obsolescence can be
ble, but makes the more penetrating questions controlled.
difficult even to sort out and define.

The objective of choice is attained where the
individual and family is offered opportunity
for an array of life styles, and range of
available transportation modes, as well as
choice in tenure between renting and purchas-
ing housing.
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These five criteria were broken down into 26 The most striking fact revealed by the com-
sub-criteria and applied to five possible pat- parative analysis is that neither population
terns of urban development: Uncont3ined size nor gross population density is shown to
Sprawl, Contained Sprawl, Clustered Planned be the critical element affecting open space,
Unit Development, Super Buildings in combi- efficency or the quality of life. What appears
nation with Planned Unit Development, and far more significant is the pattern of develop-
Cer.tral City Super Building Development. ment. Those patterns that result in high net

population densities yield significantly higher
Weighted values for aoplying these criteria savings in land, increased efficiency, greater
were derived based on the extent to which the range of choice and greater mobility. High
alternative urban development patterns satis- concentrations through the super building or
fied the 26 sub-criteria. These weighted values megastructure concept and clustering through
were then assigned to the 3 NAR objectives of the planned unit development pattern permits
National Income. (NI), Regional Develop- a radical saving of large and varied open
ment (RD), and Environmental Quality (EQ), spaces. Such land conservation could be
defined in Chapter 6, pages 122-123. achieved in central city redevelopment,

peripheral, satellite and new town" develop-
The total scores attained by the alternative ment, particularly if site locations are p!anned
urban development patterns are shown in in relation to intersecting transportation lines
Table 31. or modes.

TABLE 31
MULTIPLE OBJECTIVE EVALUATION

OF ALTERNATIVE URBAN PATTERNS, NAR

Alternatives NI RD EQ Total

I Uncontained Sprawl 9 1 -1 9

II Contained Sprawl 18 3 -1 18

III Clustered Planned Unit 18 29 7 54
Development

IV Super Buildings with PUD's 26 40 8 74

V Central City Super Buildings 26 38 9 73

Of the five alternatives that were considered, The urban geometry of high net densities
super buildings or megastructures, in combi- simultaneously creates the conditions for the
nation with planned unit development, seem two most important physical values of the
to offer the maximum advantages in planning city: (a) urbanity: the intensity and variety of
of future urban growth within the NAR. services, associations and interests close at
Thepse forms of development would be appli- hand, and (b) open space: woods, lakes and
cable to central city rubuilding as well as specialized agriculture at a scale of openness
accommodating new 'irban growth in the as that permits an entirely different environment
yet undeveloped portions of the NAR. readily accessible to the residential setting.
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With a doubling of population within the The comparisons in Table 32 consider 1and
NAR, only major innovations in both the needs for food and fiber production, urban
development design and the deelopment and other requirements as single uses only.
process can secure and enlarge upon the more When consideration is given to multiple use of
traditional values of ownership, privacy and the land resource, then land management
mobility. The concentration of both open must include provision for more than the
space and building space seem to be comple- traditional functions of efficient tood produc-
mentary for quality urban development. tion. Open fields will be needed to provide a
Given a projected increase of 40 miliion visually pleasing landscape, wildlife refuge,
people, most of whom will live within the habitat for hunters game, open space and
Region's existing metropolitan belt, some recreational opportunities. Land management
constraints on ad hoc decision-making as it is needed for aiding in .the preservation of
affects major chaiyes in land use seems social cultures, historical sites and unique
inevitable. Such constraints will apply equally areas. Future land use must prrvidc these
to public agencies and private developers, multi-purposes.

In the future, given the enormous land re- Rural and Forest Development Alternatives
sources of the NAR, the question of how,
rather than how much, land is used for urban Meeting the planning objective of efficiency
purposes may be by far the most important of production (National Income) could be
issue in metropolitan planning and develop- accomplished, given necessary shifts in pro-
ment. duction patterns. Institutional rigidities rather

thin production capability are the major
Rural and Forest Land Problems constraints. Analysis reveals current produc-

tion patterns are approximately 36 percent
The analysis of rural and forest land use less efficient than if land resources were freely
clearly indicates an abundance of land is mobile. Inflexible zoning, land taxing p;ac-
physically available in relation to the total tices and speculation as well as personal
demands placed upon the land rsource base. preferences and life styles keeps land from
It would be possible to meer the projected being put to its most efficient productive use.
requirements for food and fiber in the Since land is not a mobile resource, planned
Region. There may be a deficiency after the land use change and/or improved management
year 2000 to meet specified needs, resulting are the only practical means of relating
in shifts of production to the poorer lands availability to demand in an efficient or
and subsequently greater prod iction costs. desirable manner. Projections give indication
There is, however, a distributional prcblem. of the location and magnitude of the demands
In addition, institutional constraints and rigid- in the future. Planning provides the vehicle to
ities and powerful social restraints result in achieve greater benefits from the resource
much of the land resource base to be unavail- base.

Jable for general or specific use.

Land requirements for agriculture are ex-
pected to decline. Each acre will be called on
to do more, however, so that it will need to
be better protected and managed.
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TABLE 32
PATTERNS OF LAWD USE CONSISTENT WITH

PROJECTED DISTRIBUTION OF AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTION
IN MAR, 1980-2020

Urban Remaining
Crop- and Land
land Pasture Forest Other Availablel/

19801980 (million acres)

Historical Trend 12.1 5.7 72.3 15.6
Visual Quality 11.8 8.9 56.7 18.7 9.7
Efficiency2/ 11.2 8.1 42.1 18.7 25.6

2000

Historical Trend 8.7 4.0 73.0 20.0
Efficiency 11.5 9.0 45.9 18.7 20.6

2020

Historical Trend 6.3 2.7 70.8 25.8
Urban and Other 12.6 9.8 43.8 30.4 9.0
Development 3/

1/ Not required to meet projected production needs
3/ economic efficiency, i.e., planning land use to provide food and fiber

at a relatively low cost.
3/ The amount of additional land needed for urban and other development

Meeting the Environmental Quality objective Meeting the Regional Development objective
presents different problems. Should the his- presented an opportunity to evaluate urban
torical trend in the production of food and and other development if zoning were utilized
fiber continue, the current desirable contrast to maintain agricultural production on the
of cropland, pasture, forest, town and city better suited lands, reserving urban and other
will probably disappear before the target date development to the lower or poorer land
2000. Land use shifts of this magnitude will classes and an alternate evaluation of con-
appreciably reduce the visual quality of the tinued development in the historic patterns.
Region. Analysis reveals production and visual In either case, land is available; however,
quality maintenance is obtainable on essen- agricultural production costs are increased
tially the same number of acres but through a considerably if current urban and other devel-
better distribution of land use with approx- opment trends continue. Once again, the
imately a 69 percent increase in production objective is obtainable with a known cost to
costs. Again, the objective is obtainable given society, given its choice in future urban and
society's desire to pay the difference and other development patterns.

* initiate action to plan and manage the re-
sources.
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Although vast areas of sparsely populated The combined efforts of long-range planning
forested and agricultural lands exist in the and control regulations by the responsible
Region, the dominant influence on land use units of government are essential if man is to
emanates from the metropolitan areas which control his natural environment. Quality of
desire to share in the use of these lands for the environment with emphasis on open space
such purposes as recreation, transportation, and recreational amenities will contribute
mineral and water production in addition to greatly to the life styles of future living in the
no, mal food and fiber production, in order to NAR.
enhance the over-all quality of society. There-
fore, location of a variety of land use within a
day's drive of a major metropolitan area
increases both quality and alte; natives avail-
able to the users. However, this does change
the course of planning since isolation of land
uses such as agricultural, forested, recrea-
tional, urban, or other specific uses in sepa-

rate areas of the Region, even though proven
most efficient from a production viewpoint,
would be an unacceptable alternative due to
the great loss in readily available contrast and
quality of the environment. For tunately,
much of this problem is circumvented by the
natural geographic distribution of different
kinds of qualities of land, water and mineral
resources throughout the Region. Neverthe-
less, it still remains to determine alternatives
approximating the most efficient and yet

acceptable mix of land use considering both
land capability and demands placed upon the
land resource base in order to develop land
use and management policies and programs to
more fully develop the land resource.
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CHAPTER 5

THE PROCESS OF
PROGRAM FORMULATION

Plan formulation is the key phase in planning.
When this process is understood comprehen-
sion of the plan will be greater and subse-
quent planning efforts can more easily repro-
duce, update and improve the process.

Much of the material in this chapter is drawn
*from Appendix T, "Plan Formulation," in

which the plan formulation process used in
this Study is presented in detail.
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Plan formulation is divided into two basic The first set of assumptions concerned the

components for presentation in this Chapter: likely growth rates for personal income, earn-
first, the methods used for generation of data ings, employment and population under the
for alternative olanning elements at the frame- three different objectives. Other assumptions,
work level, and, seond, the methods used to more closely related to the individual needs,
select programs from among the alternatives, were also a part of this first set and con-
These two parts of plan formulation tend to cerned: industrial productivity, power con-
occur more or less simultaneously, but the sumption, crop production, cargo movement,
breakdown is useful for expusition. recreation days, fishing and hunting days,

pollution levels, flood damages, rates of drain-
The methods described in this chapter reflect age and erosion, levels of diseases and
the theory of multiple objective planning; amounts of landscapes.
certain traditional engineering, hydrologic,
and economic methods of water resources The second set of assumptions concerned the
planning; computer modelling techniques; and quantities of water and associated resources
techniques for communication in planning, that would be used for fulfilling each need at
The salient features of these methods are the three assumed rates of growth of the
described as they were used in the NAR above-mentioned activities. This second set of
Study and samples are shown of the type of asumptions, also related to the three objec-
information available to planners at each step tives, included items such as: the rates of use
of the plan formulation process. of different types of water by the various

industries in the Region; the amounts of
surface water required by recreationists; and

GENERATION OF ALTERNATIVES the quantities of waste treatment required to
meet water quality standards.

Basic Assumptions
Certainly the assumptions about population

Once the boundaries of the NAR were estab- growth rates are the most basic to all of the
lished, two types of assumptions had to be projections of the Study but just as important
made so that the available data could be used in the final decisions for a plan are the second
for projections of the alternative planning level assumptions that primarily concern avail-
elements: needs, devices, benefits and costs. able technology and peoples' desires. Changes
The assumptions are described for each plann- in either of these factors may be so volatile
ing element in the next two Chapters while a and unpredictable that either one can dras-
description is given here of the prouedures by tically reduce or increase the use of water and
which these assumptions and projections were related land resources for any of the needs.
developed and used.

t
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Stages of Plan Formulation than numbers. A sample work sheet used for
the first set of data is shown in Figure 23.

While the process of gathering data, making

assumptions and projecting the planning ele- The second set of data was more complete
ments seems to be straight forward, it was and formally arranged. This set was accom-
carried out during the NAR Study by incre- panied by descriptions of the assumptions
ments in a repetitive manner. This process was underlying each need and by summaries of
spread throughout the three plan formulation the implications that each alternatve plan
stages described in Chapter 1. Each of these would have for each Area. A sample work
plan formulation stages consisted of meetings sheet for the second set of data is shown in
between the cooperatirg states and agencies Figure 24.
and lasted for several months. During each
stage there was an increase in data refinement, The second stage of plan formulation ran
completeness and degree of accuracy, from June 1969 to September 1970 and data

and projections were formally reviewed dur-
There were th, e stages or rounds of the plan ing this time by the Coordinating Committee.
formulation proLess and the first ran from A new, third, set of data was derived from
September 1968 through June 1969. The Plan this review process and was displayed on work
Formulation Work Group produced two sheets such as the sample shown in Figure 25.
successive sets of data during the first stage. This data was even more complete and was
The first set of data was a general attempt to arranged for easy use in deriving a mixed
bring together available data and to make objective program.
preliminary assumptions and projections.
Much of this material was in words rather

VV

Members of the NAR Board of Consultants listening to a presentation at the
ninth meeting of the CoordinaTing Committee at Burlington, Vermont, 17-19
June 1969. (Study Group, North Atlantic Regional Water Resources Study).
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There was some new information that accom- While participating agencies handcrafted most

panied this third set of data. A general of the Study data. assumptions and projec-
descripti n of each Area - social, physical, tions, a specia! effort had been begun during
economic and environmental characteristics - the first stage of plan formulation to develop
was included along with information on the a urified computer model for water with-
beneficial and detrimental effects of the use drawal needs. The first results of these corn-
of various devices. This last information was puter models became available during the
an attempt to bring the consideration of meetings to decide on a mixed objective plan.

non-monetary benefits and costs into the final These first results included estimates of four
planning decisions. Special forms were pre- types of withdrawals - fresh water, brackish
pared for this information on device interac- water, waste water and consumptive use -- for
tions as shown in Figure 26. the five needs of publicly supplied water,

industrial self-supplied water, rural water
Many of the likely interactions between de- supply, irrigation water and power plant
vices were described on these forms and were cooling water.
categorized as possibly beneficial, detri-
mental, or both. Examples of thesd interac- These demand model resL'ts were provided
tions (shown in Figure 26) are navigation the Work Group members in the format
competing for water with power p' ,It cooling shown in Figure 27 NAR an&. agency staffs
and power plant cooling effluents decreasing wrote 21 Area Programs as the most detailed
or increasing the assimilative capacity of recommendations of the Study. The results of
streams. The results of each interaction were the Plan Formulation Work Group meetings
considered foi" each of the 21 Areas as if the served as the basis of these Area Programs
devices associated with the interaction were which are presented in Annex 1 to this
to be used to meet the Area's needs. Each Report. The tables of these Area Programs
interaction was assigned a high, medium or were the fourth set of data in the Study.
low benefit or cost if it was likely to occur in
the particular Area. This descriptive material The Area Programs were reviewed by the
served as a reference for choosing among the Coordinating Committee acting as an ad hoc
alternatives, task force on plan formulation.

The third and last stage of plan formulation
ran from September 1970 to May 1972. The
third set of data was used at the beginning of
the third stage of planning to make the first
derivation of a mixed objective plan. Six
meetings of the Plan Formulation Work
Group were held during this time to make
planning decisiois. Each meeting was held in
or near a state capital so that state agency
personnel and the staffs of the state Coordi-
nating Committee representatives could easily
participate. 'Their knowledge of local condi-
tions made the plan more realistic and accu-
rate.
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The Plan Formulation Work Group met one SELECTION AMONG ALTERNATIVES
more time when the results of a water
allocation computer model were ready. This Area Programs
supply model information for water with-
drawal needs was actually a part of the third The process of selection among alternatives is
set of data but because of its complexities and part of plan formulation but is so important
time in preparation it was not ready for use that it is reviewed separately. The selection
until this time. The supply model data was in process occurred during the second stage of
the form of a chart shown in Figure 28 and plan formulation at the six, previously men-
was presented along with additional tables tioned, meetings of the Plan Formulation

* and explanations (shown in Chapter 7 of Work Group. The procedures followed at
Appendix T). This supply model information these meetings were simple and centered
was reviewed at this meeting and the final around two activities: checking upon the
model runs were made afterwards. These soundness of alternative projections for each
final runs were made with the adjustments Area's needs, devices, benefits and costs and
that the Work Group felt to be appropriate then selecting among these alternative plann-
for the model assumptions and constraints. ing elements. The first activity consisted of
The Area Programs and the final data were the Work Group reviewing the data, need byadjusted by the NAR Staff after these last need and device by device, as it appeared on

model runs. work sheets such as that of Figure 25.
Questions by state representatives regarding

The Regional Recommendations were also data and assumptions behind the projections
prepared at this time as the last part of the were explained primarily by personnel from
third planning stage. These Recommenda- the Federal agencies. Most questions were
tions, which are the primary product of the resolved at the meetings while some required
Study, were derived from the Area Programs further research or negotiation.
as a summary of Regional characteristics. The
formulation of these Recommendations and Examples of questions that arose at this time
the criteria on which they are based are included concerns over the projected levels of
described in the last section of this Chapter, recreation needs, i.e., visitor days; the level of
"Making Study Recomrvendation" present demand of specific industries for

self-supplied water; and the likelihood of the
responsible agencies permitting the suggested
drainage control needs to be fulfi~led for
forest lands in some Areas. These discussions
were greatly facilitated by the work sheets
with the handcrafted data (Figure 25) and
with the results of the computer demand
model (Figure 27). The computer work
sheets, for example, with breakdowns of
water withdrawal needs by separate industries
repeatedly aided in this data evaluation pro-
cess by allowing state personnel to verify that
every industry with which they were familiar
was included.
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As the checking activity was completed for an This sequence of events leading to agreement
Area, the more difficult task of choosing for the mixed objective Area Programs was
among the alternatives was taken up for that essential. Once the possible alternative plann-
Area. It turned out, however, that the first ing elements were agreed to, no further
checking process greatly facilitated the choices could be made u,,til the over-all
making of choices among alternatives. The mixed objective was agreed Io for the partic-
participants by this time had become very ularArea. This objective mix served as the goal
familiar with the alternative projections and that was to be achieved in the Area when the
with the assumptions behind these alterna- needs were filled by certain types of devices.
tives. That is, agreements on the alternative levels of

each need had to be guided by knowing what
Choosing among the alternatives was a more job was to be carried out by the commitment
deliberate activity than the review process. of resources to meet these needs -- what
The choices for each Area included reaching objectives were to be achieved. The agree-
agreement on: ments on devices could then be made in light

of the needs they had to fulfill and the mixed1. a mixed objective for the Area objective to be achieved.

2. the level of each need required to
attain the Area's mixed objective The mixed objective for an Area was estab-

3. the level of each type of device re- lished, such as an Environmental Quality
quired to fulfill the needs emphasis with some Regional Development,

4. reviewing the original choice of the and the intentions of these statements were
Area's mixed objective defined and recorded and are given for each

5. the alternative needs and devices for Area in Annex 1, Area Progr3ms. In the above
alternative mixed objectives objective mix, for instance, Environmental

Quality might be emphasized to preserve the
The criteria for choosing among alternatives Area's outdoor resources while allowing rec-
included: reation activities to increase. Regional Deve!-

opment might be given, some emphasis
1. the desires of the people who live in because of the Area's low per capita income.

each Area as understood and expressed No objective is entirely eliminated in any
by the state participants; Area even if it is not mentioned in the

definition.,
2. the resources available in each Area;

The levels of each of the fifteen needs were
3. the present type and level of resources agreed upon at the meetings, if at all possible.

used in the Area; and When inaccuracies were found or disagree-
ments occurred over assumptions the Work

4. the information available on the bene- Group agreement provided only for the gen-I ; fits and costs of the various alterna- eral level the need should have with the exact
tives. level established later by the NAR or agency

staffs. This same approach was used to obtainagreement on devices.
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While agreeing upon Area Programs the levels The final agreement concerned needs and
of needs and the quantities and types of devices for the alternative programs for each
devices chosen for a specific Area did not Area. This agreement concerned the major
have to follow the mixed objective for that differences that were obvious to the Work
Area. For example, the Regional Develop- Group at the time and served as the starting
ment alternatives for needs and devices were place and general guide for the NAR Staff
not necessarily found to be the best choice t') when they drew up alternative Area Programs
achieve a mixed objective emphasizing at a later time.
Regional Development in a particular Aiea.
Environmental Quality levels for some of the Regional Program
needs and devices -- say visual and cultural
and water recreation -- might actually achieve The Regional Pogram, presented in Chapter
the desired Regional Development objective 8, is a descrip'ion of Area mixed objectives;
more effectively. These other levels, for in- inter-basin transfers; and results of compar-
stance, might attract the type of tourists who isons among needs, devices, benefits and
are willing to pay more for their experiences costs.
(and thus, help achieve the Regional Develop-
ment objective) if it is accompanied by better The m;xed objectives of the Regional descrip-
scenery and less crowded recreation facilities. tion are taken directly from the Area Pro-

grams.
The original agreement for each Area's mixed
objective was reviewed after the agreements Transfers are needs that occur in one Area
were reached on needs and devices. It was and are fulfilled by resources in or from
discovered in several cases that even though another Area. The water transfers are taken
an agreement had been reached on what from the computer supply model results.
objective to emphasize for an Area not just
some but most of the ne.do and devices Other transfers occur in the location or
agreed upon had a different objectiveempha- fulfillment of power plant cooling, water
sis. In these cases, the original objective mix recreation, fish and wildlife and navigation
was reconsidered to be sure it was the desired needs. Water transfers are shown in Chapter 8
r;,ix. In a few of these c ises, changes were but the other transfers are an integral part of
made in the objective mixes, the Area Programs and could not be easily

summarized for the Regional Program.
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Inter-basin transfers of supplies and resources Important needs in an Area must be fulfilled
are typical features of a regional plan. These before an Area's recommended mixed objec-
features in the NAR Regional Program are tive can be achieved. Key needs are those
supplemented by additional information on which must be fulfilled before other needs
the outstanding regional characteristics of the that are dependent upon that need can be
planning elements found in the Area Pro- fulfilled. Needs may be important because of
grams. There are, for instance, those needs of their large sizes or fast growth rates. Needs are
an Area that grow rapidly during the planning identified as key because of the integral part
period in comparison to the growth rate of they play in the fulfillment of other needs. In
that need in the other Areas. It may be that this sense water quality is key to water
these rapidly growing needs of the Area recreation.
should be emphasized in future studies or
projects. Criteria were developed and applied A device may be important in an Area
to this type of information on regional because the need it fulfills is large or growing
characteristics for deriving Study recommen- fast; it may fulfill many needs; it may have no
dations. substitutes; it may be able to greatly change

the level of important or key needs;' or it
The derivation of the comparisons among the produces large benefits or costs. Key devices
planning elements was achieved by a simple are those which must be used so that other
computer program print-out of rankings of all devices may succeed.

- the needs and costs by size, growth rates and
per capita size. The Areas with the largest, The available benefits and costs of the Re-
largest per capita and fastest growing needs gional Program are described need by need.
are pointed out in Chapter 8. This same in The Areas are listed which have the largest
formation is presented for devices and bene- benefits and costs for each need.
fits when possible.

Making Study Recommendations
Throughout the Regional Program those
needs and devices are pointed out which were The Coordinating Committee for the NAR
considered during plan formulation to be Study adopted criteria for making recommen-
important or key. The words important and dations as the Study product. The recommen-
key are used to describe characteristics of dations and criteria are in accordance with the
needs and devices for which no terms have Authorization of the Study and with the
become common. These characteristics are directives of the Water Resources Council.,
subjective appraisals of a need or device
within an Area made by members of the Work The Coordinating Committee stated that the
Group or NAR and agency staffs during the Report will recommend:
formulation of the Area Programs. Areas do
not necessarily have key and important needs 1. that individual mixed objective plans
and devices at this level of study since the be adopted as framework plans and
appraisals are made from a Regional view- that these plans be the starting points
point, for future detailed basin or project

planning,
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2. that priorities be established for de- Specific criteria were developed to regulate

tailed river basin studies to be initiated the formation of these recommendations. The
at specific times, in specific basins, first recommendation (Recommendation No.

2 in Chapter 10) is comprised of that level of
3. that individual project studies be the N AR Study results that most closely

undertaken in those Areas not listed in corresponds to the configuration of the Re-
2, above, and that each project study gion's individual basins and that also contains
be measured against the corresponding the type of data that can serve as the best
basin frame'vork plan, focus for future basin or project planning.

4. that priorities be established for special The second recommendation (Recommenda-
emphasis to be placed on specific tion No. 4a in Chapter 10) consists of those
planning elements in subsequent basin Areas where the level of needs are soon to be
or project studies, beyond the ability of resources to fill them

and which have not had recent feasiblity
5. that a time schedule be established and studies. These need levels are determined by

procedures recommended for updating first comparing each Area's needs by their
the Plan and for repeating the Plan sizes, growth rates, per capita sizes, impor-
Formulation process, tance and how key they are. Those Areas with

large numbers of needs that rank high by
6. that priorities be established for re- these characteristics and with low per capita

search and that special purpose studies limits of developable water are chosen for
be conducted in certain fields to fill study.
gaps of knowledge identified in this
Study. The third recommendation (Recommendation

No. 4c in Chapter 10) is made up of those
The alternative planning elements, the Area Areas which also have large numbers of needs
Programs, and the Regional Program are steps that rank high by the characteristics listed
in deriving these recommendations. The under the second recommendation but which
recommendations were first taken from sug- have low total limits of ievelopable water
gestions of Work Group members during the rather than low per capita limits of develop-
Plan Formulation process and from informa- able water.
tion in the Area and Regional Programs that
revealed problems and deficiencies.
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Recommendation number four (Recommen- The fifth recommendation (Recommenda-
dation No. 4c in Chapter 10) consists of those tion No. 4d in Chapter 10) calls for the plan
needs and devices which are listed most often formulation process to be repeated whenever
as being important or key within the Area significant new data become available or when
Programs. The need list, however, is slightly assumptions and constraints used in the
modified by moving up some of the needs present Study are significantly changed.
which are simultaneously very large, rapidly
growing and very large on a per capita basis. The last of the recommendations (Recom-

mendations No. 1 and 5 in Chapter 10) arose
from all procedures and results of the NAR
Study. Special studies are recommended for
those planning procedures and activities
found to be inadequate or misunderstood and
for those needs and devices which create
problems and conflicts in achieving any of the

mixed objectives of the Areas. Needs or
devices with very large costs in relationship to
benefits are examples as well as cevices which
people do not want to use..
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Each need and the methods and assumptions The Regional Development objective of
used in deriving estimates of each need are framework planning is the attainment of some
described in this Chapter. Need estimates desired pattern of regional income or develop-
were first derived from various population ment through water resources investment.
and economic projections and then modified This objective is attained to the extent that
by consideration of the objectives. The results water resources investment provides specified
are three sets of estimates, one estimate for regional income flows or specified patterns of
each of the three objectives, for all those regional development.,
needs where differences due to objectives
were determined. The estimates are given in An example of a regional objective is the
one or more measurable quantities -- such as desire to increase the incomes of the indige-
million gallons per day of water or acres of nous residents of an Area through water
land -- for each need and each benchmark resources investment. Another example is the
year. desire to increase the total output of a

designated region. In general, patterns of this
The National Income objective is the pro- kind are not the natural result of investing to
vision of increases in the national income attain the objective of national income
through investment in water resources devel- growth or other objectives. Thus, attaining a
opment. This objective (called National Effi- given Regional Development objective
ciency in some of the NAR Appendices) is ordinarily results in a lesser degree of attain-
attained to the extent that water resources ment of other objectives than would occur in
system outputs meet demands expressed in tht, absence of the regional goal. It may also
market terms or in terms of statistically im 3lve tha shifting of development that
reconstructed markets. wi uld havc occurred in another i-egion to the

region in question.
An example of a market demand for a system
output is industrial demand for water supply; The regional goals used in plan formulation
an example of demand in terms of a statisti- for the North Atlantic Region have evolved
cally reconstructed market is demand for from consideration both of desired regional
recreation outputs not sold on a market patterns and of planning results indicating
basis. what regional patterns are achievable or may

be stimulated through water resources devel-
Meeting demands of this type has been the opment. (The Coordinating Committee was
traditional objective of water resource devel- involved with one regional consideration from
opment, and its attainment has usually been the start of planning since part of Appalachia
measured by counting "primary" benefits. is included in the North Atlantic planning
Another way of defining the objective is to Region.) Regional considerations have been
say that it represents the best allocation of involved to some extent in water resource
economic resources in market terms. planning as "secondary" benefits in past

studies. In this framework plan, they are
involved more explicitly in the process of plan
formulation.
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The Environmental Quality objective of The fifteen water and water related needs
framework planning is the improvement of include.
the quality of the environment through water
resource investment in the North Atlantic publicly supplied water
Region. This objective includes not simply industrial self-supplied water
preservation but, perhaps more important, rural water supply
positive measures to create an improved living irrigation water
environment. power plant cooling

hydroelectric power generation
The intention of including this objective is to navigation
insure that the effects of water resource water recreation
development on "human ecology," are care- fish and wildlife
fully defined and evaluated. The extent to water quality maintenance
which the Environmental Quality objective is flood damage reduction
attained cannot be readily expressed in the drainage control
terms that might be used for the National erosion control
Income and Regional Development objectives, health
But there are systematic ways in which visual and cultural environment
environmental quality effects can be assessed.

Nine projection points, one for each of the
It was possible for the Coordinating Com- objectives for each of the benchmark years,
mittee to find a broad range of agreement on have been made for most of these needs.
whether certain effects were favorable to the These alternative projections for each of the
quality of the environment, and what the 21 Areas are given in tables in the Area
relative importance of various effects was, Program Annex of this Report. A summary of
both in terms of other Environmental Quality these alternative need levels is shown in Table
effects and in terms of the other objectives of 33. The specific methods and assumptions
planning. The relationship between water underlying the estimates are given here for
resource development and environmental each of these fifteen needs.
quality differs among the Areas of the
Region. For example, problems of environ-
mental quality differ as between relatively Needs for public water supply are the future
urban and relatively rural areas. The open amounts of water, in millions of gallons per
expression of the Environmental Quality day, estimated to be necetsary to meet
objective represents a comparatively new projected demands on all public water supply
direction in water resources development, systems.
although it has always been present in the
form of supplementary comments in project Public water supply projections for the 21
reports, particularly with respect to the pres- Areas are a function of the population served
ervation aspect of the objective, by central water systems and the per capita

income in each of the Areas. An equation
relating those functions was developed for the
NAR and applied to each of 50 sub-areas in
the computer Demand Model., Projected
requirements include publicly supplied water
for domestic, commercial, municipal and
industrial purposes that are served by central
supply systems.
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B 3

SUIQARY OF ALTERNATIVE LEVELS OF NEEDS, NAR

NEEDS-cumuative ..
Pres.

Publiclv Supplied Water (1000 gd) 5.5 .
Industrial Self-Supplied Water (1000 mgd) 3.9
Rural Water Supply (mnd) 400'
Irrigation Vater: agriculture (1000 afy) 200

- non-agriculture (1000 afy) 100
Power Plant Cooling: withdrawal, saline (cfs) 23000

brackish (cfs) 12000
fresh (cfs) 10000

consumption, brackish (cfs) 120
fresh (cfs) 120

Hydroelectric Power Generation (1000 S) 5
Navigation: commercial (m. tons annually) 600

recreational boating (a. boats) 1.6
Water Recreation: visitor days (a.) (21)

istream or river (1000 miles) (21)

water surface (m. acres) (21)
beach (1000 acres) (21)
pool (m. sq. ft.) (21)land facilities (1000 acres) (21)

Fish & Wildlife: sport fishing man-days (m.) 100
surface area, lake (acres) (12)

strean(acres) (11)
access, fresh (1000 acres) (21)

salt (1000 acres) (11)
anadromous (acres) (19)

piers (1000 feet) (9)
hunting man-days (M.) 38

access (1000 sq. mi.) (21)
nature study man-days (m.) 60

access (1000 acres) (15)
Water Quality Maint.: non-industrial (m. PEs) 44

industrial (m. PEs) 70
Flood Damage Reduction:
avg. ann. damage, upstream (m.$) 55

mainstream (m.$) 80
tidal & hurricane (m.$) 61 1

Drainage Control: cropland (a. acres) 1.2
forest land (1000 acres) (0)
wet land (1000 acres) (I)

Erosion Control: agriculture (m. acres) 15
urban (m. acres) 8

stream bank (1000 mi.) (21)
coastal shoreline (1000 mi.) (12)

Health: vector control and pollution control (21)
Visual and Cultural
landscape maintenance, unique natural (sq.mi.) 11000

unique shoreline (mi.) 90
high quality (sq.mi.) 3800
diversity (sq.mi.) (10)
agriculture (3q.mi.) (7)

landscape development, quality (sq.mi.) (6)
diversity (sq.mi.) (1)
metro. amenities (mi.) (1)
met, amenities (sq.mi.) (12)

All arrows indicate that numbers are identical for indicated objectives.
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E QUALITY IATION"L INCOME REGIONAL DEVELOPIENT

1980 2000 2020 1980 2000 2020 1980 2000 2020

6.9 9.6 13.1 7.2 10.6 15.7 7.2 10.8 16.1
7 11.8 -T r17.9 7 1 20.0 7.2 13.2 22.2

4 7 -79 70
4700 580 500 500 1700 4700 4700

-_ _ 300 490 720 270 460 720 280 470 720

43000 UO000 190000 43000 117000 213000 000 97000 170000
30000 52000 54000 30000 61000 97000 30000 66000 105000
11000 8006 4000 11000 50000 94000 11000 29000 48000

280 750 1160 280 540 360 280 660 1380
450 770 1280 450 1120 2340 450 1380 2750

15 42 100 -
g 1 80 1100 1700 800 1200 2000

2.1 3.5 6.0 --

9 1500 2500 800 13T 2300 900 1500 2500
5.8 8.2 11.3 1.9 2.7 3.7 2.9 4.0 5.6
1.6 2.4 3.3 0.4 0.7 0.9 0.9 1.3 1.7
16 22 31 5 7 11 10 13 18
270 380 530 100 140 210 170 240 330

1020 1400 1990 180 260 370 370 500 690
110 140 180

75000 142000 248000
19000 32000 43000
2.0 4.5 7.4

5.4 15.2 26.8
890 1220 1590
140 400 700

-- -43 53 66
4 -5 18 29

70 88 109
--- _ _150 410 730

- 56 70 86
140 300 620 3'0

82 145 275
130 260 530
96 181 359

1.8 2.7 2.9 1.6 2.4 2.5 1.8 2.7 2.9

0 170 670 0 170 670 170 670 2180
(0) (0) (0) (1) (0) (0) (0) (0) (0)

19 23 23 17 19 19 19 23 23

11 15 20 9 11 15 11 15 20
0.54 1.63 2.71 0.11 0.38 0.65 0.27 0.81 1.35
1.14 2.36 2.55 0.02 0.07 0.12 0.05 0.14 0.24
(21) (21) (21) (21) (21) (21) (21) (21) (21)

26000 26000 26000 26000 26000 26000 Same as EQ
1360 1360 1360 1240 1240 1240 Same as EQ

11200 18500 25900 11200 18500 25900 Same as EQ
3500 6900 10300 2800 5100 7400 Same as EQ
7300 7300 7300 7300 7300 7300 Same as EQ
1000 2000 3000 500 1000 1500 Same as EQ
300 300 300 150 150 150 Same as EQ
2 2 2 2 2 2 Same as EQ
670 670 670 410 670 670 Same as EQ
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The portion of population served by systems technology and individual industrial trends.
for the base year was obtained from historical This relationship- involved: distribution of
data. Estimates of the portion of population gross output among the various industries and
served were projected for each sub-area for the 50 sub-areas; and development of regional
each benchmark year. It was assumed that the water use coefficients relating gallons of water
portion of population served would rise dur- required to an industry's output in dollars on
ing the study period due to the anticipated a sub-area basis. The development of coeffi-
increases in urbanization and suburbaniza- cients also entailed separating the water use
tion. The projected total populations and per for each industry into total, fresh, brackish
capita incomes u-ed to estimate public water and waste water components, and further
supply needs w'e derived from projections in separating these components into self-
Appendix B, Economic Base., supplied and publicly supplied fresh water.

These mathematical relation ships together
The procedure for developing public water with an economic productivity model (input-
supply projections was incorporated in the output table) of the Region are a part of the
Demand Model used to project future with- Demand Model.

drawals. Utilizing the median series popula-
tion and per capita income projections from Several technological changes were projected
Appendix B yielded results for the National to occur in the Region's industry that would
Income objective. For the Regional Develop- change water use. For those industries in
ment objective, the same population projec- which water use is motly for the sanitary
tions were uscd, but a higher level of per need of their employes, water use coeffi-
capita income was assumed which resulted in cients are based on the estinidte of employees
larger projections for public water supply. For in the future. Tr:is implies a reduction in
the Environmental Quality objective, both water use per dollar of output because the

populations and per capita incomes lower productivity per employee is projected to rise.
than the National Income objective were For those industries in which water is a
assumed which yielded lower public water relatively small part of the manufacturing
supply projections. process, such as the machine and electrical

industries, the water coefficients were con-
INDUSTRIAL SELF-SUPPLIED WATER sidered constant., In the six heavy water using

industries which are of importance in the
The need for industrial self-supplied water is Region, projections of the water coefficients
the projected amount of water necessary to are based on industry estimates of future
meet the demands of the 19 major water- technology. or the Food, Textile, Petroleum
using industry classes that obtain water from Refining and the Primary Metals industries,
their own sources of supply. water use improvements of 5 percent were

projected for the 1964 to 1980 period, 5 and
Industrial water usq in the North Atlantic 9 percent, respectively, for the 1980 to 2000
Region is a function of the gross industrial and 2000 to 2020 period. For the Paper
output of the Region. A mathematical rela- industry improvements of 10, 18 and 15
tionship between existing water use and gross percent and for the Chemical industry im-
output was established from the data con- provements of 15, 26 and 21 percent were
tained in the Census of Manufacturers and projected for the 1964 to 1980, 1980 to 2000
projections of the future relationship were and 2000 to 2020 periods.
made utilizing estimates of future water use
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The Gross National Product figures for the Historical observations were fitted to a trend
median projection in Appendix B were used line to project future levels of agricultural
to determine the present industrial use as well irrigated land. Water requirements were pro-
as the National income objective needs for the jected using a Bloney-Criddle Method which
future. emphasizes climate, rainfall, carry off mois-

ture and i .nt growth characteristics.
For the Regional Development objective, the
Gross National Product resulting from a Non-agricultural irrigation for commercial,
higher productivity level was used. industrial and institutional lawns was pro-

jected using a cluster analysis for those areas
For the Environmental Quality objective the showing a trend in land use from rural to
Gross National Product resulting from a lower urban. Golf course irrigation is projected
population series was used, using e regression of acres per thousand

people and income, along with judgmental
RURAL WATER SUPPLY decisions concerning the extent of irrigation.

The need for rural water supply is the sum of The portion of the irrgation water demand
projections of livestock water use and rural that is likely to be satisfied from individual
self-supplied domestic water use. wells was estimated for each sub-area. This

amount was specifically assigned to ground
Livestock water requirements are based upon water.
gallons of water for projected animal products
or livestock population. Rural domestic water National Income levels are based upon the
supply is based upon estimated per capita assumption that only high value, specialized
rates of future rural populations, crops will be irrigated., Regional Development

levels assume that marginal crops will be
Alternative need levels for objectives were not irrigated. Environmental Quality levels are the
developed for rural water supply. Variations same as Regional Development levels util
in animal product, livestock numbers and 2020 when Environmental Quality would
rural per capita use would seem to be slight become higher for irrigazing marginal crops
under the various objectives. All rural water held in production to maintain open space.
supply was assumed to be derived from
individual wells and, therefore, assigned to POWER PLANT COOLING AND HYDRO.
ground water for fulfillment. ELECTRIC POWER GENERATION

IRRIGATION WATER Needs for power plant cooling are projections
of withdrawal and consumptive requirements

Need for irrigation water is the projected for the cooling of thermal power plants. The
amount of water necessary to satisfy plant need for water for hydroelectric power gener-
moisture requirements for agricultural pro- ation occurs mainly during peak periods of
duction and for commercial, industrial, insti- power demand and is expressed as megawatts
tutional lawns and golf courses, to be produced.
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Power plant cooling needs for National In- The Regional Development objective assumes
come objective are based upon studies that a redistribution of power plants based upon
have been made jointly by the public utility the enhancement of the economic well-being
industry and the Federal Power Commission. of those Areas which have been projected by
Projections of the amount and type of tech- economic studies to be most likely to benefit
nological change in power production, water from location of a power plant facility.
requirements, recirculating efficiencies and Environmental Q'ality assumes that "txotic"
power station location were made to convert non or low het-emitting generating plants
power projections to water reouirements. will replace soma conventional thermal plants
Fresh, brackish and salt water ire considered and that a larger proportion of new thermal
for use. For the purposes of power plant facilities will be located in coastal areas with
cooling use, fresh water is defined as contain- appropriate ecological safeguards
ing less than 500 parts per million (ppm) of
dissolved solids. Brackish water is defined as Hydroelectric power needs are primarily for
water with a :,alinity between 500 ppm and pumped storage, with no variations in total
15,000 ppm and saline water is greater than capacity among objectives. Site availability is
15,000 ppm. the main determinant of the use of this tve

II
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of power source. Sites are chose~n on the basis Recreational boating needs have no variation
of economic advantage constrained to provide by objectives and are presented as projected
adequate peaking capacity for the whole numbers of registered craft and total craft.
Region. Peaking needs are estimated generally Registered craft projections were obtained by
as 10 percet t of total power needs, applying to the population projections the

present quantities of registered craft per
NAVIGATION capita in each state. Total recreational craft

were estimated in the base year by assuming
Needs for navigation are of two types, com- that presently there is a boat for each
mercial and recreational. Commercial naviga- outboard motor estimated to be in use in each
tion needs are based upon the projected state by the National Association of Engine
tonnage of commercial cargo transportation. and Boat manufacturers. Projections assumed
Recreational boating needs are the projected that participation days per capita and the
levels of boating activity for recreation ex- ratio of registered craft to total craft re-pressed in participation days per person. mained the same as in the base year.

Commercial navigation projections were de- WATER RECREATION
termined for the major waterborne commodi-
ties of the North Atlantic Region, and these Needs for water recreation are based on
were used to determine the total projected projected levels for swimming, camping,
waterborne commerce of the Region. Projec- picnicking, boating, water-skiing, sailing, and
tions of these major commodities were based canoeing.
on information and projections contained in
studies undertaken by various Federal and Outdoor recreation needs are expressed as
non-Federal agencies and organizations and man/day participation rates in various recrea-
modified through discussions with knowledge- tional activities such as camping, hiking and
able individuals. A range of values is presented sightseeirig. The projections of participation
which becomes broader in the more distant rates for the National Income objective are
future as the degree of possible error in- based upon extrapolation of historical data of
creases. It is considered that the range will the activities and of the participation levels.
account for future tehnological innovation The Regional Development and Environ-
which cannot be foreseen at this time. In mental Quality variations are based upon
addition to Regional forecasts, projections varied assumptions of available leisure time,
have also been derived for the major ports in facilities, resources, and money.
each Area.

FISH AND WILDLIFE
The upper portion of the projected range of
commerce is expected to be achieved under a Needs for fish and wildlife are the same for all
program emphasizing Regional Development objectives and are based upon projections of
and the lower portion of the range reflects the different types of hunting, fishing and nature
Environmental Quality objective. The Na- observation (bird watching, hiking) activities
tional Income projected commerce is between and upon the levels of wildlife management
these limits and tends toward the higher or necessary to maintain these activities with
Regional Development projections in most minimum danger to ecological systems.
Areas and for the Region.
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Needs for hunting man/days and angler man/ Mainstream and tidal and hurricane damages
days are based upon extrapolation of current were assumed to begin at present levels as
trends of per capita par~icipation applied to experienced under existing flooding condi-
future population levels. tions and flood frequencies, and to increase at

a rate that is in proportion to the increased
WATER QUALITY MAINTENANCE wealth of an area. Personal income was

assumed directly related to reproducible
The need for water quality maintenance wealth and the damageable assets in the flood
derives from projected quantities of organic plain were assumed to remain in the same
and inorganic pollutants in the Region. These proportion to wealth as in the base year.
pollutants are mea ired as the level of oxygen
the pollutants would coi,bune in the water on Upstream flood damage reduction needs areK a per capita basis. based upon existing conditions, including

areas inundated by floods, damageable prop-
These projections of pollutants do not differ erties, and probability of recurrence of floods,
between objectives and are based upon pro- and upon projected economic activity of an
jections of major pollution sources: industrial area.
and non-industrial waste loads; septic tanks,
cesspools and sewer system loads; mine drain- Flood damage reduction needs for the three
age; and thermal discharges. The need for objectives were derived by applying different
water quality maintenance is the change criteria to the projected levels of damages.
necessary in the pollution levels to maintain National Income levels were derived by water-
water quality standards, sheds in which direct and indirect floodwater

damage reduction benefits exceed costs.
Waste loadings are assumed to come fic, two Monetary benefits from a regional viewpoint
sources, industrial and non-industrial, and are caused Regional Devel6pment levels to be
presented in terms of population equivalents somewhat higher than National Income.
(PE's). One PE is the amount of organic waste
equal to that produced each day by one Environmental Quality levels assumed opti-
person. Other types of polluting substances mum protection would result from manage-
which require consideration are infectious ment of the entire flood plain and watershed
agents, plant nutrients, sediment and nun- orotection, and visual quality in certain areas
organic substances not specifically subject to would be enhanced by water surface in
biological treatment processes. multi-purpose reservoirs.

FLOOD DAMAGE REDUCTION
All damage projections included the effects of

Needs for reducing flood damages are derived present conditions which were assumed to
from projections of average annual monetary include flooc damage reduction devices that
damages which are likely to occur in the are soon to be finished or implemented.
future if present flood plain use patterns
continue. The resulting estimates can be taken
as upper limits of damages. Damages are .
projected for three categories: mainstream,
upstream, and tidal and hurricane needs.
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Hurricane Diane caused $130 million in damages in the Connecticut River
Basin. This is Main Street in Winsted, Connecticut, a town of 10,000 which
sustained damages of some $30 million in the August 1955 storm. (Department
of the A-my, New England Division, Corps of Engineers).

The National Income level assumes treatment
of 80 percent of treatable cropland and of 15

DRAINAGE CONTROL percent of forest land by 2020. Regional
Development assumes that all cropland need-

Needs for drainage are given as the quantities ing drainage will receive treatment as soon as
of land that require drainage projects so that possible while 45 percent of the forest land
agriculture, forestry and development activi- needing treatment will recuive it by 2020. The
ties (economic uses of marshlands) can take Environmental Quality objective has the Na-
place at levels appropriate for alternative tional Income forest drainage projection levels
objectives, and Regionl Development agricultural drain-

ige levels (for visual and cultural needs)..
These needs are derived by projecting rates of
past land treatment in agricultural activity No numerical need is estimated for draining
and in major drainage activities such as river existing wetlands under any objective, There
and outlet channels. The rates were ,.,.,'- exist only a few specific sites in the NAR
mined from surveys of past experiences with where drainage of wetlands for a development
some judgmental adjustments. objective is possible without prohibitive

ecologic damage.
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EROSION CONTROL VISUAL AND CULTURAL ENVIRONMENT

Needs for erosion control are measured by the Needs for visual and cultural values are
quantities of land that require erosion treat- measured by the land areas that are significant
ment so that agriculture and forestry activities for the maintenance or enhancement of land-
and activities associated with shorelines and scapes, water quality and urban amenities
streamb3nks can occur at levels appropriate to desired by people in various activities such as
alternative objectives, recreation and daily travel.

Rates of erosion and sedimentation (soil loss The initial step in estimating these needs was
per acre) are projected by the use of present a landscape inventory based upon visual indi-
rates of erosion -- based on soil type, topogra- cators (natural and man-made). The next step
phy, climate and cover data -- and a specific was the definition and identification of visual
set of assumptions on the present and on an and cultural aspects and characteristics of
accelerated rate of land treatment, these landscapes. The third step was the

definition of levels of needs using population
The erosion control need used for the Na- concentrations; accessibility of the concen-
tional Income objective assumes that lands trated population centers to the areas of
highly subject to erosion require permanent various qualities; and the relative abundance
vegetation, that full treatment is required for and scarcity of landscape types.
cropland and urbanizing land and that .12
percent of the major streambanks and critical Landscape needs consist of the visual and
shorelines will be controlled, esthetic qualities desired by people and de-

fined as various combinations of land and
The erosion control need for the Regional land use patterns such as mountains, hills and
Development and Environmental Quality ob- flat lands and forests, marshes and urban
jectives assumes that all erosive lands require areas. Urban amenities are those needs of
land use adjustment, preserva.ion or treat- people for visual and esthetic qualities in
ment and that 25 percent of streambanks and urban surroundings: fountains, water front
shorelines with erosion problems will be vistas, parks, play areas and clean streets.
treated.

The differences between objectives are based
HEALTH on an increased emphasis on landscape en-

hancement under the Environmental Quality
No numerical estimates have been prepared and Regional Development objectives over the
for health need levels. Needs for health are level estimated under the National Income
vector control, air pollution control, recrea- objective.
tion sanitation, shellfish sanitation, public
water supply treatment and liquid and solid In using the need table it should be kept in
waste management required to attain a level mind that the amounts shown are cumulative
of good health for all people estimates of varying accuracy., Figures for

1380 are likely to be far more reliable than
those for the year 2000 and these are better
than the figures for 2020., Needs given in
water quantities are likely to be of a higher
degree of accuracy than those given in other
measures due to the availability of better
projection techniques for those needs.
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CHAPTER 7

ALTERNATIVE DEVICES
FOR WATER AND
LAND RESOURCES USE

Devices are the means by which water and
water associated needs are fulfilled. Devices
may act upon the resources or the demands
and are usually called active devices when
they modify the resource and passive devices
when they change the demand., A reservoir
which increases a river's low flow is an
example of an active device; zoning a flood
plain to keep out damageable property is an
example of a passive one. Another way of
grouping devices is by the things they affect.
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There are devices that affect water, such as Each of these descriptions is accompanied by
river intakes; those that affect land and water, a discussion of the capabilityV ad impacts of
such as local flood protection works; those each device and about its present and ex-
involving only land, such as purchase of access pected level of technology. Benefits and costs
to water; those that deal with ecology, like are the result of the capabilities and impacts

fish habitat management; and those that deal and are discussed for each device. Benefits
with the human environment as legislation and costs arise from the products of devices
does. Devices can further be divided into (water surface area for a dam, for example),
physical things, such as structures or natural from interactions between the devices and
wild streams, and non-physical activities such from interactions of the products of devices
as management, institutional arrangements, with their physical, biological or cultural
research or education. And finally, devices environments. These benefits and costs may
can be classified by their use either as single be expressed in monetary terms; in measure-
purpose or multiple-purpose. ments and descriptions of the products and

interactions; and in expressions of peoples'
The largest and today still the most important opinions of the products, devices and inter-
group of devices deals with the resources actions.
themselves. These devices affect water, land
or both or they control their use. Other Costs only are shown numerically in this
devices are research, education and policy Study. Other non-monetary product and
changes. The last two fields are just emerging interaction costs are described where possible.
but appear to be the devices that will be most No numerical presentation is made for any of
important in the future, the benefits but descriptions are provided.

Presented first in this Chapter in Table 34 are The twenty-three major categories of devices
estimates of a total quantity for each device considered in the Study are listed as:
presently in use in the NAR and expected to
be in use. The estimations of future device use I. Resource Management
are given as three sets of alternatives, one for
each of the three Study objectives, and within A. Water
each set are estimations for each of the three
benchmark years. Figures are given when storage facilities
available for the devices and when not availa- withdrawal facilities
ble the tota! numbers of Areas are indicated return facilities
(in parentheses) within which the devices are conveyance facilities
used or are expected to be usud. quality control facilities

pumped storage facilities
Next follow des.xiptions of all the devices, desalting facilities
These descriptions include the assumptions monitoring facilities
that were made for each, the methods used
for estimating their future use and the needs
that each will help fulfill. Most devices have at
least some degree of multiple use but for
convenience only the major needs fulfilled by
each device are described.
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B. Water/Land as a whole. These figures are broken down
into the 21 Areas in Annex 1, Area Programs.

flood plain management
local flood protection
watershed management STORAGE FACILITIES
erosion protection
drainage practices Surface storage devices are considered to be
waterway management multiple purpose devices that may serve up to

five possible withdrawal needs - publicly
C. Lind supplied water; industrial self-supplied water,

rural water, irrigation and power plant cooling
land controls - and may serve up to eight instream needs -
land facilities navigation, hydroelectric power generation,

water recreation, fish and wildlife, visual and
D. Biological cultural, health, flood damage reduction and

water quality maintenance.
habitat management
fishways Surface storage for flood damage reduction,
stocking instream hydroelectric generation water

quality maintenance (low flow augmentation)
I1. Research needs has been considered on a single purpose

basis but is either additive to other uses as in
II11. Education the case of flood control or can be incor-

porated into other flow regulation needs.

IV. Policy Changes
A. Water Demand and Allocation Provisions hase been made for minimum

Changes instream flows and outflows, including main-
tenance of salt fronts in some cases, but flow

B. Project Operation Changes augmentation for water quality maintenance,
such as in lieu of treatment, is not provided in

Many specific and individual devices have the supply models.
been considered in this Study. For instance,
the specific types and numbers of reservoirs Practical limits of development of storage
and their possible individual sites have been facilities were determined. Site availability
considered for each Area. However, since the rather then hydrologic considerations estab-
devices are used to fulfill needs only on a lished these limits.
generalized basis, estimations for fulfillment
of the needs are only made as total quantities Farm ponds have been considered in the
of water or associated services., For example, Study for irrigation and rural water supply
only required total storage is presented rather but are considered to be insignificant on F
than the specific number of reservoirs, regional basis.
Similarly, water quality maintenance needs
are given by total quantity of certain types of Single purpose reservoirs have also been con-
treatment measured in population equivalenis sidered to meet such needs as localized
rather than by a specific number and location storage for municipal water supply.
of treatment plants. The estimations of device
use presented in Table 34 are for the NAR
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TABLE 34
SUMMARY OF ALTERNATIVE LEVELS OF DEVICES, NAR

DEVICES-incremental
Purposes

I. Resource Management
i A. Water

Storage Facilities
reservoirs, upstream (1000 af) IrrigRec l ,VC

mainstream- (1000 af) PSFWVC ,RecWQM ,,,
Withdrawal Facilities

intakes & pumping, fresh (mgd) PS,Ind,Pow,Irrig
brackish (mgd) End

estuarine (mgd) Pow
ocean (mgd) Pow

wells (mgd) PS,Ind,Rur,.Irrig
Conveyance Facilities

interbasin diversions, into (mgd) PS
out of (mgd) PS

Quality Control Facilities
temperature, cooling towers & ponds WQM,Pow,Rec
chemical/biological
potable water treat plants (mgd) PS
waste treatment plants

secondary (85%) (m. PE removed) WQM,VC,Rec
secondary (90%) (m. PE removed) WQM,VC,Rec
advanced (95%) (m. PE removed) WQM,VCRec

effluent irrigation WQM,VC,Rec,Irrig
nutrient control WQM,VC,Rec
stormwater discharge control WQMVC,Rec
acid mine drainage control WQM,VC
septic tank control WQM,VC,Rec
separate combined sewers WQM.VCRec ,

Pdmped Storage H PG_
Desalting Facilities
Monitorina Facilities ... ..

B. Water/Land
Flood Plain Management
upstream (1000 acres) FDR,VC,FW,Rec
mainstream (1000 acres) FDR.VC-FW.Rec

Local Flood Protection
ocean (projects) FDR
river (projects) FDR
flood control channels (mi.) FDR

Watersheu Management (1000 acres) FDR.VC.Drn.FW.Rec
Erosion Protection, land treatment Ern

coastal shoreline Ern,Rec,VC
river shoreline Ern

Drainage Practices Drn,F .
Waterway Management
navigation channel improvement Nay
debris removal
recreation boating facilities NavRec

* From the supply model for the following purposes: PS, Ind, Rur, Irrig, Pc
4 Flood control storage not included.
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ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY NATIONAL INCOME REGIONAL DEVELOPMENT

1980 2000 2020 1980 2000 2020 1980 2000 2020

1120 2180 790 210 80 40 1120 2180 40
610 1310 410 720 1710 940 750 1750 1030

2900 5000 6600 3000 5800 9100 3100 6400 10600
2600 3800 4800 2600 4400 6100 2700 4900 7200

(6) (11) (10) (6) (11) (12) (6) (11) (12)
(11) (13) (14) (11) (13) (14) (11) (12) (14)
1600 2600 2100 1300 2100 2100 1700 3000 2200

60 440 1090 80 690 1670 80 700 1830
60 440 1090 80 690 1670 80 700 1830

(13) (14) (18) (10) (12) (16) (11) (15) (20)

400 1700 2500 500 2200 3500 500 2200 3900

- - 55 0 0

120 340 640

4 6 17 35
(1) (1) (1) (1) (1) (1) (1) (1) (1)

(20) (20) (20) (8) (8) (8) (10) (10) (10)
(19) (15) (15) (9) (5) (5) (10) (6) (6)(3) () (0) (3) (1) (0) (3) (1) (0)

(19) (14) (14) 8)4 (4) 9) (5) (5)

-" (7) (11) (13) 3-

on00) :

1260 3260 1570 250 50 170 210 60 170
(21) (21) (21) (21) (21) (21) (21) (21) (21)

11 3 0 11 7 0 11 7 0

180 190 130 130 190 90 210 180 70
580 330 300 840 1540 1850 2070 2140 80

8600 17100 17100 4100 4600 2900 ' 620 4300 10uu
(21) (21) (21) (1) (21) (21) (21) (21) (21)
(13) (13) (13) (10) (11) (11) (11) (11) (11)
(21) (21) (21) (18) (21) (21) (21) (21) (21)

(z) (20) (20) (20) (20) (20) (20) (20) (20)

(1) (0) (0) (13) (14) (8) (13) (14) (8)
(0) (0) (0) (0) (0) (0) (0) (0) (0)

(21) (21) (21) (21) (21) (21) (21) (21) (21)
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TABLE 34 (cont.)

DEVICES-incremental (cont.)
PurposesIC. Land

Controls
fee simple purchase (buying)(sq.mi.) VC,Rec,FU
fee simple-purchase (buying) (mi.) VCRec,FW
purchase lease (sq.ui.) VC,Rec,NW
easements (sq.mi.) vc,RecFw
deed restrictions (sq.fi.) VCFW
tax incentive subsidy (sq.ui.) vc,Fw
zoning (sqimi.) VC,FWRec

zoning (mii.) VC,FWRec
zoning and/or tax inc. subs.(sqoui.) VC,FWRec
zoning and/or tax inc. subs. (mi.) VC.F ____IFacilities
recreation development Rec
overland transportation to facility Rec
parking and trails FW,VC,Rec
site sanitation and utilities VC.Rec ____

LD. Biological
Habitat Management, fish NW

wildlife N __

Fishways V _____

Stocking, fish NW
wildlife N __

Water Quality Standards Enforcement N,.WQH ____

Insect Control H1thRec ____

II. Research WQMPow.Hlth Rec ____

III. Educ'ation ______________

IV. Policy Changes
Water Demand and Allocation ChangesIpricing and rationing

non-condenser power facilities Pow
re-circulation (inter)

Proj ect Operational Changes
remove restrictions
remove project NW
add new project needs Rec,FW
chanoe project design load Rec

V. Others

Upstream Flood Control Storage (1000 af) FpR ____

Mainstream Flood Control Storage(1p0p af) FDR ____

Waste Water (mgd) Tnd ___

Snell Fisn Frotection Hlth
Hydroelectric Generation Storage HPG
Septic Tank Elimination HIt!'
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ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY NATIONAL INCOME REGIONAL DEVELOPMENT

1980 2000 2020 1980 2000 2020 1980 2000 2020

20030 5130 5130 9340 80 50 Same as EQ

1210 0 0 780 0 0 Same as EQ
5400 0 0 2600 700 500 Same as EQ

4500 4500 4500 2200 1800 1800 Same as EQ

100 0 0 0 50 0 Same as EQ
0 0 0 550 550 550 Same as EQ

3800 0 0 5300 600 600 Same as EQ

60 0 0 350 0 0 Same as EQ
2400 2100 2100 14600 6400 6400 Same as EQ
0 0 0 32 0 0 Same as EQ

i, (21) (21) (21) (21) (21) (21) (21) (21) (21)

(15) (15) (15) (13) (13) (13) (16) (16) (16)
(21) (21) (21)

(21) (19) (19) (21) (20) (19) Same as EQ

001(21) (21) (21)
"(21) (21) (21)

(12) (13) (13) -
-- (15) (15) (15)

(19) (19) (19)OP

(21) '7f17 (21) am-

(1) (25) (213) (14) (6 (2) 4

0o (0) (o) (o) (0) )

(0) (0) (0) (0) (0) (0) (0) 7 0o) (0)_ 0 ( 0 0) 0 0 0)0)

(0) (0) (0) (0) (0) (0) (0) (0) (0)
((13) (14) (14) (00

(13) (14) (16) (15) (15) (15) (16) (16) (16)
(20) (20) (20) (20) (20) (20) (20) (20) (20)

1210 830 730 680 880 620 1060 840 540

500 390 5 620 1030 460 640 1030 460

140 310 600 140 340 720 150 380 820

(1) (1) (1)

[ '(lJ (1I(1)



The net value of a storage facility will depend
upon its design and operating policies that
consider all types of impacts upon the man-
made and natural surroundings. Visual im-
pact, for instance, is most likely to be of
positive value in mountains or steep hills
where open views are lacking. The visual
impact will most likely be damaging in low
hills or flat country where the flat water does
not povide a contrast. Cultural impacts from
storage facilities are most likely to occur near

population centers.

Costs and benefits of such facilities must be
related to the specific site, detailed design and
operating procedures. There appear to be no
significant technologic advances that are
likely to soon change major storage facilities.

Fisheries enhancement and future wa- Storage facilities are most beneficial under a
ter supply for the Greater Hartford National income or a Regional Developmen.
Metropolitan Area are two of many objective as they most easily aid economic
attributes of multiple-purpose Cole- activities. Under an Environmental Quality
brook River Lake on the West Branch objective the costs of these facilities are high
Farmington River in Connecticut. This as they disrupt environmental resources and
project Is a vital link in the Con- they are generally limited in their use.
necticut River Basin flood control
system. (Department of the Army, New
England Division, Corps of Engineers). WITHDRAWAL AND RETURN FACILITIES

Underground storage was considered as an Water intake and return facilities are required
alternative primarily in combination with for any withdrawal need. The primary sources
ground water management techniques rather of withdrawals are rivers, lakes, estuaries,

than as a separate device, the ocean or ground water. River and lake
intakes will be the primary device to fulfill

Technology for storing water is well estab- fresh water needs.
lished. Reservoir and dam designs can be so
extensively varied as to meet a variety of Estuarine intakes are not favored in this

needs at once while minimizing adverse im- Study since the environmental consequences

pacts. Such structures, however, are large in of increased intakes in bays and river mouths

relation to their surroundings and may have can be catastrophic. The biological relation-

significant beneficial or costly impacts ships of estuaries are very sensitive to physical

whether they be of an esthetic, ecological or and chemical changes caused by intakes.

cultural nature. Ocean intakes, however, will probably be
increasingly used for power plant cooling and
industrial needs. This increase in use of saline
water intakes will be especially true for Areas
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in which the Environmental Quality objective well fields in flat and coastal landscape where
is emphasized and fresh water is preferred for ecological impact may be high due to changes
high quality water supplies, recreation and in the water table or intrusion of salt water
similar needs. into aquifers. Specific site studies can produce

designs to keep such adverse impacts to a
Wells will have increasing use in the NAR. minimum.
This source of water is very site dependent
and large flow wells are fairly unusual in the Devices to return water into surface water
NAR. Well fields can often be employed, bodies are similarly a part of a fully developed
however, to obtain a desired flow, technology. Effects here are also localized and

site specific. Quality control of the returned
Ground water in the NAR must be carefully waters is a major problem. Devices to return
used in two cases. water to the ground - recharge facilities : are

part of a developing technology. The problem
(1) when it is closely associated with the river here is more of applying known technology
water so that ground water withdrawal is than the need for a new one.
almost the same as surface withdrawal
because of interconnections, and Significant improvements in recharge tech-

nology and its application appear feasible and

(2) when the wells are close to coastal areas so their application practical. The environmental
that salt water intrusion is a problem. impacts of recharge devices are significant

visually because of their size and extent and
Complete ground water management is neces- ecologically due to their changing the ground-
sary in both cases. water level and water quality. Withdrawal and

return facilities are compatible with all ob-
Ground water recharge is presently being used jectives.
in some portions of the Region, especially
Area 13, and should see increasing use in CONVEYANCE FACILITIES
geologically similar portions of the Region to
maintain salt water fronts and ground water Every time water withdrawal occurs con-
levels. veyance facilities are required to transport the

water to the point of use. Pipelines and
The weirs, intakes, pumping stations and wells pumping stations are the most commonl,
that remove surface or ground water from its used conveyance facilities. Tunnels, aqueducts
natural conveyance are part of a well estab- and large pipelines will be coming into in-
lished technology. The existing devices now in creasing use in the NAR as water shortages
use are efficient and future technology would increase and interbasin diversions are required
provide only marginal gains in efficiency. In for the larger municipal areas or for entire
the field of site specific design, however, river basins.
greater improvements are possible. Visual,
cultural and ecological impacts of these Localized conveyance facilities for local dis-
devices are generally very localized, of tribution and municipal water systems are not
relatively little importance and where nega- considered at this Study level.
tive, easily mitigated. The exceptions are large
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Water conveyance technology has a long substances to allow faster and lower friction
history. In spite of this, technologicai changes flow in pipes, and the towing of treshwater
of significant impact can be expected in both icebergs from the polar regions to water
the near and farther future. Water convey- collecting plants. Dependinqg on the specific
ances are used within localized systems and situation - especially variations in the en-
over long distances ornecting basins and vironmental impacts - conveyance facilities
distant regions. Conveyance devices can be may be used to a degree under all objectives.
used anywhere, their selection usually
governed by economic and environmental
considerations. Primary environmental effects QUALITY CONTROL FACILITIES
are normally significant only near the facility.
Some conveyances may cooer hundreds of Of the devices considered in the NAR Study,
miles and their impacts gerxally diminish as quality control facilities appear to be under-
the devices are placed deeper below the going the greatest amount of technological
surface. Tunnels, therefore, have fewer en- change and increase in use. The planning and
vironmental impacts than pipelines with their implementation of these facilities should be
visible clearcut rights-of-ways and these have carried out in close coordination with the
less impacts than open channels. The more planning and implementation for w3ter with-
important impacts of conveyance facilities are drawal and return devices and for withdrawal
the cultural and ecologic impacts due to needs - including publicly supplied, industrial
removing water from one area for the benefit self-supplied, rural irrigation and power plant
of another. These impacts are always present cooling - and many instrearn needs such as
and often significant, can be both beneficial recreational boating, water recreation, fish
and adverse and, therefore, must always be and wildlife and visual and cultural needs.
considered in the decision process.

Potable water treatment facilities are used for
Conflicts will probably become larger over almost all publicly upplied water needs in the
rights-of-way for conveyance facilities as Region. Public health standards serve as the
environmental and ecological values are given primary criteria for their use.
greater weight in planning the installation of
such facilities. New uses of these rights-of-way Meeting water quality standards is the
will probably be sought for parks and for primary criterion for use of physical, chemical
landscape diversity such as breaking up dense and biological waste water control facilities. It
forests with openings that increase food and is assumed that secondary waste treatment
habitat for wild life. plants at the 85 percent level will be in use in

almost all communities by 1980 and at the 90
Technological advances in tunnelling methods percent level in almost all communities by
are likely in the near future, making tunnel 2020. Other needs that are also aided by these
construction faster and cheaper. These devices include publicly supplied, industrial
changes would reduce the local environmental self-supplied and rural water needs and water
impacts of large conveyance devices. The use recreation, fish and wildlife and visual and
of flexible undersea pipelines along ocean cultural needs.
shores, and the use of towed freshwater filied
bladders, are two methods that could be used Advanced waste treatment plants, though
to move large quantities of water along coast expensive at this time, will be used along with
lines. Even further in the future may be such low flow augmentatiun near the urban centers
techniques as the admixture of chemical of the Region.
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Legal limits on what can be dumped into Generally the use of cooling towers as power
public waters will ic- used with all of these plant cooling facilities increases as grPater
various types of devices, emphasis is placed upon Environmental

Quality in an Area. Regional Development
Septic tanks primarily occur in rural systems may require cooling towers if this objective is '

and controls of them are acquired through to be achieved tnrough water recreation and -5
local legal requirements on the condition and similar environmentally related needs. Where
type of septic tanks in use. National Income is emphasized, cooling

towers may have to be used to meet water
Facilities considered for controlling water quality standards.
temperatures consist most often of cooling
towers a,d ponds.

['4

Throughout the Region, water quality control facilities, such as this waste
~treatment 

plant at Leominster, Massachusetts, will have to be expanded to
meet the rapidly increasing needs for waler quality maintenance. (Department
of the Army, New England Division, Corps of Engineers).
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The technology of water quality control is a Improved sludge disposal by land spreading
relatively new one. T~ie first water treatment and by incineration is available and further
plant in the United States was completed in improvements in the cost effectiveness of all
1893 at Lawrence, Massachusets and disin- parts of wastewater treatment is likely.
fection by chlorination was first introduced at
Chicago in 1908. The quality control of The environmental effects of the present and
wastewaters began even later and temperature especially of the emerging technology should
control emerged only in the last two decades, be profound. The recovery of high grade
Even so the available technology is advancing water and of some of the constituert- )f
well ahead of its general application, waste water as useful products is likeiy to

have greater impact on the field of water
resources development than all other tech-

The most developed and widely applied por- nologic change now emerging for the near and
tion of the water quality control technology mid-range future. The ecological impact is
is that applied to the supply of municipal and likely to be large, widespread, and positive
industrial water. This is an adequate and well while the visual impact will be site-specific
applied technology that is nevertheless chang- and greatly influenced for good or bad by
ing due to problems posed by new con- facility design. The social effect is likely to be
taminants identified in water. Improvements significant, and both good and bad., There will
are likely to occur soon in the ability to be a high economic cost for these devices but
remove odors, tastes and colors at lower costs, the improved streams can be a great step
to disinfect, especially viral substances, and to towards better social amenities and the eco-
control dissolved, low level toxicants and nomic well being of p3ople.
nutrients. Further in the future, additional
improvements in the chemical quality and in Concern for water temperature is relatively
the control of radioactive substances are recent and has been brought about by an
likely. The environmental impact of quality enormous increase in thermal electric power
control facilities for water supply lies mostly plants. The technology to cope with this
in their value to public health. The plants problem in the form of coolirng towers or
themselves have environmental impacts in ponds, has been available for some time from
their immediate location, power plants designed in arid regions. This

technology is presently expensive both mone-
To the well established primary and sec- tarily and environmentally., Cooling towers
ondary (biologic) treatment methods an array and ponds generally reduce the level of water
of new add-on techniques are now becoming intake and the temperature rise in waters
available usually grouped under the name of receiving the returns but at a cost of increased
tertiary or advanced waste treatment. In evaporation (water consumption) and in-
addition, physical/chemical treatment has be- creased energy used in the cooling process.
come practical entirely replacing the bio- The environmental effects range from im-
logical treatment phases. Also rediscovered provements due to less effluent heating to
has been landspreading of treated effluent, damages due to fog and ice production and
with subsequent recovery of water and a crop the visual impact of such structures as large
nurtured by the phosphates and nitrates in cooling towers. Technological change in cool-
the effluent. ing systems is not likely to occur rapidly as

the laws of thermo-dynamics limit change to
small improvements. More promising are
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future developments in the fieid of po,,er Technologic advances in underground con-
generation in greatly reducing the use of struction methods and incremental improve-
steam or without a steam cycle. These poten- ments in reversible pump-turbine design are
tial new sources of energy include fuel cells, likeIy to make this power source increasingly
nuclear fusion, and fluid-dynamic converters. resonsivw in meeting future power needs.

The control and treatment of contaminated The environmental effect of pumped storage
runoff such as mine drainage or street runoff installations will vary greatly from facility to
is becoming feasible with emerging treatment facility, based on site condition and design.
and conveyance technology. This area of Underground installations are likely to have
waste water control appears to be a fertile the least impact on the environment. Ecologic
field for research and experimentation. Sani- problems are mostly confined to the intake
tary and storm sewers are presently separated structures and fluctuating pools.
in new construction but separation in existing
towns is extremely expensive. Some doubt is Pumped storage can be expected to be used
emerging that separation of storm and sini- under all objectives. This device will be used
tary sewers is necessary or even desirable if with greater approval under the Regional
both must be treated. Development and National Income objectives

than under the Environmental Quality objec-
Water quality control facilities are needed tive. Under that objective site conditions will
under all objectives but are used at their bear most heavily on the decision to install
highest level under the Environmental Quality pump storage generating facilities.
objective.

Adjustments can be made in the use of this
PUMPED STORAGE device for the Environmental Quality objec-

tive. This means carefully locating each pro-
Pumped storage devices are used to fulfill the ject away from areas of high environmental
hydroelectric power portion of peak genera- quality, locating it underground or utilizing
tion needs in the NAR Region. These devices landscaping and other screening techniques.
are used to supply peak power because of
their ability to be quickly brought to full
output for short periods of use.

The need for peak power pumped storage
devices is fairly well set as a proportion of
total electric capacity (about 10 percent of
the total)., While peak power needs are dis-
tributed throughout the Region in relation to
total power needs the availability of sites is
the primary criterion for their use in each
Area. Fairly steep terrain is required.,
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Scheduled for 1972 completion, this pumped storage project at Northfield
Mountain, Massachusetts, will have a capacity of 846,000 kilowatts. This
1971 view shows the turbines in the powerhouse that is 700 feet underground.
Connecticut Rivert water will power the project. (Northeast Utilities
Service Co.).
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DESALTING FACILITIES MONITORING FACILITIES

Desalting facilities in the NAR will be useful The various types of monitoring facilities -
in the coastal areas probably in combination fixed or mobile, automatic or manual - are
with electric power plants. The main prob- an increasingly important device in the fulfill-
lems with this device are its high cost, the ment of water quality maintenance and health
large size of the installation and the disposal needs in the NAR. There is a great lack of
of the hot brine producea as a by-product. monitoring of temperature, chemical and bio-

logical pollutants throughout the Region.
Desalting processes in commercial use are of
three general kinds: distillation processes, The use of monitoring facilities essential to all
including multi-stage flash plants, vertical- water developments will probably not depend
tube evaporators, and vapor compression pro- upon differences in objectives, but primarily
cesses used in combination with other varia- upon the size of the basin and the types of
tions of distillation; membrane processes, pollutants likely to be found.
including electrodialysis and reverse osmosis;
and freezing processes. Desalting technology
is just emerging as a practical alternative in
water development. Cost reduction and reduc-
tion of waste products are the major goals.
Significant improvements can be expected
over the next 10 to 20 years. However, costs
will continue to be relatively high, although
competitive in some Areas, and the amount of
hot brine discharged is not likely to be less
than one half of the fresh water produced by
the end of the 20 year period.

Environmental effects of desalting facilities
are likely to be significant. These facilities are
industrial installations with power sources,
heat emissions and brine waste production.
When combined with nuclear power plants -

this is the most likely economic configuration
for the future - they have all the environ-
mental siting problems of large power plants.
By themselves the visual and cultural impact
at the site may be low to moderate while the
ecologic impact of the brine discharge may be
severe., Design features at specific sites may Meeting the Region's important water
mitigate many of the detrimental effects. The qua I i ty maintenance needs w i I I re-
use of desalting facilities may be applicable quire extensive and detailed infor-
under all objectives. mation on water pollution. Sho,.rn

above is the floating laboratory
"Clean Waterls ' that is used for
on the spot monitoring of pollution.
(Environmental Protect ion Agency).
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The technology of continuous monitoring of Achievement of mainstream flood damage
water and related land resources is young and reduction through flood plain management in
rapidly changing. Only in the 1940's did the Region is dependent upon various char-
transmission of water quantity and tempera- acteristics of each site, including: topography,
ture information become generally practical., width of flood plain, damage density, stage of
Since then the technology of continuous development, local governmental attitudes,
measuring has rapidly improved to include: institutional arrangements and visual and cul-
numerous water quality parameters; remote tural values. Flood plain management for
displays; and computerized networks that mainstreams is recommended in all Areas and
collect, evaluate and display water resources an effectiveness factor for flood plain manage-
data at preset time intervals. Near future ment in each Area was developed to estimate
technology can be expected to include moni- the amount of damage reduction achievable.
toring of additional water quality parameters
and remote sensing from satellites of many The use of flood plain management is higher

Swater and land resource parameters. under the Environmental Quality objective

while more reliance on structural devices is
The environmental impacts of the instaltation assumed under the National Income and
of monitoring networks should be very small Regional Development objectives.
as the monitoring equipment is small. The
largest impact would be visual from radio The technology of flood proofing measures is
aerials, access roads and monitoring stations well developed and changes are apt to be only
in remote areas. incremental. The land use control side of

flood plain management is a problem of
FLOOD PLAIN MANAGEMENT institutional change and here the techniques

to efficiently effect such change are rudimen-
This device consists of a collection of land tary at best,
management tools that include mapping, zon-
ing, land purchases, insurance, taxes, land- Education of officials, managers and citizens
scaping, leasing, flood proofing, emergency as to the real costs of flood plain occupancy
warning systems and other procedures. These appears to be the most hopeful approach
tools are under local, state and Federal toward institutional changes to improve flood
jurisdiction and when recommended for use plain management.
in the NAR they can be applied in various
combinations to assist in meeting upstream The environmental effects of flood plain
and downstream flood damage reduction management are likely to be positive through
needs, and also visual and cultural, water improvement of visual qualities, ecological
recreation and fish and wildlife needs. stability and social benefits such as open

spaces and recreation areas. Simultaneously,
To achieve upstream flood damage reduction there may be detrimental effects due to the
under the Environmental Quality objective, disruption of existing development.
only flood plain management is used. Flood
plain management is used under the National Flood plain management appears to be the
Income and Regional Development objectives only technology capable of reducing flood
to protect urba.i and urban amenity related damages beyond the limits imposed for many
lands not protected by structural measures. reasons on flood control structures.
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LOCAL FLOOD PROTECTION Local flood protection for flood damage
reduction depends upon a consideration of

Channeling, levees, small holding reservoirs, existing, authorized, planned and projects
bypass channels and drainage systems are under study; evaluation of physical site po-
several of the devices included in local flood tential for reduction of damages, and a
protection projects. These devices are used in consideration of the acceptability of protec-
different combinations alone or in combina- tion devices as opposed to management
tion with reservoirs and flood plain manage- devices.
ment to fulfill upstream and mainstream
flood damage reduction needs. These devices AgenciEs responsible for structural measures
are also used to fulfill tidal and hurricane were consulted to determine which projects
flood damage reduction needs. are considered to have positive benefit/cost

ratios and local acceptability and, thus, to bE

II .7,°

This "rnorning glory" intake conveys flood waters to an underground conduit
at orester, assachjsetts. 'LeDartment of the Army, tew Inland Division,
Corns of En;i ers).
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part of their respective programs. The prob- WATERSHED MANAGEMENT
able order of implementation was estimated
so that damage reductions cou!d be de- A wide variety of devices is used for water-
termined for benchmark years. shed management to help meet the needs of

fish and wildlife, visual and cultural, upstream
The projects included were those felt to be flood damage reduction and drainage control.
feasible and acceptable to local interests. The use of these devices also aids in decreas-
Increasing reliance was put on flood plain ing sedimentation in streams and rivers and
.management to meet remaining needs, aids in the management of wildlife. Watershed

management is directed towards the reduction
The technology used to protect flood hazard of overland water flow and runoff and the
areas by local works is an old one. There is increasing of water interception, infiltration
little likelihood of improvements other than and soil-moisture storage. The specific devices
the use of new materials or construction include small, flood water detention facilities
techniques. Local flood protection structures and various land management practices. These
are site specific and improvements can be management practices include crop rotation,
made by designs appropriate to the location terracing, contour strip cropping, selective
and its specific problems. planting of cover crops, wildlife habitat de-

velopment, selective timber harvest and logg-
Environmental effects of local flood protec- ing, refor-,tation and control of grazing, fire
tion works are significant. Visual and cultural and insects.
effects are usually moderate to high and
adverse as levees, channels and their accom- The use of watershed management alone for
panying structures are long, very visible and upstream flood damage reduction occurs
often interfere with movement of people and entirely within the Environmental Quality
vehicles. Ecologic effects are likely to exist objective. This device is used for all drainage
where channelization significantly alters the control needs as a complement to drainage
flow and the shorelines of a stream, practices.

Local flood protection works for existing Several portions of the visual and cultural
damageable properties are compatible with all need are partially filled by the use of water-
objectives. For new areas not yet developed, shed management including protection of
structures are usually only compatible with a quality and composite landscapes and devel-
Regional Development objective. opment of quality landscapes and clean water.

While the tech, 'or this type of manage-
ment is rathr ..... s well established and
rather stable.
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Land treatment practices can be divided into
three categories. Vegetation is used, such as
grasses, shrubs, and trees, to cushion the
impact of rain and retard runoff. Mechanical
practices, such as contouring and terracing,
are used to reduce the length of slope and the
velocity of overland flow. Structures are used
that range from small grade stabilization
structures to large gully stabilization struc-
tures with detention features.

Settling basins are also used to capture the
sediment f, om streamf low. A combination of
vegetation and physical devices, such as con-
tour strip-cropping, can be highly effective.

This Warren County, N.J., farmland Shore protection, both coastal and riverine, is

provides a graphic example of the another aspect of erosion protection. Solu-
agricultural conservation practices tions are generally limited by very high cost,
of strip cropping and contour plow- and complicated by the patchwork of private
ing. (Department of Agriculture, and public ownership of the shoreline. They
Soil Conservation Service). include flood plain management practices;

protection of wave impact areas by means of
Environments; effects of watershed manage- bars and breakwaters, groins, bulkheads and
ment are considered generally beneficial., In sea walls; and the preservation of inland
specific areas, however, ecologic effects would dunes.
be detrimental depending on the objective of
the management project and the part the area The technology for erosion protection on
plays in the region's ecology. Watershed man- land is well established and stable. For shore
agement is applicable under all objectives with protection the technology is changing and
special emphasis under an Environmental research results may well bring significant
Quality objective, improvements.

Environmental effects of erosion protection
EROSION PROTECTION are generally beneficial except near structures

where site-specific conditions may cause nega-
Erosion control and water recreation needs tive visual, cultural and ecological impacts.
can be partially fulfilled through the use of
erosion protection devices. Stream and river Presently there are no differences in the level
sedimentation is also decreased by the use of of use or types of these devices for different
these devices. Erosion protection is a com- objectives. Differences are achieved by the
bination of steps to reduce an otherwise users of these devices at the individual sites.natural process, the movement of soil by

water. It is also part of an effort to lessen the
increase of erosion due to man 's impact on
his environment.
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DRAINAGE PRACTICES Quality objective, especially as this device
relates to wetlands.

The results of land drainage devices vary from WATERWAY MANAGEMENT

the mechanical transference of surface water

and groundwater out of an area, to the Many devices are listed for navigation needs
achievement of better water absorption by that include commercial navigation and rec-
improvements in soils. Drainage measures reational boating. Several navigation devices
include tile, concrete, or plastic pipe installed can be substituted for one another,
beneath the surface; open drainage ditches,
large steep-sided structures for collection Port facility requirements are dependent upon
water within a field; and pumping facilities, the mode of land transportation, the vessels
for removing excess surface and ground water used and the amount and type of corn-
from lowlands where there is no gravity modities handled. Cargo diversion to other
outlet. Alternative devices that, at least to ports shifts needs for navigation facilities.
some extent, achieve better water absorption, Modification of port facilities may be re-
include: channel relocation, selective clearing quired if the method of commodity delivery
and snagging, one-side channel excavation, is modified such as by IFghtering, construction
notched ledges, stacking and planting of spoil of off-loading facilities or use of pipelines.
banks. Significant changes in the type of com-

modities handled also affect navigation faci-
Drainage is practiced on wetlands, croplands lities.
and forest lands. The devices used for each
type of drainage vary greatly in size and Variations of navigation devices occur under
means of application although the control of the three objectives. For Regional Develop-
water level is the objective in each case. ment the maximum development of the

harbors and waterways would be achieved.
This is a well established technology. With the For Environmental Quality improvement of
exception of possible improvement in the existing waterways would be minimized.
techniques of installing drainage devices few However, consideration should be given to
changes in the technology of drainage are cargo diversion from an Environmental

expected. Quality Area or changing the method of
delivery. Lightering or off-loading facilities

Environmental effects of drainage are always may help to achieve the Environmental
very significant. Drainage changes the visual, Quality objective. Achievement of the Na-
cultura; and above all ecological character of tional Income objective would emphasize
the area so treated. The impact varies most efficiency of commodity movements. It re-
with the type of land involved. Impacts are quires detailed study of costs and benefits
least if land to be drained is cropland and the which are beyond the scope of this Study.
drainage is for the purpose of increased crop However, the development programs for Na-
production., Impact is greatest if the area tional Income would generally not be as
drained is biologically productive wetland, extensive as for Regional Development but

greater than those ior Environmental Quality.
Some drainage is likely under all objectives.
Most can be expected under a Regional
Development objective. Least use of this
device will occur under th! Environmental
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This view of Scituate, Massachusetts Harbor is an excellent example of the
large and growing recreational boating needs in the NAR. (Department of the
Army, New England Division, Corps of Engineers).

It should be noted that the range of develop- Most technology for waterway management is
ment programs given in Appendix K, Naviga- well established, stable and mature. Changes
tion, is considered valid only under present can be expected due to the changes in the
conditions. If a deep water port is c,-i- technology of water transportation and rec-
structed, the programs would have to be reational boating. The trend towards larger
reevaluated, and deeper draft ships has materially changed

the need for channel improvements, and has
Recreational boating needs require marinas led to the advent of off-loading facilities, the
that are assumed to be supplied by private development of cargo containers has changed
sources in this Study. The commercial naviga- the arrangements of piers and other port
tion devices also help achieve recreational structures. The number and wide range of
boating needs especially channel improve- sizes and pleasure craft have changed the size
ments, lock rehabilitation, obstruction re- and increased the number of small boat
moval, breakwaters and jetties and navigation harbors and small boat docking and servicing
aids. fdcilities. Future chanqes can be expected to
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follow the trends established in the last Use of some devices varies according to
decade, objectives for the visual and cultural need.

Where complete control is desired purchase is
The environmental impacts of waterways best although the cost is also highest. This
management facilities are likely to be signifi- device is used under the Environmental
cant in magnitude and both beneficial and Quality objective to assure the greatest
detrimental. Detrimental impacts may include amount of protection. When the cost is too
among others the preemption of shoreland for high or only access or restrictions of use are
port facilities, congestion, disturbance of eco- desired then leases, easements or deed restric-
logic communities and the danger of pollution tions are recommended. Zoning is used pri-
from leaks or spills. Beneficial impacts include marily for National Income and Regional
recreation, and the visual attractiveness of a Development objectives since it is least ex-
busy harbor. pensive. This device has not always been

effective because of the lack of consistency in
Some waterway management is compatible its application and the ease with which zoning
with each objective. The emphasis on specific regulations can be changed.

parts will vary greatly with the objective and
with site conditions. Tax incentive subsidies are inexpensive and

also recommended for the National Income
and Regional Development objectives, but

LAND CONTROLS presently are not in common use. This device
can be used to motivate special uses such as

Any means of regulating the use of land can agriculture or encourage installation of special
be considered a land control. Six separate devices such as those for pollution control.,
means of land control are considered in this
Study to help fulfill visual and cultural, fish Many needs which are filled by water re-
and wildlife and water recreation needs. These sources depend on land control techniques
means of control - purchase, purchase lease, that are known. Procedures are still un-
easements, deed restrictions, tax incentive developed for efficient implementation of the
subsidy, and zoning - can be used to regulate institutional changes needed to implement
beaches, river fronts, wild areas, parks, and these land controls. Progress can be expected
access for all types of water use including through better understanding of the problems
swimming, fishing, hunting, boating and na- and greater pressure for conflict resolution.
ture study. Progress, however, is likely to be slow.

Land controls have significant impacts on the
environment that are wide ranging and affect
visual, cultural and ecologic components of
the environment.

Land controls are useful under all objectives
but most important to the achievement of
Environmental Quality.
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Camping is a popular activity at Whitney Point Lake in the Upper Susquehan-

na River Basin in New York's Southern Tier, It is vital at such sites to

have land facilities for water recreation and access to the water for sport

fishing and nature study. (Department of The Army, Baltimore District, Corps

of Engineers).

LAND FACILITIES The quantities of facilities for fulfilling water

recreation needs are based on case studies and

The use of water resources for water recrea- censuses of daily and seasonal use. These level

tion, fish and wildlife and visual and cultural of use figures for different types of facilities

needs requires physical facilities at the point and recreation activities were averaged by

of use or access. These facilities include NAR subregions and varv by objective High

camping, beaches and picnic sites for water density use of facilities is expected for Re-

recreation developments; roads, railroads, or gional Development which requires the same

airports for transportation to the facilities, investment level as for the National Income
parking and trails; and site sanitation and objective where facilities do not have so high
utilities, a level of use.

The level of use under the Environmental
Quality objective is lower ut the investment
level is raised to achieve a higher qualitv

experience for the recreatorists.
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No differences occur in the use of facilities Fish require proper water temperatures,
for other than the water recreation need. depths, currents and quality and prosper best

when there is plentiful food, water area and
The technology of constructing facilities, such general living conditions such as shading.
as access, parking and recreation areas is well Wildlife, whether birds or big game, has
established, requirements for altitude, temperature range,

cover, food and migration routes. Manage-
Land facilities affect the environment gener- ment practices can help achieve proper con.
ally in a geographically limited area. As part ditions for fish and wildlife. The degree of aid
of other devices they are compatible generally generally depends on the size of the range of
with all objectives; their site-specific design the animal and the sensitivity of the animal to
will govern their impact on the Environmental changes in the environment.
Qua!hty objective.

The use of fishways is specifically mentioned
in this Study as a device because it is

Land facilities and land controls are essential particularly the key to the retention andparts of programs for all objectives, achievement of the anadromous fish runs that
are becoming increasingly scarce in the
Reg;on.

BIOLOGICAL MANAGEMENT
Insect control is used to help eliminate water

Devices for fisheries and wildlife management associated insects that transmit diseases to
he:p fulfill the needs of fish and wildlife while man. Control programs exist for mosquitoes,
the insect control device helps fulfill the blackflies, greenhead flies and midges. Pro-
health needs. Management devices for fish and grams for ticks do not presently exist.
wildlife are similar in their approach although
different in actual practice. Fish and wildlife Fish and wildlife management is fairly old as
can be managed by limiting harvests, manag- private forests and rivers have been managed
ing habitats and sometimes by stocking. for sporting purposes for many years. Strict
Habitat management is either the rebuilding application of scientific knowledge, however,
or maintenance of the environment within has only come about since the turn of the
which the animal lives to provide optimal century. Improvements are generally slow in
reproduction, migration and living conditions, this field because of the research time that is

required and also because of public attitudes
that must often be changed before new
procedures will be accepted. Typical of such
attitudes is the animosity shown towards the
selective use of high temperature effluents for
increasing the productivity of cold water lakes
and streams.
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New surveillance techniques using remote Planning for the re-use of wastewaters after
controlled devices and inter-disciplinary re- treatment is also progressing and a few plants
search groups are two research approaches are in operation for municipal and industrial
that should produce the greatest insights into supplies. The near and mid-range future will
management technique. see an increase in the use and improvement of

water re-use technology.
Public attitudes have been changed by the
recent emphasis upon environmental prob- The change of demand through pricing or
lems. This emphasis, however, has concen- rationing has met with little and usually only
trated on preservation rather than on how to temporary success to date. Techniques to
determine and achieve the best use. induce change in peoples' views on water use

and to induce change in institutional arrange-
ments controlling water demand are generally

RESEARCH AND EDUCATION lacking and the near future at least does not
appear bright. Restriction of demand growth

Research and Education may not directly through population and economic develop-
affect water and related land uses. They are ment limits are techniques of uncertain
nevertheless very important activities for the acceptability.long range resolution of resource use con-

flicts. The results of research affect the entire Environmental impacts of demand reduction
range of water resources development tech- would generally be zero on the natural
nology and education furthers the implemen- environment. Their cultural impacts on
tation of any plan and affects the types of society would be significant and in the long
demands people place on water., Research and run would force basic changes in life style andiEducation are a part of any plan under any resources consumption.
objective.

Demand constraints in the short run are likely
WATER DEMAND AND ALLOCATION to be in conflict with Regional Development
CHANGES objectives while significantly complementing

the Environmental Quality objective. In the
Changes in demand are the ultimate and in long run they are likely to be the most
the very long range only permanent solutions important steps towards the solution of water
to some water demand problems. In spite of resources problems and compatible with all
this, past experiences have not been reassuring objectives.
that large advances in demand reduction or
reallocation are achievabie either now or in
the near future. Demand reduction through
changes in technological processes in heavy
water using industries have already had some
impact on demands and can be expected to
produce significant improvements in the fu-
ture. Tandem use of water -- the use of '
highgrade water for some activity and its
degraded effluents for reuse in an activity that
can use lower grade water -- is beginning to be
of importance.

I'
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PROJECT OPERATION CHANGES

Changes in the management of existing water, resources projects such as lifting of restric-tions of recreation on water supply reservoirs,

V the addition of a new purpose to a project, or
the reallocation of project outputs, are func-
tions of institutional and policy changes.
Procedures exist to accomplish such changes
but they are slow and improvements in these
procedures may develop slowly.

4 Project operation changes, depending on their

magnitude, will have a wide range of environ-
mental effects ranging from none to signifi-
cant. Project operation changes are -ipplicable
under all objectives.

i
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CHAPTER 8

A PROGRAM

FOR THE REGION

The mixed objective Regional Program for the
North Atlantic Region is a summary of the 21
Area Programs presented in Annex 1. This
Chapter contains a description of the more
important assumptions on which the NAR
Program is based; a discussion of the Area
Programs; material derived from the Area
Programs that forms the basis for Study
conclusions; the Summary Regional Program;
and a discussion of steps needed for imple-
menting the Regional Program.
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ASSUMPTIONS 5. Municipal water use will continue to
increase, but at a much slower rate.

All plans are based on sets of conditions, one
set for describing what exists and how things 6. Reductions are projected in some industrial
function at the starting point and other sets water uses because of expected technological
that define the conditions at future dates, changes. Reductions are projected for the
Some of these conditions are accepted as Food, Textile, Petroleum Refining, Primary
facts, such as the highest flood experienced at Metals, Paper and Chemical industries.
some point on a river; most, however, are
assumptions to describe the system which is 7. Institutions existing now can be modified
being planned for or to describe actions or to accomplish the programs developed and
relations of various planning elements such as new institutions can be formed.
needs, devices, benefits and costs. Many
assumptions have been made throughout this 8. The National resolve for a cleaner environ-
Report and in the appendices. For clarity and ment will continue and budgetary constraints
understanding of the programs, however, the for this purpose will be less than at present.
most significant assumptions are summarized
here. They are described in two groups, those Specific Assumptions
assumptions that apply to the Study as a
whole arJ those that apply to specific Areas 1. Existing conditions generally are those that
or groups of Areas. existed in the 1964-65 period. For the water

development portion of the proqram, how-
ever, that is based on the computer supply

General Assumptions model, the following reservoirs that were
under construction or in thu final design

1. Population will continue to grow at a slow process were assumed to be part of existing
rate. For the National Income and Regional conditions:
Development objectives this rate is 1.3 per-
cent per year (U. S. Census Bureau Populaticn Area 15: Tocks Island
Series C, 1965); for the Environmental Beltzville Lake
Quality objective the assumed growth rate is Area 17: Raystown Lake
1.0 percent (Census series D). Area 21: Gathright Lake

2. Productivity will grow at a slow rate as in The failure of any one of these projects to be
the recent past. An annual growth in completed would increase storage require-
employee productivity of 3.0 percent is ments in the respective Areas or in neighbor-
accepted for the National Income and ing Areas to replace the lost storage.
Environmental Quality objective and 3.2 per-
cent fe; the Regional Development otiective. 2. Risk levels of 0.01 shortage index or

approximately 7 day low flow with a recur,
3. Urbanizacion will continue to be - major rence interval of 50 years were used to
factor controlling the Region's growth pat- determine water supply capabilities, storage
tern. requirements and instream water availability.

In specific instances where local conditions
4. The mixture of products required in the might require more stringent criteria as
NAR is the same as that in the Nation as a developed in detailed studies, additional stor-
whole and is the same for all objectives, age or importation would be required.,
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3. All water was considered available for any The resulting mixes of objectives are listed in
one use in the single purpose analyses of the Table 35 for each Area; their implied relative
appendices. In the Area Programs, however, values are shown in the bar graph of Figure
all withdrawal needs were considered simul- 29 The bar graph shows several Regional
taneously through the use of the supply patterns formed by the chosen objectives. Of
model. In Areas 1 through 16 it was assumed the three objectives, Environmental Quality
that 0.2 cubic feet per second per square mile has been emphasized to the greatest extent
(csm) of drainage area must be maintained throughout the flegion, followed by Regional
after all withdrawals. In Areas 17 through 21 Development and then National Inomme.
the figure of 0.1 csm was used. This is based Areas 4, 5, 11, 12, 15, 18 and 20 have had
on the minimum requirements of fish and Environmental Quality emphasized to a larger
wildlife interests which are generally the extent while in Areas 6, 10, 19 and 21 the
largest of instream minimum flow require- Environmental Quality objective has been
ments. Significant local changes from these emphasized the least.
assumptions would increase or decrease avail-
able water in any location or change storage Regional Development has been less evenly
or importation requirements. Effects of these emphasized throuqhout the Region than
assumption changes would be most significant Environmental Quality. Regional Develop-
on the large rivers. ment has been greatly emphasized in Areas 1,

7, 10 and 21 while less emphasized in Areas 8,
4. Area or sub-area outflow limitations were 11, 12, 17 and 18 and de-emphasized in Areas
assumed equal to the minimums described in 2, 3, 4, 6, 13 and 20.
the preceding paragraph except that: mini-
mum outflows from sub-area 12b (Hudson at Nntional Income has been emphasized
Poughkeepsie) be 2000 cfs which is equal to throughout the Region in the most irregular
the present day minimum flow; minimum pattern of the three objectives. National
outflow from sub-area 15a (Delaware at Income has been emphasized to the largest
Montague) be 1750 cfs as prescribed by the extent in Areas 6 and 19 and to the least
Supreme Court decree; and that outflow from extent in Areas 1, 5, 7, 12, 18 and 21.
sub-area 15b (Delaware at Trenton) be 3000
cfs as desired by the Delaware River Basin Environmental Quality has been emphasized
Commission. to the largest extent in those Areas which

have two characteristics. First, these Areas
5. That no reservoirs be permitted in the have high quality natural resources that can
Adirondack Forest Preserve in accordance be used to fulfill water recreation, visual and
with New York State statutes, cultural and fish and wildlife needs. Second,

the Areas are close to large population centers
AREA PROGRAMS so that large numbers of travelers and

vacationers will be taking advantage of these
Plan formulation proceeded from the resour;es in the future. This combination of
approval of altern3tive planning 'lements to resources and needs calls for care in planning
the selection among them for Programs in the for these Areas.
21 Areas. The first selection was made among
the aiterr.ative objectives for each Area. This
selection was the work of state members of
the Plan Formulation Work Group and was
reviewed by members of the Coordinating
Committee.



TABLE 35
MIXED OBJECTIVE
FOR NAR AREAS

Area Mixed Obiective Area Mixed Obiective

1. RD and EQ 13. NI andEQ

2. EQ and NI 14. New York - RD with EQ

New Jersey - EQ upstream
3. EQ and NI NI downstream

4. (a) EQ with some NI 15. New York - PD witb EQ

(b) NI and EQ Pennsylvania - EQ, RD, and NI

New Jersey - (portions of b) EQ
(portions of d) NI,

5. EQ with some RD EQ, and RD

Delaware - (portions of d) EQ

6. NI with some EQ

16. (a) NI with some EQ and RD

7. (a) EQ with some RD (b) EQ with some RD and NI

(b) RD with some EQ

17. New York -RD and EQ

8. EQ and RD Maryland - some EQ with NI

New Hampshire - EQ Pennsylvania - RD and EQ
with some NI

18. Maryland - RD and EQ
9. (a) EQ with some NI Delaware - EQ

(b) RD with some EQ Virginia - RD, EQ for Barrier

Islands

10. (a) NI and RD with
some EQ

19. NI with some EQ and RD
(b) EQ and RD Pennsylvania - EQ with some RD

11. Vermont - EQ with some RD 20. EQ with some NI

New York - RD

Adirondack Forest Ri
Preserve - EQ 21. RD with some EQ

12. RD with EQ

Adirondack Forest
Preserve - EQ
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IMPLIED RELATIVE VALUES
OF MIXED OBJECTIVES FOR NAR AREAS

ODJECTIVEJJ OBJECTIVE
AREA NAME RD NI EQ AREA NAME RD NI EQ

1. St John River 12. Hudson River

Basin Basin

2. Penobscot River 13. Southeastern N.Y.

Basin Metropolitat, 4rea

Basienee River 14. Northern New

4. Androscoggin River 15. Delaware River

Basin Basin

5. Maine Coastal 'I 16. Coastal New

Basins Jersey

6. Southern Me. and 17. Susquehanna

N.H. Coastal N.H. River Basin

7. Merrimack River 18. Chesapeake Bay and

Basin Delmarva Peninsula

8. Connecticut 19. Potomac River I _

River Basin Basin .1-t

9. Southeastern New 
2 L. York and

England Rappahannock

10. Thames and Housa- 21. James River

tonic River Basins Basin |

1/ Line represents percent of total
11. Lake Champlain andIof each objective as follows:

St. Lawrence R. RD 25%
NI 50%

L25 EQ- 25%

100%4

Figure 29
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Regional Development is emphasized pri- Alternative programs for each Area were also
marily in Areas of high unemployment and/or selected during the plan formulation process
low per capita income. In some Areas of this and descriptions of these alternatives accom-
type (2, 3, 4 and 5) Regional Development is pany each Area Program. These descriptions
not emphasized as an objective; rather it is show the changes that would occur in the
expected that the objective will be achieved mixed objective program if one of the objec-
by emphasis on Environmental Quality and tives were emphasized alone in an Area.
the resulting regional income flows from Differences between the alternative planning
recreationalists. Area 20 is expected to be elements and the alternative objective pro-
able to achieve adequate economic levels grams are not very large in the presqnt Study.
through investments to meet National Income
objective levels, as are Areas 6 and 19. In addition to agreement on alter r'-tives, the
FPlan Formulation process developed two
Five Areas have been given equal emphasis for more products: a better understanding of the
two objectives - Areas 1, 2. 3, 7 and 13 A!! benefits and costs that would result from
of these have Environmental Quality included choosing any of the alternatives and of the
as one of the objectives. Three Areas - 1, 7 limitations placed on the selection of objec-
and 10 - are expected to achieve Regional tives for emphasis in each of the Areas.
Development through the aid of the Environ-
mental Quality portion of the objective The total benefits and costs of the alternative
mixes. programs for the Areas can be summed to

obtain estimates of these totals for the
Once there was agreement on the mixed Region, although these are not presented
objectives of each Area, selection of alterna- here. Such totals would provide somewhat
tive needs and devices proceeded according to rougher estimates than the totals presented
the description in Chapter 5. The quantity of for the recommended plan, since the latter
each need and device was agreed upon which have been subject to somewhat more analysis
the Plan Formulation Work Group felt would and adjustment than the estimates for alterna-
best achieve the mixed objective of each Area. tive data. While the available information on
The "mixed objective" Area Prorams result- alternative costs for each Area are presented
ing from this process are presented in Annex in tables in Annex 1, available information on
1 in numerical and descriptive forms. benefits for each of the alternative devices are

described in Chapter 7 of the Report and in
Needs, devices and costs of each mixed the benefits section of each Area Program in
objective Area Program are presented in 21 Annex 1.
sets of Tables in Annex 1, one set for every
Area. Descriptions of each Area Program's
objectives, needs, devices, costs and benefits
appear along with each set of tables. These
descriptions include the reason for having
selected a specific alternative and the cornpar-
ative sizes, growth rates and per capita sizes
when appropriate. The methods used in deriv-
ing these Area Program descriptions are given
in detail in Chapter 2 of Annex 1.
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During the Plan Formulation process, it Regional Development will probably be
- became evident that there were limitations on limited in its emphasis in Area 4 because of

the objectives that could reasonably be the present lack of access into the Area which
chosen for a number of Areas. These limita- makes such a plan difficult to achieve.
tions on the objectives were felt to occur for Regional Development through water re-
ten Areas because of inadequacies or sources development should not be empha-
strengths of the various resources of these sized alone in Areas 10 and 13 because their
Areas. cor these Areas, it was felt that certain presently high income level makes this objec-
object.ves could not be reasonably considered tive unnecessary. The pockets of low income
as alternatives for primary emphasis or in Area 3, however, could receive Regional
emphasis alone. It was felt that the eleven Development emphasis. Some attention
other Areas could have any combination of should be given to Regional Development in
objectives emphasized in their Programs de- Areas 11 and 17 because of the general need
pending on the desire.; of the states, or local for raising levels of employmert and per
governmental bodies anid the residents of the capita income.
Area.

National Income could not receive primary
Table 36 shows the limitations on the objec- emphasis alone in Area 11 since it would not
tives that became evident. Only Environ- meet the Regional Development needs of the
mental Quality should receive emphasis in the Area that include unemployment and low
Adirondack Forest Preserve of Areas 11 and income. It is unlikely that any single objective
12. Environmental Quality should receive at should be emphasized alone in Area 15
least some emphasis in Areas 2, 3, 5, 11, 12, because of the wide variety of problems,
13 and 17., This need for Environmental resources and needs in that Area.
Quality occurs in most of these Areas because
of the amount of environmental resources BASIS FOR CONCLUSIONS
that are receiving increasing pressure from
visitors and will need to be preserved and A selection of variables and data from the 21
maip+ained. Area 13, on the other hand, has Area Programs is now presented from which
fewer resources and these need upgrading to study conclusions will be drawn. This presen-
provide for the very large population pres- tation will accomplish several of the purposes
sures exerted upon them. Environmertal of the NAR Study - those purposes related
Quality should also receive emphasis around to the identification of priorities for ba" i and
the recreational portions of Lake Sebago in project studies and to the identification of
Area 6 because of similar local population priorities for action within the Area develop-
pressures on its resources. ment programs.

The variables selected are: key needs; im-
portant needs; large needs; large per capita
needs; fast growing needs; key devices; im-
portant devices; large benefits; and large costs.
These variables are defined and their use
described in the "Regional Programs" section
of Chapter 5.
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TABLE 36
LIMITATIONS ON OBJECTIVES

OF NAR AREAS

Area Limitation Area Limitation

1. None 11. RD should receive some
attention; no primary

2. No objective emphasized emphasis upon NE alone; EQ alone
alone and EQ should in Adirondack Forest Preserve
receive some attention

12. EQ alrne in Adijrndack Forest Pre,
3. EQ should receive some

attention 13. No primary emphasis on
RD in Area as a whole

4. Different objective except for small pockets;
mixes for all sub-areas; EQ desired at some level,
RD will probably be but not alone
limited due to lack of
access 14. None

5. EQ should receive some 15. Unlikely that any single
attention objective should be em-

phasized alone
6. EQ should receive some

emphasis around Lake 16. None
Sebago

17. Objective mix should differ
7. None by sub-area and by state due

to diversity; EQ and RD
8. None should receive some minimal

attention
9. None

18. None
10. Different objective

mixes for all sub-areas; 19. None
no primary emphasis upon
RD alone due to present 20. None
high income.

21. None
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Key and imporant needs and devices are The rankings are only for those ueeds and
new terms (defined on page 118) and costs which are felt to have the greatest
may prove difficult to understand. The terms bearing on choosing priorities. The rankings
represent in this Study the criteria by which are for all benchmark years (including the
certain needs and devices of an Area Program present for needs) so that the highest rank
stand out as having greater impact than other that a need or device achieves within any of
needs and devices in the Area. The impact those years is shown. In these rankings, it is
may be technological, economic, environ- assumed that the projects mentioned as exist-
mental, biological or social and does not ing under the assumptions set forth in
necessarily depend upon the size or growth Chapter 4 have been completed and their
rate of the need or the quantity and timing of services available to the people of the Area in
the device, which they are located.

Impacts may be of four types. Important SUMMARY REGIONAL PROGRAM
needs have a greater impact than other needs
on achieving an Area's mixed objective. Im- Programs that evolve out of planning activities
portant devices have a greater impact than are agendas for action. This section sum-
other devices on fulfilling needs of an Area. marizes the mixed objective Regional Program
Key needs have a greater impact than other of the NAR Study includirg the needs and
needs on helping fulfill the needs of an Area devices and their implications (benefits and
and key devices have a greater impact than costs). These planning elements of the Study

j other devices on making devices successful in fall into three distinct though related Pro-
the Area., It would be these key and im- grams for the Region that include: Water
portant needs and devices that should receive Management, Land Management and Environ-
greater 'attention (priority) when budgets mental Management. These Program cate-
become smaller or larger., gories are used because the planning elements

in each have one or more similar functions,
Tables 37 and 38 indicate which needs are financial arrangements, means of action and
either key or important in each Area. Tables impacts upon resources.
39, 40 and 41 show the ranking of Areas by
the sizes of their various needs; by their need Total Regional needs, devices and costs are
sizes per capita; and by their need growth presented in Tables 48 through 51 at the
rates. Tables42 and 43indicate which devices beginning of each of the three mixed objec-
are considered key or important in each Area. tive Programs. The Regional patterns of each
Table 44 shows which needs when fulfilled of these planning elements, including benefits,
are likely to produce large benefits in each are then described for the 21 Areas using the
Area and Tables 45 and 46 rank devices by data first presented in Tables 37 through 47.
costs within each Area and rank Areas by Numbers are used in place of names for the
costs for each device respectively, Areas are 21 Areas in these descriptions to simplify the
also ranked by the sizes of their costs per prese|tation.
capita in Table 47,
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The Tables of the Regional Programs show Table 48 shows the needs, devices and costs
the needs, devices and costs in physical of this portion of the mixed objective Re-
(numerical) terms whenever possible. Where it gional Program. The following discussion
is only known that a device is used, and no describes these Program elements in the con.
magnitude is available, the number of Area. is text of the Region: the Areas which have the
indicated (within parentheses) in which it is largest and most rapidly growing needs, the
used. applicability of each device in fulfilling these

needs; and the benefits ant- costs that will
result.

WATER MANAGEMENT
Needs

This Program is concerned with those needs
which physically put wate, to use and with Publicly Supplied Water. The publicly
the prevention and treatment of pollution, supplied water need is among the most
generally following man's use of the water, important needs of the NAR. The Areas with,
These needs are described and an analysis is the largest publicly supplied water needs
made of their general importance to this throughout the planning period are 9, 13, 14
Program. Water must generally be delivered to and 15 and the growth rate of the need is
the point of use for six of these needs: highest throughout the planning period in
Publicly Supplied Water, Industrial Self- Areas 2, 12, 14, 16, 19 and 20. this ,eed is
Supplied Water, Rural Water Supply, Agricul- felt to be one of the most important needs in
ture and Non-Agriculture Irrigation Water, the achievement of two-thirds of the Areas'
Navigation and Hydroelectric Power Genera- objective mixes which include Areas 1, 3, 4,
tion. 5, 6, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 16, 17, 19, and 20.

This need is felt to be key to the achievement
Devices used to meet these needs generally of other n3eds only in Area 13. The largest
have multiple uses and serve many withdrawal per capita publicly supplied water needs are
and instream purposes. Allocations were not presently found in Areas 9, 10, 13 and 15 but
made of the water developed to each of these will change to Areas 3, 9, 13 and 14 by 2020.
and other Program needs.

The primary pollutants considered by water
quality maintenance needs are heat, sus-
pended solids, dissolved chemic-,ls and toxic
substances. The achievement of high water
quality through this program is a key to the
achievement of most of the goals of the Water
Management and Environmental Management
Programs.
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Table 4
VAM m#

P Sh~i e d a

figat ion Water: agriculture (00a 10 50 730 76non-Wicultuwe 1001 0.o 2
yrlectric Power Gmeneratilon (1000M 1 14 4

vigaitiou: cowsercial (an. tons amuelly 60 74 10 19
t eceaioa boatiM (a. boats 1.6- 2.1 3.5L 6.o

withdrawal, *aline (00es 3 4 3 6
~rackish (100 ocff) 12 29 42 5
fresh (00ee 1 2 2 33

consumption, brackish (cfs) 120 280 430 510
fresh (f)M 40 8

Water Quality Maint.:_on- industrial (a. Pt WA7
industrial (an Pfl) 70 1h.062

DZVICUS-incr..srtal Purposes

Storage Facilities:-
reservoirs, upstreea (1000 at) */680 850 2260

mainstrem (1000 at) 0Q 340 11240 . 01
[IWithdrawal Facilities:

intakes & pumping, fresh (1000 ugd) PS, Ind * 3.1 6.3 10.2
brackish(1000 mgd) Tad 2.6 14.5 6.9
estuarine POW (7) (11) (11)
ocean POW (11) (l14)~ (1ii)
waste water NOg) Ind 150 380 820

wells Xmgd) 66 -1220QQ~~J~

Conveyance Facilities:

inter-baisin diversions, into (d)*i500 1200 2300

Quality Control Facilities:
temperature, cooling towers & ponds Pow, WQ,Ree (114) (18) (21)
chemical/biological
potable water treat, plants (mgd) PS 520 2200 3610
waste treatment nlants

secondary (85%) (in. FE removed ) Q, VC, Rec 55 0 0
secondary (90%) (in. PLF removed ) QVCRec 120 3140 6140
advanced 095%) (in. PE removed) Q, VC, Rec 6 17 35

effluent irrigation Q,VC,Irrig (7) (7) (7)
nutrient control QVC,Rec (20) (20) (20)
storinwater discharge control QVCRec (18) (114) (114)
acid mine drainage control QOVC (3) (3) (3
septic tank control QVCRec (12) (12) (12)
separate combined sewers ,VCRec L

*From the supply model for the following purposes: PS, Ind, Rur, Irrig,
Pow.

**Also includes Pow, frrig.
/Also includes Rec, VC.
/Includes 25 mgd from outside the Region, in 1980 only.
() Indicates number of basins to which applicable.
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Table 48 (cost.)

sav1gation dumarni Wmrowsn gal (R' 13 (114) 8

3~ 170 50

ftpkv 210 210 21)O
Neel___ion____________facilities____fee F2(6o 14(2

andlpmm ConyaeCot:

inter-basin transfer* / '.00 720 820
public water supply and treatment j8o 1060 1)430
industrial self-supplied water 30 5)4 83
irrigations agriculture 62 5)4 17

non-agiculture 150 1)40 190
Navigation: comercial 92 1410

recreational 70 130 170
ower Plant Cooling Water 0 480 1
ater Quality Maintenance:
waste treatment, secondary 11000 25000 )480o

advanced 950 3550 7310
comb. sever overflow & acid mine drainage control 750 0 0
P Fro the supply model for the following purposes: PS, Ind. Bur$ Irrig,
Pow.

/Froms the supply model and includes 0t4R costs.
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Industrial Self-Supplied Water. The industrial for achievement of the mixed oojective only
self-supplied water need is also among the in Area 1 and in no Area is it considered to be
most important in the NAR. This need is key to the achievement of other needs.
largest throughout the planning period in
Areas 8, 12, 15, 17, 19 and 21. The Areas Hydroelectric Power Generation. Hydro-
with the highest growth rate for this need are electric power generation is one of the least
1, 2, io, 17 and 18. Industrial self-supplied important needs in the Region as it is not
water is considered to be one of the most considered to be important to the achieve-
important needs for the mixed objectives of ment of the mixed objective in any Area of
two-thirds of the NAR Areas, including 1, 2, the NAR nor key to the fulfillment of any
3,4,5,6,9,10,11, 12,16,17, 20 and 21. In other needs in these Areas. Hydroelectric
no Areas is the need felt to be key to the power generation as an adjunct to other
achievement of other needs. This need is power facilities is important from the view-
largest on a per capita basis throughout the point of the electric utility systems. The need
planning period in Areas 2, 4 and 5. for hydroelectric power generation is con-

siderably higher in Areas 11 and 17 at the

Rural Water,. Rural water supply is one of the present time and is expected to be highest in
less important needs in the Region. Rural Areas 12 and 17 from 1980 through 2020.
water needs are presently largest in Areas 12, The growth rate of this need for the entire
15, 17, 18 and 19 but this will change to planning period is expected to be highest in
Areas 15, 17, 18 and 19 by 2020. The highest Areas 19 and 21 and highest in Area 1 from

Sgrowth rates for this need over the planning 1980 through 2020. This need presently has

period appear in Areas 18, 19, 20 and 21. the largest per capita levels in Areas 2, 3, 4
Rural water supply is considered important in and 11 and will have the largest per capita
two areas - 6 and 20 -but it is not felt to be a levels in Areas 1, 2, 3 and 11 by 2020.
key need in any Area., The Areas where this is
the largest per capita need include 1, 11 and Navigation. Navigation is considered to be
20 at present and 1, 5, 11 and 20 by the last among the less important needs of the
planning period. Region. The commercial portion of navigation

needs are expected to be' largest in Areas 13,
Irrigation Water., Irrigation water supply is 14, 15, 18 and 21 throughout the planning
considered to be one of the less important period. Areas 2, 5, 6, 9 and 16 will have the
needs of the Region. For agricuiure purposes, fastest growing needs for commercial naviga-
this need is presently largest in Areas 13, 15, tion. The per capita levels of this need will be
16 and 18 but changes to Areas 1, 12, 15, 17 largest throughout the planning period in
and 18 by 2020. Agriculture irrigation needs Areas 6, 14 and 21.. Commercial navigation is
have their highest growth rate in Areas 3 and thought to be important for the achievement
11; their largest per capita levels at present in of the mixed objective of Area 6 and is
Areas 15, 1 b .;,,d 18 and by 2020 in Areas 1, thought to be key to Lther needs in Areas 15
3, 4 and 11., lrrigatibn water for non- and 21.
agricultural purposes will be largest in Areas
9, 13 and 15 throughout the planning period
and will be growing most rapidly in Areas 1,
2, 5 and 20. This need is presently the
largest on a per capita basis in Areas 6, 7, 8,
10 and 16 and by 2020 in Areas 4, 5 and 11,.
Irrigation water is considered to be important
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The recreational bcating portion of navigation Power plant cooling needs are considered to
needs are expected to be largest in Areas 9, be among the most important needs for
10, 13, 14 and 15 throughout the planning achievement of the mixed objectives of Areas
period. This need will grow the fastest in 4, 5, 6, 9 and 21. It is not consideted to be a
Areas 3, 8, 9, 10 and 12. Per capita needs for key to other needs in any portion of the
recreational boating are now largest in Areas Region.
2, 3, 5 and 6 and this will change to Areas 2,
3, 6 and 10 by 2020. Recreational boating The consumption of brackish water for power
will be one of the most important needs in plant cooling will be large in Area 18
Areas 1, 9 and 14 and it will be a key need in throughout the planning period; and among
Areas 13 and 15. the largest in Area 12 during the first and

second period and in Area 16 only during the
Power Plant Cooling. Power plant cooling is third. Fresh water consumption for this need
considered as one of the most important will be largest in Areas 15 and 17 throughout
needs in the Region., There are three types of all planning pericds with Area 12 becoming
power plant cooling needs, including the use almost as large by 2020.
of saline, brackish and fresh water. Saline
withdrawal needs in the Region are the largest Water Quality. Water quality is one of the
of the three types. Areas 9, 10, 13 and 14 moSt important needs of the Region. It is
presently need the most saline water and corsidered to be important and a key need in
Areas 9, 13, 16 and 18 will need the most in more Areas than any of the other fifteen
2020. The growth rates are largest for aline needs. Water quality is among the most
water withdrawal needs in Areas 5, 15, 16 and important needs for achieving the mixed
18. The per capita levels of this need are objectives of Areas 2, 4, 7, 8, 9, 10, 12, 13,
presently largest in Areas 10, 14 and 20 and 14, 15, 16, 17, 18 and 19, It is thought to be
are expected to be largest by 2020 in Areas 5, a key to the fulfillment of other needs in
6 and 16. Brackish water withdrawal needs Areas 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 7, 8, 9, 12, 13, 15, 16, 17,
are next in size Ii the Region and are now 18, 19 and 21. The largest water quality needs
largest in Areas 8, 12, 15, 18 and 19 and are throughout the planning period will be in
expected to be largest by 2020 in Areas 12, Areas 13, 14 and 15. This need will be
15, 16 and 18. Brackish water needs for growing most rapidly in Areas 15, 20 and 21
power plant cooling will grow fastest in Areas
14, 15, 16, 18 and 21. The need now has the
largest per capita level in Areas 8, 12 and 18
and will be largest in Areas 12, 15, 16, 18 and
21 by 2020.,

Fresh water needs for power plant cooling
will be largest in Areas 15, 17, 19 and 21
throughout the planning period. The growth
rate for this need will be highest in Areas 1, 2,
3, 11 and 19. Per capita levels of this need are
presently highest in Areas 7, 8, 17 and 21 and
are expected to be the highest in Areas 1, 2
and 3 by 2020.
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Devices amount of new sources of water in the last
two planning periods for Areas 1, 12, 17, 19

Water Development. Many new and enlarged and 21. Upstream reservoirs will be the
sources of water are required in the NAR as !an-est new source of water only in Area 6
the needs become larger and cannot be met thr.oughout the planning period. Upstream
either during periods of low flow or at points reservoirs will be the largest new sources
of large demand. Additional sources and through the first two planning periods in Area
quantities of water are required so that 16 and during the last two planning periods in
withdrawal and in-stream needs can be met Areas 2 and 5. This source will be largest
during these critical periods. This portion of during the first planning period in Areas 1, 5
the Water Management Program is sum- and 14 and during the third period in Area
marized in Table 49. This portion of the 15.
Program is based entirely on the computer
supply model that develops water sources Groundwater will be the largest source
according to least costs and other constraints throughout the planning period only in Areas
and assumptions described in Chapter 7 of 3 and 4. Other new groundwater sources will
Appendix T, Plan Formulation. be the largest in the first planning period in

Areas 5, 9, 15, 19 and 21; in the last planning
The water withdrawal needs involved are period in Area 16.
publicly supplied water, industrial self-
supplied water, riral water supply, irrigation D)esalting is included in the program for use in
water and the cor.sumptive portion of power Areas 16, 18 and 21 and will be fairly large in
plant cooling. The devices to provide this Areas 18 and 21 during the last two planning
additional water include upstream storage, periods. Some doubt has been expressed by
mainstream storage, desalting, groundwater the State of Virginia that this will be a
development and transfers between Areas. practical device in their portion of the
There is no breakdown of the amount of Region.
water to be supplied to any one need by these
devices, however, all withdrawal needs should Transfers betwen Areas of the Region occur
be met throughout the planning period with nine times in the Program and eight of these
the devices described in the next paragraph. for all three planning periods. Tnree of the
In-stream needs should also be met by these transfers stay at the same level throughout all
devices since minimum in-stream flows and planning periods, from Areas 15 to 12, 17 to
minimum basin outflows have been estab- 15; and 18 to 19. Some transfers are the
lished sufficiently high for each Area., These largest sources of water for the Areas the
in-stream needs include water r,creation, fish water is going to: from Area 7 to 9 for all
and wildlife, visual and cultural, navigation, planning periods, from Area 17 to 18 in the
hydroelectric power generation and power first and third planning period, from Area 15
plant cooling, to 12 for the first planning period, and from

Area 12 to 13 and Area 15 to 14 during the
Mainstream reservoirs will be the primary new last two periods.
sources of water in the NAR., These reservoirs
will be -,he primary sources of water for Areas
7, 8, 10, 17 and 20 throughout the planning
period. Mainstream reservoirs will not be used
in AreAs 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 13 and 18 and only a
small amount during 2020 in Area 16. Main
stream reservoirs will provide the greatest
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Three sources of water outside of the Region Diversions between basins will play an in-
are considered and include Lake Ontario, St. creasing roll n Areas 7, 9. 13. 14 and 18, and
Lawrence River and Chowan River. Only a are considered to be of greatest importance
3ossible increase in the presernt transfer from for this need in Areas 9, 13 and 14. Under-
the Chowan River for Area 21 appears in the ground storage may come into use in Area 14
Program. because of the very large publicly supplied

water need and the presence of the required
Publicly Supplied Water. River and lake in- geological conditions.
takes are and will continue to be the most
commonly used withdrawal devices for pub- Potable water treatment plants are used with
lic!y supplied water needs of the Reion. The all publicly supplied water in the Region but
only parts of !hr Region in which the use of the other quality control devices are becom-
this device will not be expanded is in the ing increasingly important. These devices will
Long Island portion of Area 13 twrough the be most important for this need in Areas 1, 4,
first planning period and in the New York 7. 9, 10, 12 and 15.
City portion of the Area throughout the
planning period. Withdrawal devices are con- Industrial Self-Supplied Water. River intakes
sidered especially important to publicly sup- are presently and will continue to be the most
plied water needs in Areas 7, 12. 14, 15 and common withdrawal device for industrial
17. Storage devices will also be important in water .j-pply. Intakes on brackish and saline
fulfilling this need in Areas 10, 12, 14, 15, 17 water bodies are becoming second in im-
and 21. portance. Use of wells and of waste water

intakes, while small, is growing at an increased
Wells are becoming increasingly important in rate. Wells will be especially important in
the NAR. They are used throughout the Area 15 but withdrawal facilities will be of
Region although most rarely in Areas 3 and 4. greatest importance in Areas 7, 12, 15 and 17.
Wells will be important to this need in Area Storage will also be increasingly used for
15. Groundwater management and recharge industrial needs and will be most important in
with treated sewage may bec~ome more com- Areas 10, 12, 15, 17 and 21. The quality of
mon in the Region and will certainly be water is becoming of increasing concern to
intensely sought in the Long Island portion of industry. This concern will be most important
Area 13 where groundwater is the only major in Areas 1,4, 7,9, 10, 12 and 15.
source of water. Mostly groundwater manage-
ment will be used in Area 16 especially Rural Water Supply. Wells are the primary
around the Pine Barrens where d minimum source of rural water supply although increas-
water table must be maintained for survival of ing numbers of rural domestic needs are being
the Pines. Large quantities of groundwater met by central publicly supplied systems. An
will be used in Area 17, because of its easy undetermined but probably a fairly largeaccess and the historical use of this tech- quantity of rural needs are met by farm ponds
nology in the Area. that collect runoff. Quality of groundwater is

a rapidly increasing problem in some Areas,
Flood skimming, a relatively new type of such aS the eastern portion of Area 13, and
reservoir management will be increasingly quality control facilities must be increasingly
used in the Region but especially in Areas 7, used. Water quality contrul for this need will
8, 9, 12 and 14 where new water sources -re be most important for rural water needs in
scarce. Area 1.
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Irrigation Water. Sources of irrigation water New pump storje facilities will be installed
are presently divided evenly between ground in all time periods in Areas 8, 10, 12, 15, 17
and surface waters in the Region as a whole, and 21. It is expected that additional pumped
Decreasing needs for :rrigation water will be storage will be used in Areas 1, 7, 11 and 19
reflected in decreasing use of reservoirs for beginning with the second planning periodJ
this need after 1960. Only West Virginia and in Areas 2 and 4 beginning with the last
varies extremely from ni. proportion where period, The use of this device will be in-
almost all of its irrigation water comes from creased only during the second planning
surfac, sources. New York State presently period in Area 1 and only during the first and
varies the most in the other direction where third planning periods in Area 14. No pumped
almost three quarters of its irrigation is done storage is likely tc be installed in Areas 5, 6,
with groundwater. Some irrigation is ,'jne 9, 13. 16, 18 and 20 throughout the planning
with water from municipal systems but only period.
in one state, Rhode Island, does this source
reach any significant level, about one fifth of Commercial Navigation. Navigation channel
its total. improvements are used more than any other

device to fulfill navigation needs in the NAR.
1ihe Areas differ in the devices t.at will This device is not used throughout the plann-
become important in meeting irrigation needs. ing period in Areas 1. 3, 4, 7, 11 and 17. They
Storage will be important in Areas 10. 17 and are used throughout the planning period in
21; withdrawal facilities in Areas 7 and 17, Areas 2,8, 9, 10 and 21. This device is likely
conveyance facilities in Areas 9, 13 and 17, to be used only during the first two planning
and quality control in Areas 1, 7, 9, 10 and periods in Areas 6, 13, 14, 15, 18 and 19,
17. only during the second two periods in Areas 5

and 12, and during the first period in Area 20.
Effluent irrigation is only just becoming an
accepted method for waste disposal and water Offshore facilities for commercial navigation
reclamation. It is expected that the greatest needs may appear in the first planning period
growth in this type of irrigation will occur in in Areas 13, 14, 15, 19 and 21. This device
Areas 9, 15 and 19. The use of this devce may appear in the last planning period in Area
may be controversial. 2 and in the last two periods in Areas 5, 6, 9,

l3and 18.
Hydroelectric Power Generation. Pumped

storage facilities will be the primary sources Navigatior, oids are also used whereve," naviga-
of future lydroelectric power in the NAR. tion occurs ald these devices will be used in
Only in Areas 1 and 20 will conventional increasing nunibers throughout the planning
storage provide new hydroelectric power period,
because of the availability in these two Areas
of large reservoir sites. Lightering may be an alternative for fulfilling

navigation needs in certain Areas ot the
Region as it will prevent destruction u
unique shorelines and pollution oi inshor,
waters.

Diversiun Of Largo can be of similar protective
USMU ~ltWS,1
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Lock rehabilitation should only be necessary Power Plant Cooling. Cooling towers will be
in the NAR in Area 11 during the second the primary means of meeting water quality
planning period, temperature-standards for power plants in the

NAR. This device will be used in almost the
Removal of obstructions is a continuous entire Region. Saline water with appropriate
problem in most navigation waters of the devices can probably be used to meet the
Regicn. power plant cooling needs of Areas 9 and 13

without raising the offshore ocean tempera-
Recreation Boating. Many commercial naviga- tures unduly. Cooling towers will not be used
tion devices are useful, if not necessary for until the last planning period in Areas 1, 3
recreational boating needs of the Region. and 4. Cooling towers are considered to be an
Navigation channel improvement, port im- important device in Areas 8, 15 and 17.
provement, lock rehabilitation, obstruction
removal, navigation aids and breakwater and Non-condensing power generating devices
jetty construction are the primary devices may be utilized in Areas 1, 6, 8, 9, 11, 12, 15,
that serve this dual purpose in the NAR. 17, 18, 19 and 21 in the second and .hird
These devices will be especially helpful to time periods; and in Areas 2, 4, 5 and 10 in
recreational boating in the NAR for Areas 2, 2020.
5, 9, 10, 13, 14 and 15. Some instream
channel improvements and navigation aids Water Quality Maintenance. Two levels of
will be necessary for recreational boating treatment - 91) and 95 percent - will be used
beyond those used for commercial navigatioi. throughout the Region except for advanced
These additional mainstream channel im- treatment (95 percent) in Area 11. Especially
provements will probably be necessary in large amounts of treatment should be pro-
Areas8and 15 in 2020: in Areas2O and 21 in vided in Areas 13, 14 and 15 and generally
1980; in Area 11 in 1980 and 2020, and in large amounts in Areas 1, 2, 8, 9, 12, 17, 19
Area 19 in all planning periods. These addi- and 21. Even with these treatment levels
tional navigation aids will be necessary in reservoir storage is recommended to augment
Areas 8, 11, 14, 19, 20 and 21 in all planning low flows in all planning periods of Areas 12,
perios and in Area 10 in 1980. 14, 15, 17, 19, 20 and 21 and in the last two

planning periods in Areas 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 7, 8, 9,
Facilities designed only for the use of recrea- 10 and 16.
tional boating will be used in all planning
periods in all Areas of the NAR. The quantity Water quality control facilities will be im-
of these facilities will be especially larg( in portant in more Areas than any other devices.
Areas 9, 10, 13, 14and 15. These Areas include ;, 3, 4, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11,

12, 13, 14, 15, 17, 18 and 19. These facilities
will be key in Areas 3, 4, 9, 13 and 15.

Nutrient control should be used in the entire
Region except for Area 2, Storm water
discharge control should be used in all plann-
ing periods in Areas 1, 3, 5, 6,7,8,9, 10, 15
and 17 through 21., This device should be
used during the first planning period in Areas
11, 12, 13and 14.
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I
Septic tank controls are recommended for Desalting will also produce benefits of im-
Areas 7 through 18 for all planning periods. portance for small pori,ons of Areas as it
Acid mine drainage control is a special prob- supplements the more conventional water
lem in Areas 15, 17 and 19 and will require sources. Portions of Areas 18 and 21 will
special devices in addition to research on receive these benefits.
better and cheaper methods.

Transfers of water will have large benefits
Irrigation with treated effluent is recom- where other sources are not available such as
mended for Areas 6, 7, 13 and 16. in Areas 9, 13, 14 and 18.

Special attention should be given to marine Benefits to publicly supplied water needs will
oil spills throughout the Region but especially be large in relation to costs in Areas 2, 3, 6, 8,
in Area 9. 9, 10, 13, 16, 19 and 20. Industrial self-

supplied water needs will receive large bene-
Monitoring of pollution should be carried out fits in Areas 2, 3, 6, 8. 9, 15, 19 and 20.
throughout the Region but receive special
attention in Areas 5, 6, 7, 8, 10, 11, 12, 13, No large amounts of benefits will accrue to
15, 17 and 19. rural water needs in any Areas.

Benefits Irrigation needs will receive large benefits
only in Area 20. Many of the benefits that

The use of upstream storage will produce accrue to irrigation devices are not eas;ly
large benefits in Areas 2, 5, 6 and 16 measured as they help fulfill visual and
throughout the planning period. Benefits will cultural needs for diversified landscapes.
be fairly large iin Areas 1,5 and 14 during the
first period and in Area 15 during the last Hydroelectric power generation will produce
period, benefits throughout the Region but the bene-

fits from pump storage devwes will not be
Mainstream storage will produce large benefits large in any particular area. Benefits from
throughout the planning period in Areas 7, 8, onventional hydroelectric po'Ner production
10, 17 and 20. During the last two periods will be large in Areas I and 20..
this device will produce large benefits in Areas
1, 11, 12, 19 and 21. Benefits from Navigation programs should be

large in Areas 5, 10, 15, 18 and 21 and
Groundwater development will have large recreational boating benefits should be large
benefits only in Areas 3 and 4 throughout the in Area 16.
planning period. There will be large local
benefits from the use of groundwater,, how- Power plant cooling needs when fulfilled
ever, where it can be obtained cheaply and should produce large benefits in all Areas but
reduce the need of capital costs for the more especially in Areas 2, 3, 6, 9, 15, 17, and 21,
expensive and environmentally degrading
devices. Such local benefits will be of special Water quality maintenance should produte
importance in Areas 5, 11, 13, 14, 15, 17,, 18, the greatest amount of benefits of all needs in
19 and 21. the Region. These benefits will be largest if

Areas 1, 2, 3, 4,6, 7,8,9, 10. 12, 13, 14., 15,
16, 17, 18and 21.
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Costs Conveyance and treatment costs for publicly
supplied water needs will be large throughout

Upstream storage costs will be very large in the planning period in Areas 15 and 19. These

2020 in Area 15 and relatively large in Areas costs will also be large during the first period

7 and 12. These costs will be relatively large in Area 21. the second period in Area 10 and

in the first planning period in Areas 9 .nd 14 the third period in Area 14. Conveyance costs

but will decrease to zero during the rest of the for industrial self-supplied needs will be large

time. Areas 8 and 18 costs for this device will in Areas 15 and 18 throughout the planning

be large during the year 2000 period and period. Water conveyance facilities for agricul-

Areas 10 and 17 costs will be large during the ture irrigation needs will be the largest during

last period, the first planning period in Areas 15. 17 and

18. during the second period in Areas 12 and

The costs of mainstream storage also vary 18. and in Area I during the last period.

between Areas during the planning period. Non-agriculture irrigation needs will have the

Areas 17 and 19 costs will be large through- highest costs for conveyance facilities in Area

out the planning period. Area 20 costs will be 15 throughout the planning period. Other

relatively large during the first period. Areas Areas will have lower but still large costs for

12 and 14 during the second period, and Area this device Areas 9. 12. 13, 17. and 19inall

15 during the third. periods and Areas 8 and 10 in 2020.

Inter-basin transfer costs are larg? for the year Costs for commercial navigation devices vill

1980 period in Area 7 and for the 2000 be large during the entire planning period

period in Areas 7, 9. 13, 14, and 18. Costsare only in Area 21. These costs will also be large

lower in these Areas during the year 2020 in Areas 14, 15 and 18 during the first period.

period except in Areas 14 and 18 where costs in Areas 6. 9. 15 and 18 during the second

are higher. period and in Areas 9 and 20 durir.g the last

period. Recreational boating costs will be
Groundwater development costs will be large large only in Area 19 throughout the planning
in Areas 17 and 19 throughout the planning period and also in Areas 18. 16 and 13 during
period, in Area 12 for the first two periods, in the first, second and third planning periods.
Area 18 only during the second period, and in respectively.

Areas 13 and 15 during the last period.

Power plant cooling costs will be largest in
Desalting costs will be relatively large only in Areas 15 and 17 during the second planning

Areas 18 and 2. during the last two planning period and in Areas 9. 12. 15 and 17 during

periods, the last period.

Water quality maintenance costs will probably
be larger than the costs for any other need in
the Region and will be large in all 21 Areas.

They will be largest in Areas 13 and 14
throughout all planning periods and in Area
15 ir' 2000 and 2020 for secondary and
advanced waste treatment The LUsth for

curnb'ed sewer outflows control and aid

mine drainage L ontrol will be largest in Areas

91 13aid 14,
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LAND MANAGEMENT Flood damage reduction needs from tidal and
hurricane flooding will be largest in Areas 9,

The primary concern of this Program is the 10 and 13 throughout the planning period;
protection of land and of land associated will be largest per capita in Areas 10, 13 and
developments from the actions of water. 16; and will grow fastest in Areas 20 and 21.
Thus, it encompasses the needs for flood
damage reduction, drainage and erosion con- Drainage Control. It is thought that drainage
trol and both structural and managerial de- control is one of the least important needs in
vices. It should be noted that this Program the Region. In no Areas is this considered To
concerns itself with catastrophic and rare be one of the most important needs or a key
events such as floods and hurricanes and with need. Drainage control in the Report is only
continuous and often imperceptible processes of two vc-ieties: .cropland and forestland. It is
such as sheet erosion, largest for cropinds in Areas 11, 17 and 18

throughout the planning period. Cropland
The needs, devices, and costs which comprise drainage control is presently largest per capita
this Program are shown on Table 50. They in Areas 3, 11, 18 and 20 and in Areas 1, 3
and the benefits from this Program and their and 11 by 2020. In Areas 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5 this
relative importance are discussed in the re- need will grow the fastest.
mainder of this section.

Forest land drainage control will be largest by
2020 in Areas 11, 17, 20 and 21, and it will

Need" be the largest per capita by that time period
in Areas 1, 2 and 5. This need will grow

Flood Damage Reduction. Flood damage fastest in Areas 15, 16 and 17.
reduction is considered to be one of the less
important needs in the Region. It is con- Erosion Control. The need for erosion control
sidered to be important only in Areas 4, 7, is considered to be one of the less important
12, 14 and 15. Upstream flood damage ones in the Region. This has been chosen,
reduction needs will be largest in Areas 9, 17, however, as one of the most important needs
18 and 19 throughout the planning period, for Area 19 and one of the key needs for Area
These needs will grow fastest in Areas 8, 10, 9. Erosion control needs are of four varieties
17 and 19. Presently the per capita need is and include agriculture, urban, streambank
highest in Areas 18 and 20 but this will switch and coastal shoreline. Agriculture erosion
to Areas 6, 7 and 8 by 2020. control needs throughout the planning period

will be the largest in Areas 12, 17, 19 and 21.
Needs for flood damage reduction on major They will grow the fastest in Areas 7, 10 and
and coastal streams will be largest in Areas 14, 18, and largest per capita ir ,reas 1, 17 and
15, 17 and 19 throughout the planning 20.
period, They will be largest per capita in
Areas 4., 7 and 11 throughout the planning Urban erosion control needs will be largest in
period an d grow fastest in Areas 19, 20 and Areas 15 and 17 throughout the planning
21. period. These needs will grow fastest in Areas

10, 18 and 19, and be the largest per capita in
Areas 2, 3 and 5.
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Table 50
HIM OBJETIVE REGIONAL PROGRAM

LAND MAAGD!E

NB--eul tive Free. 1980 2000 2020

Flood Dmwe Reduction:
avg. ana. damage, upstream (t. $) 55 82 145 275

mainstr ems(u 80 130 260 530
tidal & hurricane (a. $ 61 96 1811 359

inage Control: cropland (a. acres) 1.2 1.7 2.6 2.
forest land (1000 acres) 0 4 142 556
yet land W~ (1) (0) (0

Erosion Control: agriculture* (a. acres 15 19 22 23
urban and other a. acres) 8 11 15 19
stream bank (1oo mi.) (21) 0.5 1.5 2.5
coastal shoreline(1000 mi.) (12) 0.9 1.9 2.0

DXVICES-incresntsal. Purposes

Flood Plain Dbngement:
upstream (1000 acres) / 840 1600 520
mainstream (221) )~ (1

Local Flood Protection:
ocean (projects) 7D 11 6 0
river (projects) FDR 150 150 50
flood control channels ( . ]U 810 9l 260

Watershed agement (. acres WDrn 5.5 7. 6.7
Erosion Protection: land treatment 2 (21) 1 21)

coastal shoreline NnRec,VC 12 12) 12
river shoreline tr. 21 21 21

Drainage Practices N (20) 1 _(20) (20)

Flood Control Storage:
upstream (1000 af) 7FD 800 880 510
-ainstresm (1000 a) FM 430 1030 k6o

FIRST COSTS-incremental ($ mifllon 1970)

ood amge Reduction: upstre1 o
mainstream 700 650 .

iai"3ge Cotrol
Mroaion Control 23 r

*Includes cropland, pasture, and forest.
Also includes NW, Ro, VC.

( ) Indicates umber of basins to vhich applicable.
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Streambank erosion control needs throughout Mainstream Flood Damage Reduction. Flood
the planning period will be largest in Areas plain management will be the most exten-
15, 17 and 19 and largest per capita in Areas sively used device for mainstream flood reduc-
11, 17 and 21., This need will grow most tion in the NAR. It will be used in all Areas to
rapidly in Areas 1, 5 and 13. varying degrees depending upon its local

acceptability and effectiveness. These differ-
Coastal shoreline erosion control needs ences are discussed in the Area Programs.
throughout the planning period will be largest

and largest per capita in Areas 9, 16 and 18, Mainstream reservoir storage for flood damage
and grow most rapidly in Areas 6, 13 and 20. reduction is a part of the Program in Areas 4,

7, 15 and 17 in small to medium quantities
Devices and in Areas 8, 14, 19, 20 and 21 in fairly

large quantities.
Upstream Flood Damage Reduct~on. Water-
shed management is the most extensively used Local protection from river flooding should
device for upstream flood damage reduction, be developed in Areas 7, 10, 14 and 15 during
This device is considered to be an important the first two planning periods, in Areas 8, 9,
device in Areas 9 and 11. It will be used in all 11, 12, 17 and 19 during the first planning
Areas except for Areas 1, 2 and 20 in the period, and in Areas 13 and 21 during the
second planning period, in Areas 15, 18 and second period.
19 in the third period and Areas 13 and 16 in
all periods. Even with the use of these three types of

devices in the Region, flood insurance is
Flood plain management and upstream res- needed, especially in Areas 14 and 15.
-rvoirs are also extensively used throughout

the Reoion. Flood plain management is used Tidal flooding at river mouths is a special
slightly only :n Areas 1, 2, 13, 16 and 17 and problem in several Areas, including 16 and 19,
upstream reservoirs are used very little only in and tidal barriers may be necessary.
Areas 1, 3, 4, 11, 13 and 16. Flood plain
manageme;it is used more extensively in Areas Ocean flood protection devices will be gen-
3. 4, 6, 2, 10, 11, and 14 while upstream erally used along much of the coast of the
reservoirs more extensively in Areas 2, 5, 8, 9, NAR particularly in Areas 9, 10, 13, 15, 16
10 and 14. The Areas where these devices are and 18.
used most extensively .re, for flood plain
management, Areas 5, 7, 9, 15, 18, 9, 20 and Drainage Cu-itrol. Watershed managemcnt
21, and for upstream reservoirs, Areas 6, 7. and drainage practices wilt be used through
12,15, 17. 18. 19, 20 and 21. out the NAR, except ir, Area 13, in all

planning peroods Greatest attention to these
Upstream flood channels will dIS.) be used in devices should be given in Areas 11,, 17 and
several Areas. This device will be used to some 18 for cropland 3nd in Areas 17. 20 and 21
extent in Areas 8. 11 and 20 and very for forestlinds
extensively in Area& 15, 18 and 21.
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Erosion Control. Watershed erosion protec- Erosion control costs will be very large
tion devices should be used in all Areas throughout the planning period in Area 9 for
throughout all planning periods. Erosion pro- its coastal shorelines protection and large in
tection is an important device in Area 9 for Areas 10, 15, 17, 18 and 19 throughout the
coastal shoreline protection. Land erosion planning period.
protection should be emphasized to a greater
extent in Areas 12, 17 and 19 for agriculture,
and in Areas 15, 17 and 19 for urban erosion. ENVIRONMENTAL MANAGEMENT

Streambank erosion protection devices should This Program encompasses four needs: Water
be emphasized in Areas 15, 17 and 19. Recreation, Fish and Wildlife, Health and the

Visual and Cultural Environment. Most of
Devices for coastal shoreline erosion protec- these needs are hard to place in any one
tion should be used in Areas 6, 7, 9, 10, 13, category although they generally require land
15, 16, 18, 19, 20 and 21 and emphasized in and water resources in close association.
Areas 9, 16 and 18. Fishing, for instance, requires land for tl~e

fisherman's access to the water. Devices for
Legal (ontrol of urban erosion is especially these needs can only succeed if c, ey are
recommended for use in Area 13 because of applied to both resources. These needs often
the diificulty of using only physical devices. are in the position of having to be protected

from the other Program devices. Once the
Benefits other Programs physically take away or de-

grade a fishing area or landscape it generally
Flood damvage reduction needs will receive cannot be brought back.
large benefits only in Area 14.

This Program's needs, devices and costs are
Drainage control should receive large benefits shown in Table 51, and described in the
only in Area 20., following section,

E,osion control benefits should be large in Needs
Area 20.

Water 9ecreation. Water recreation is one of
Costs the most important needs in the NAR. In

relationship to other needs of each Area,
The f loc damage reduction program should water recreation is considered to be one of
not have very large costs in any Area. the most important needs in thirteen Areas

that include 1, 2, 4, 5, 7, 8, 9, 10, 13, 14, 15,
The L.usts for upstream flood prevention will 17 and 20. There are six measures of water
be largest in Areas 15., 20 and 21 in 1980 and recreation needs in this Study including-
in Areas 17, 20 and 21 by 2020 Costs to visitor days, stream or river miles, water
protect mainstream areas will be lirgest in surface, beacnes, pools and land facilities.
Areas 13, 14 and 16.

Drainat' LontrUl osts will b, small. They will
be largest in Areas 11, 17 and 18 during the
tirst twI, pldnn=Ig pOr i,)dS dnd largest in Area
11 by 2020.
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Table 51
NDIU 0DJELvTIVE R10IIONAL PRRAN

UvnRwMAL- NANAGGUNT

I6-cualat lye Pres. 1980 2000 2020

ater Recreation: visitor daysa. (2)1M 10
ish & Wildlife: sport fishing MRn-days am.) 100 110 la~

hunting man-days U) 38 43 5k 66
nature study uan-days (a.) 60 70 88 lo-(

Health: vector control and polliati oEn acoit~
Visual and Cultural:

landscape maintenance
unique natural (1000 sq. al 11 26 26 26
unique shoreline (m.. 90 1360 1360 1360
high quality 1000 sq. mi.) I 12 19 26
diversity ilOOO sq. mii.) (10) 3.7 7.2 10.2

landscape development
quality (1000 sq. mi.) (6) 0.9 1.9 2.8
metro. aenities (mi.) (? I .6 ~
metro. amenities (1000 sq. mi. (12 01 ~ 0 uIoj'I

DEVICS-incrmental Purposes

LadControls:
fee simple purchase (buying)(sq. mi.) VC,NFW,Rec 1720 2700 2600
fee simple purchase (buying) (mi.) VCFWRec 90 0 0
purchase lease (sq. mi.) VCFW,Rec 28110 360 350
easements (sq. ai.) VCNRec 3600 3300 3100
deed restrictions VCON (1) (1) (1)
tax incentive subsidy (sq. Mi.) VC)FW 700 1&50 300
zorning (sq. mi.) VC,NP,Rec 4i83o 4150 300
zoning (mi.) VCFW)Rec 260 0 0
zoning and/or tax inc. subs.(sq. mi.) VCNsRec 770 3600 3200
zoning and/or tax inc. subs. (mii.) VCNV 32 0 0

Facilities:
recreation development Eec ~ 2l) (21 j2loverland transportation to facility Eec M17 (17) 17)
parking and trails NV'CEec (21)( 21) ) 21)
site sanitation and utilities VC,Rec 12l) ) J43

Biological:
habitat management, fish FW 21) (1 2

wildlife NW ~ 21)
fishvays Nw 122)12
stocking, fish NW 16 J 16 i6~

vildlife Nw 19 19) 19
insect contro~l 

Hlth,HRec 21' 21 J2

F IRS T C 8TS -i n crem e t a l (*m illion 19 0) 
1

Visual and Cultural 6500 1200 120
,Water Recreation ~13
Fish and Wildlife: fishi IN

*Includes annual operations aid maintenance costs.
()Indicates amber of basins to which applicable.
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Certain Areas of the Region are consistently Areas with the fastest growth rates for all fish
among those with the largest, largest per and wildlife man-day needs include 10, 18, 19
capita and fastest growth rates of each of the and 20. Fishing man-day needs grow fastest in
varieties of water recreation ne-ds. Areas 8, 9, Areas 10, 18, 19 and 20 and hunting and
10, 12, 15 and 17 consistently appear among other activity man-day needs grow fastest in
those with the largest of all types of water Areas 8, 19 and 20.
recreation needs throughout the planning
period. Areas 13, 14 and 15 also have large Health. Health programs as part of water
visitor day needs throughout the planning resources development are considered to be
period. Areas 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, and 8 consistently one of the least important needs in the NAR
appear among those with the largest per even though specific types of health needs -

capita needs, except for visitor days, and water quality, vector control and environ-
Areas 12, 16 and 19 among those with the mental health - appear throughout the
highest growth rates. Areas 5, 6 and 7 have Region. Health needs occur continuously so
the highest visitor day needs. that the use of preventive devices is the best

guarantee of their being fulfilled.
Additional Areas with high growth rates of
water recreation reeds include Area 7 for Sanitary waters for recreation and shellfish,
beaches; Area 17 for land facilities; and Area elimination of encephalitis, treatment of
20 for available stream and river miles and public water supplies and reduction of recrea-
water surface. tion disturbing mosquitoes, horse flies and

biting midges are the more important health
Fish and Wildlife. The various types of fish needs that appear throughout the NAR.,
and wildlife needs are considered among the Creating sanitary conditions for shellfish is a
most important in the Region. They are large need in Areas 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 13, 18
considered to be one of the important needs and 21. The reduction of insects will be a
in eight Areas including:. 1, 4, 5, 7, 8, 14, 15 large need to help fulfill water recreation
and 20. Thpy are considered a key to the needs in Areas 1, 17 and 18. Control of
achievement of other needs only in Area 9, jellyfish is a need in Area 18 to aid water
There are eleven measures of fish and wildlife recreation.
needs and included among them are mai-

days; lake and stream surfaces; and access for Visual and Cultural Environment. Visual and
fresh, salt and anadromous fishing, for hunt- cultural needs are among the most important
ing and for nature study. The Areas that have in the Region., It is considered an important
the largest of all types of man-day needs for need in Areas 2, 3, 4, 5, 7, 8, 11, 13, 18 and
fish and wildlife are 9., 13, 15, 17 and 19. The 19. It is considered a key need in Areas 1, 4,
need for man-di;,s for fishing and nature 13, 14, 18 and 19. There are nine varieties of
study activities are largest in Areas 9, 13, 15 visual and cultural needs in this Study.
and 19 and largest for hunting in Areas 15, 17
and 19. These varieties include m3intenance of various

types of landscapes such as unique natural,
Areas 3, 4, 5 and 6 have the largest per capita unique shoreline, high quality, diverse and
needs for fishing man-days; Areas 1, 2, 11, agricultural, and development of landscapes
and 20 have the largest per capita needs for with metropolitan amenities, quality and
hunting man-days; and most Areas have the diversity.
same per capita needs for nature study.
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Areas 11, 12, 15 and 19 have the largest Additional reservoirs for new water surfaces
over-all needs for landscape maintenance. All should be obtained in Areas 4, 7, 8, 9, 10, 14,
four Areas have large needs for maintenance 15, 17, 19, 20 and 21 in all planning periods.
of agriculture landscape; Areas 12 and 19 Coastal shoreline erosion protection is needed
need maintenance of landscape diversity; Area in Areas 6, 9, 10, 13, 15, 16, 17 and 21. New
12 needs maintenance of high quality land- water recreation site facilities should be added
scape; Area 19 needs maintenance of unique throughout the Region, but especially in
shorelines; and Areas 11 and 12 need mainte- Areas 3, 5, 6, 7 and 18.
nane of unique natural landscape.

Many other Areas have large needs for land- Other devices should be used in Areas with
scape maintenance although on a lesser scale special recreation problems. Insect control
than Areas 11, 12, 15 and 19. Area 1 has a will be important to the fulfillment of water
large need for maintenance of unique natural recreation needs in Area 1. Streambank
landscapes. Area 5 and 18 have large needs for erosion protection will most likely be needed
unique shoreline maintenance, and Areas 2 in Area 6. Power plant cooling waters will be
and 3 for m3intenance of high quality land- available for use in Areas 9, 13 and 16 for
scapes. The need for maintenance of diverse heated swimming and extension of the recrea-
landscapes is also large in Area 20. tion season., Flood plain management, water-

front renewal and metropolitan amenities
Areas 9, 10, 14 and 17 have the largest have been pointed out as devices of other
over-all need for landscape development., needs that would help water recreation needs
Areas 13 and 15 also need development of especially in Area 14. Similarly, land acquisi-
metropolitan amenities; and Area 18 also tion, protection from jelly fish, and parking
needs development of quality landscape. and trails will also be helpful in meeting water

recreation needs, especially in Area 18.,

Devices Fish and Wildlife. Several devices for fish and
wildlife needs should be in all Areas and

Water Recreation. Changing of project design planning periods. These include fish and
loads should be the devices used in the largest wildlife h3bitat management, enforcement of
number of NAR Areas. Onlv in Areas 1, 4 and water qoality standards, land acquisition and
20 is the changing of project design loads not parking and trails. Habitat management has
used. Additional overland tr.nsportation to been pointed out as a key device in Area 11,
water recreation facilities are included for all and an important device in Areas 9 and 11.
planning periods and all Areas except for 1, 2, Small game stocking should be used in all
4, 5 and 6. Development of recreation facili- Areas except for 1 and 21 and fish stocking
ties is important to fulfillment of the water used in all Areas except for 1,2, 4, 5 and 18.
recreation need in Area 11.

The addition of recreation as a new use of a
project should be accomplished in all Areas
except 1, 2, 3, 4, 12, 13, 16 and 18 in all
planning periods.
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Migratory fish can be aided in many Areas of Health needs in Area 13 should be met by
the NAR and existing water management elimination of septic tanks and the cleaning
projects will have to be removed or modified up of swimming beaches. Area 16 should have
in most of these Areas except for 11, 12, 13, increased control of sharks and encephalitis
15, 16, 18 and 20, for this to be accom- protection for the health of swimmers. Area
plished. Fishways wil, also be necessary in 18 also needs more protection for swimmers
many Areas to airI the migratory species and from jelly fish.
this includes Areas 1, 2, 3, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10,
17, 19 and 21 in all planning periods.

Visual and Cultural Environment. Fee simple
Access, parking and trails should be used in all purchases, easements, and tax incentive sub-
Areas for fish and wildlife needs. sidies and zoning should be the most widely

used devices in the Region for visual and
Fish and wildlife needs should be added as a cultural needs.
purpose for existing projects in Areas 8, 9, 10,
13, 14, 15, 18, 19 and 21 in all planning Land controls are considered to be key
periods; in Area 17 during the last two devices in Area 4 and important devices in
planning periods;' and in Area 20 during the Areas 1, 2, 4, 9 and 18.
last period.

Fee simple purchases should be largest in
New reservoirs will be needed for fish and Areas 1, 2, 8, 11, 17, and 19; fairly large in
wildlife needs in Areas 8, 9, 10, 14, 15, 16, Areas 3, 5, 9, 12, 15, 18 and 20; fairly small
18, 19, 20 and 21 for all planning periods, in Areas 6, 7, 10, 13, 14, 16 and 21; and none
This device will be needed in Area 17 during in Area 4.
the last period.

Easements will probably be largest in Areas 2,
Health. Insect control is recommended for 3, 12, 15, and 19; fairly large in Areas 6, 8,
all Areas of the NAR but is important in Area 11, 17, 18 and 20; smallest in Areas 7, 10, 13,
1 where mosquitoes and black flies interfere and 14; and none in Areas 1, 4, 5, 9, 16 and
with water recreation needs. 21.

Monitoring of pollution should be carried on The use of zoning and/or tax incentives
throughout the Region. should be largest in Areas 4 and 12; next

largest in 2, 3, 6, 15 and 20; smallest in Areas
Shellfish sanitation requires special attention 7 and 8; and none in the other Areas. Zoning
in Areas 6, 7, 8, 10, 13, 18 and 20 so that itself should be largest in Areas 1, 5 and 11,
they will remain or can become edible. Sb. small in Areas 9, 16 and 18; and none in the
oysters need protection in Area 21. remaining Areas.

Area 9 should have increased control of Purchase leases should be used in Areas 10,
marine oil spills. Swimming water monitoring 15, 16 and 18 but should be used to the
should be increased in this Area. Area 11 greatest extent in Area 19.
should have increF'3d control of well water
supply sources to jbtain more completely Deed restrictions are recommended for use in
healthy water sup,,ies. Legal control of dis- Area 15 to maintain open spaces.
charges irto ground water is recommended
for Area 12.
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New reservoirs should be provided for scenic Fish and wildlife benefits should be large in
diversity in Areas 2, 7, 9, 10, 14, 16 and 18 in Areas 2. 5. 8, 15, 16, 17 and 18.
all time periods and in Areas 12, 13, 15, 17, a
19 and 21 during the first time period. These Health benefits will probably not be large in
should be multiple use reservoirs of all types any Area.
such as with water supply, flood control, and
power generation, and the Program for water Visual and cultural needs should receive large
development needs should fulfill these visual benefits throughout the Region but they will
and cultural needs, be particularly large in Areas 2, 5, 8, 12, 15,

16, 17, 18 and 19.,
Waste treatment to meet minimum water
quality standards should be supplied in Areas Costs
7,8,9, 10, 12, 13, 14, 16,17, 18, 19and 20
during the first planning period, in Area 15 The costs for water recreation land facilities
during the first two periods; in Area 21 will be largest in Areas 8, 9, 10, 12 and 17 in
throughout all periods. This treatment would the first planning period and largest in Areas
provide minimum amounts of high visual 8,9, 10, 12, 13, 14, 15 and 17 in the second
quality landscape in these Areas. and third periods.

Flood plain and watershed management Fishing access costs for fish and wildlife needs
should be provided throughout most of the will be largest in Areas 13 and 19 throughout
Region. This would also be a multiple use of the planning period.
these devices as they help meet flood damage
reduction needs. Only three Areas do not Land control costs for the mainteriance or
need both of these devices for visual and enhancement of the visual and cultural en
cultural needs for all years. Flood plain vironment will be very large throughout the
management is needed only in the first Region especially during the first planning
planning period for Areas 1, 13 and 21. period. Areas8, 9, 10,15, 18and 19will have
Watershed management is not needed at all in the highest costs for this need throughout the
Area 1 and only in the first period for Area planning period., Added to these Areas with
13. high costs will be Areas 13 and 17 in 1980

and Areas 12 and 14 in 2000 and 2020.
Other special devices should be used sporad-
ically in the Region for visual and cultural
needs. Debris removal should be used in Areais IMPLEMENTATION OF REGIONAL PROGRAM
12 and 13. Water front rehabilitation should
be used in Area 13. Shoreline and beach A program is only valuable if it is a step
protection is included in Area 16. Access, toward action. To move towards action in the
parking and trails should be provided in Area NAR, existing plans and programs, and insti-
20. tutional, fiscal and technical problems must

be considered.

Benefits

Water recreation benefits will probably be
large in Areas 2, 4,5, 6,8, 15, 16, 17, 18and
19.
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Existing Programs and Plans Institutios

There is a multitude of programs ongoing Federal agencies, state agencies of 13 states
within the NAR Region administered by and the District of Columbia and innumerable
Federal, state and local agencies and by local agencies plan and operate in the wate,
private organizations that directly or in- and related land resources field. Regional
directly affect the water and related land planning agencies, River Basin Commissions,
resources. The cumulative effects of all the Coordinating Committees and special purpose
programs are reflected in the general trend of regional organizations coordinate activities or.
the economic activities and the utilization of the localized level while State Water Re-
resources. This trend forms the basis for sources Boards and similar groups and the
projections in the NAR Study and, therefore, Water Resources Council perform this service
there is the implicit assumption that these on state and National levels. The strength of
programs continue. Specifically, major water the regional organizations has grown in the
resources projects now under construction or last years and they, togetner with the state
funded for construction are considered part and Federal agencies, represent the best hope
of the ongoing programs and as part of the for coordination of activities. No permanent
base from which programs developed in this agency exists that covers all activities in the
Study begin, entire NAR Region. A major problem may

well emerge from the great differences in staff
Completed major planning efforts, such as the capabilities that exist between states and
Susquehanna River Basin Study, the Connec- different regional and local agencies.
ticut River Basin Study or the Comprehensive
Plan for the Delaware River Basin, have been Statutory law, case law and policies vary from
completed in recent years on areas lying state to state, area to area. In many cases
wholly within the NAR boundaries. These today's needs have made many laws and
basin plans propose specific projects and are policies inadequate. This is particularly true in
based on specific detailed data and on relation to resource allocation and land use
assumptions and objectives that may be at policies such as flood plain management.
variance with those used in the NAR Study., Similarly, great differences exist between
The early action programs recommended in Federal agencies.
these plans represent the best available spe-
cific action-oriented planning for these areas. Continuous coordination, strong leadership
The NAR program is sufficiently broad, how- and possible redefinition of roles are needed.
ever, so that implernmntation of the basin plan
recommendations Nill fall within the NAR
framework as the programs developed in the
detailed plans are generally smaller. Differ-
ences between the NAR Program and the
programs of these three other major planning
efforts are described in Annex 1 to the
Report., Explanations are given for the major
differences when they are known.
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Fiscal Technical

In addition to the costs themselves, the Before a program based on framework analy-
determination of who pays is a vital part in ses can be put into action several steps must
the Program's implementation., Present ccst be taken to develop plans ready for imple-
sharing policies vary widely and gross assump- mentation. These plans take time and man-
tions have to be used to arrive at an approxi- power to prepare and therefore have a signifi-
mate estimate of Federal and non-Federal cant cost. Three types of planning programs
costs of the Regional Program. Federal shares appear needed. The first type are programs
for planning vary from 100 percent for Water that plan for a specific need in the entire
Resources Planning to 50 percent for Water region. This type is called for when a need
Pollution Control Comprehensive Basin Plann- appears key, important or large in all or in at
ing. In construction, Federal shares vary from least most Areas. The second type is the river
100 percent for Flood Control Reservoirs to basin study. It is appropriate in Areas where
50 percent for Recreation Development on many and interrelated needs appear large or
Federal projects and to only pre-financing for important. Project studies, the third type, are
Water Supply Storage. Furthermore, the rules required in all cases where specific devices can
of cost sharing are changing with the general meet a specific need relatively independent of
trend being an increase in the Federal share. other devices and needs, and the framework

study is sufficient to define the interrelations.
Wnen discussing Federal and non-Federal Traditionally, planning studies have cost 1/2
shares for a program like the NAR's it must to 1 percent of the total program costs. With
be considered that these cost sharing formulas programs of the magnitude of those discussed
are not directly applicable because many here 1/2 to 1 percent is a very large number
multiple purpose portions of the program and the availability of qualified planning
would be based on several formulas. For personnel to carry out the in-depith planning
instance, on a reservoir, flood control storage program may be a serious problem in the
would be all Federal while the pait for future.
recreation would be 50 percent Federal and
the part for water supply completely non- Engineering, Administration and Supervision
Federal. Federal and non-Federal cost esti- or its equivalent in non-structural portions of
mates are shown for the NAR Regional programs is the final step in implementation.
Program in Table 52 along with the per- These costs, estimated from 5 to 20 percent
centages used to determine the shares. These of program costs depending on the specific
estimates do not represent existing policy or portion of a program, are generally included
cost sharing formulas but are estimates of in the over-all cost estimates.
how pru,.-am costs might be distributed
taking into consideration both existing for-
mulas and trends of changes in these for,
mulas.



ESTDATED FmUAINO-PRDUAL
TCOSTAm CO ST MaS

Nit PRoGam. 1930-2020

nIsR COSTS (s mllliom 1970 SHARES IN PERCENT
rDaL NON-FEDI AL

1930 2000 2020 1980 2000 2020 Federal Non-Federal
PO RAFOR W 11S NARIErW

Water Developent Costs:

storage, upetrm 102 108 300 6 72 200 60 40

mi tm 114 222 432 76 148 288 60 40

wells 0 0 0 210 220 140 0 100

desatift 0 0 0 38 458 436 40 60
lister Distribution Costs:

later-basin transfers 9 253 177 14 379 265 40 60

public water supply 0 0 0 380 1,080 1,450 25 75

industrial self-supplied water 0 0 0 29 53 81 0 100

irrigation, agriculture 0 0 0 60 57 18 0 100

nonagriculture 0 0 0 150 140 190 0 100

navigation: comercial 1,240 1,200 880 0 0 0 100 0

recreational 33.5 68 64 33.5 68 84 50 50

Power Plant Cooling Water 0 0 0 0 590 1,660 0 100

Water Quality Maint.

waste treatment, secondary 6,050 13,750 26,400 4,950 11,250 21,600 55 45

advanced 545 1,975 3,658 445 1,615 2,992 55 45

other 1 4,345 0 0 3,555 0 0 55 45

PROGRAM FOR LAND MANAGE MIT

Floc. Damage Reduction: upstream 128 112 90 42 38 30 75 25

mainstream 540 645 0 180 215 0 75 25

Drainage Control 24 12 21 36 17 40 60

Erosion Control 1,025 1,070 440 1,025 1,070 440 40 60

PROGRAM FOR ENVIRONMENTAL

MANAGEHEM

Visual and Cultural 0 0 0 6,500 1,200 1,200 0 100

Water Recreation 3,100 2,200 3,150 3,100 2,200 3,150 50 50

Fish and Wildlife: fishing 32 43 51 32 43 51 50 50

1. Combined sewer overflows control

and acid mine drainage control.
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CHAPTER 9

DISCUSSION
AND CONCLUSIONS

This Chapter presents the findings of the
Coordinating Committee. These findings,
arranged in four sections, are based on the
Regional and Area Programs (Annexes 1 and
2) and the supporting material found in the
Appendices. The four sections are

General Findings
Program Summaries
Geographical Summaries
Progrdm I mplicatios
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The first section presents the general finoigs Large ir creases in the services supplied by
and includes estimates of the adequacy of wdter resources and required by the Region's
Regional water resources and the ability of people, however, cannot be continuously ful-
the recommended Program to meet the needs filled by the customary means of increasing
and objectives of water management in the natural resource consumption and use. Provi
Region. soon of services solely through development of

natural resources must cease because the
Highlights of the Water, Land and Environ- magnitudes and rates of increase in needs have
mental Management Programs are presented become very large, the practical limits of
in the Program Summaries section. Included resource development are being approached,
here are summaries of those planning ele- the monetary and natural resource invest-
ments which are largest, fastest growing, ments to meet these needs have become
important and key as they appear in the three excessive, and the quality of life has become
Management Programs presented in Chapter impaired. It is imperative that research, stud-
8. ies and programs be initiated now to find and

implement means of reducing the needs for
The Geographical Summaries section contains water and related land resources. This reduc-
highlights of the Programs as they relate to tion of needs must occur no matter which
geographic distribution of problems in the objective is being sought although the degree
Region, Areas and Special Patterns. These of need control versus resource use does vary
geographic problems concern: resource trans- to some extent according to the objective In
fers to meet needs, effects of the Programs on those Areas, for instance, where Environ-
areas outside of the Region and patterns of mental Quality objectives are stressed, need
Program elements (objectives, needs, devices, control should be more actively sought
benefits and costs) within the Region. because of the environmental effects of devel-

opment projects.
The Program Implications section summarizes
Generil Problems and Deficiencies of the The vrious objectives expressed in the AreaNAR Program and describes Conflicts that Programs can be achieved with the greatest

would result from implementation of the net benefits and a minimum of conflict only
Program. if a full range of management techniques are

used - including resource development, tech-
nological changes and need regulation - in

GENERAL FINDINGS the Program developed by the Coordinating
Committee. The recognition in this Program

The Coordinating Committee found that if of multiple objectives and of the increasing
the resource management programs outlined complexity of resource management requires
in this Study are generally followed and if the increasingly precise and accurate decision
assumptions underlying the Study are proven making and negotiating procedures. These
accurate, the water and related land resources procedures require the development of means
in the North Atlantic Region will be adequate for measuring the changes brought about in
to provide the services required by the Re- rer Jrces and in peoples' values. Once these
gion's people through the year 2020 and measurements are possible, more accurate
beyond. trdde offs can be made (between development

and preservationist objectives, for instance)
during decision making and negotiation pro-
-edures.
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The Coordinating Committee also found that PROGRAM SUMMARIES
land use planning and management is essential
for successful water resources management. Water Management
Lano use planning and management must
include controls on the type, extent and Needs. Needs of this Program vary a great deal
distribution of water related land uses. Suc- in their importance to the Region. Water
cessful planning for buth resources requires quality maintenance needs are the most im-
that conflicts between water and land uses are portant in this Program. This need will grow
resolved through extensive coordination very rapidly and must be fulfilled throughout
among the responsible agencies. the 21 Areas. It is important to the mixed

objectives of fourteen Areas (2, 4, 7, 8, 9, 10,
Finally, the Conmittee found that a compre- 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19) and key to the
hensive viewpoint must be maintained in all fulfillment of other needs in sixteen Areas (1,
studies, plans and management actions that 2, 3, 4, 5, 7, 8, 9, 12, 13, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19,
affect water and related land resources even 21) Water quality maintenance is most often
when these activities are concerned with only key to the fulfillment of visual and cultural,
one purpose. This approach will allow the fish and wildlife and water recreation needs,
consideration at all decision levels of the and is almost as often the key to the
interactions between the planning elements fulfillment of publicly supplied and industrial
and of the implications of choosing among self-supplied water needs.
alternative programs.

Areas with large water quality maintenance
Programs and recommendations of the NAR needs include Southeastern New York
Study should lead to more detailed studies at Metropolitan Area (13), Northern New
the Federal, state and local levels which in Jersey (14) and, Delaware River Basin (15).
turn lead to implementation. Agencies at
these government levels can cite aspects of the Water quality mainienance needs will grow
NAR Study, such as the Area Programs in most rapidly in the Delaware River Basin
Annex 1 or the highlights of the Programs in (15), the Rappahinrock and York River
the next sections, when making budget re- Basins (20) and the James River Basin (21).
quests for studies and programs. This need wil oe the largest per capita in the

St. John (1) ind the Pennubscot River Basins
(2).
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Publicly supplied and industrial self-supplied The other needs of this Program are of less

water needs are among the most important importance. Hydroelectric power generation

throughout the Region Each of these two is among the least important needs in terms of

needs is felt to be important to the mixed water use although it is essential fur serving

objectives of fourteen Areas and is central to the peak portion of power demands. Several

the attainment of the National Income and of this Program's needs will grow rapidl,,
Regional Development objectives in all Areas. however, including hydroelectric power gen-

Both needs are Important to the mixed eration which grows very rapidly as the

objectives of Areas 1,3, 4, 5. 6. 9. 10, 11. 12, demand for peaking power increases In the

15, 16. 17 and 20. Only publicly supplied Region. Agriculture irrigation water needs will

water is important in Areas 13.14 and 19 and grow rapidly as the industry tries to remain

only industrial self-supplied water in Areas 2 efficient to compete with other agricultural

and 21. These water needs will glow as the areas of the Nation. Irrigation will also help

Region's population and industrial produc- attain landscape diversity in many parts of the

tivity grow. The need for publicly supplied Region. Non-agriculture irrigation needs will

water is a key need in Southeastern New York grow very rapidly in response to increased use

Metropolitan Area (13) as it will help the of golf courses and industrial parks.

fulfillment of the other needs of the Area.
The need for industrial self-supplied water Commercial navigation and recreational boat-

will grow very rapidly, passing that of pub- ing needs are of less importance in the Region

licly supplied water during the 1980-2000 but will be locally important because of their

planning peniod., large impacts on local ecunumies and environ-
merits, especially localities with good harbors

Power plant cooling needs are also among the and ports such as Boston, New Y'ork, Philadel-

most important of the Region especially to phia, Baltimore and Norfolk. Both needs will
the achievement of the mixed objectives of grow rapidly.
Areas 4, 5, 6, 9 and 21. A large amount of
water will be used to satisfy this need. Its Devices. Water quality maintenance devices
growth rate will be extremely high especially are considered to be important to the fulfill-

for withdrawal of saline water and consump- ment of the needs of fifteen Areas of the
tion of fresh water. Region (1, 3, 4, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14,;

15, 17, 18 and 19) arid are the most im-

Large power plant cooling needs for fresh portdnt devices of this Program. The needs

water appear in the Connecticut River Basin that these devices help fulfill include publicly
(8), the Hudson River Basin (12), the Dela- supplied water, Industrial self-supplied water,,
ware River Basin (15), the Susquehanna River irrigation water, power plant cooling, water

Basin (17), the Potomac River Basin (19),and recreation, fish arid wildlife and ViSUal and

the Jalnes River Basin (21). cultural The primary devices are secondary
arid advanced waste treatment plants, moni-
toring faclities,, acid mine drainage control,
stormwater discharge control and separation
of combined sewers. These devices are also
key to the success of devices for other needs
in five Areas (3, 4, 9, 13 and 15). Cooling

towers and ponds are the primary de mces for
power plant cooling These devices are im-
portant to fulfilllrnent Of needs in three Areas
(8, 15 and 17)
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Research will be very important for the Whle desdlting is projected tu be the fastest
devices of this Program. Coordtnation of this growing source of water, it is currently of no
research, however, will be increasingly im- signLf'nce in the NAR. The total quantity of
portant as many diverse problems and Solu- desalteJ water will be small even ir the year
tions are of concern Priorities must be 2020. and significant fJr water development
asgned to all of these problems and tu the only in the Delmarva Peninsula (181 and the
various approaches to research, duplicdtions James River Basin (211 Ground water will be
and omissions must be found. the next fastest growing suurce of Water and

will be increasingly significant in those por-
Reservoir storage Is also considered tu be an tions of the Region where it can meet enough
important device for this Water Management f the local needs as to reduce the use of
Program especially to the fulfillmeri. of the more expensive devices (such as n parts of
needs in Afeas 8. 10, 12. 14, 15 and 17 Areas 13, 16. 18 and 211 Upstream and
Almost as important are withdrdWdl .iCUNe M mainstream reservoirs will be next n growth
Areas 7, 12. 14. 15 and 17 arid Lnveyance ratt. while inter-bds,n transfers will giuw the
devices, including those fu, inier-basr, trans- iast.

fers, ,n Areas 8.9, 12, and 13. All of these
devices are particularly impogrtant in helping Piesently, the Areas with the lowest per

fulfill the re.ds of publicly supplied water Capita quantities of available water are South-

and industrial self-supplied water. These de- eastern New England (9). Southeastern New

vices are scmetimes considered to be im- York Metropolitan Area (13). Northern New

portant in he!ping fulfill the needs of irriga. Jersey (14) and the Chesapeake Bdy and

tion water and power plant cooling Delmarva Peninsula Drainage (18)

Wells are of less importance to this program Benefits, Fulfillment of this Program's needs
(being considered important to fulfillment of will produce very large benefits throughout
needs only in Area 15 and in some portions of the Region. The largest benefits of this
other Areas) although rural water supply Program will be produced by fulfillment of
needs and the water withdrawal needs of 'he water quality maintenance needs. Large
Long Island (sub-area 13b) are almost entirely enefits from water quality mdintenance will
dependent upon this device as are some occur in 17 Areas of the Region (not in Areas
irrigation needs. Pump storage is of ledt 5, 11, 19 and 20) which is far more than the
importance to this Program. number of Areas benefiting from fulfillment

of any othe;r need. Benef:ts will be large in

seven Areas (2, 3, 6, 9, 15, 17 and 21) from

the fulfillment of the power plant cooling
need.

Benefits fom ,he other devi.es of this Pro-
gram will bt- large throughout the Region,

especially from fulfillment of the publicly
supplied and industrial self- upplied wdter
needs. Fulfillr ,Tt of (ummercidl navigation
and recreational boating needs will provide
sever,l Areas with large benefits (Areas 5, 10.
15. 18 and 21, and Area 16, respectively )
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t Program costs for water quality mainte- Land Manapmamt
nance will be very large for the Region. Water
quality maintenance has the largest costs Needs. Flood damage reduction and erosion
ir every Area. Only during single control are among the less important needs in
planning periods are any of the other costs the Region. Drainage control needs are among
higher. Southeastern New York Metropolitan the least important. Flood damage reduction
Area (13). Northern New Jersey (14) and the needs will be largest for upstream damages in
Delaware River Basin (15) will have the Areas 9. 17. 18 and 19. for mainstream
largest costs for water quality maintenance damages in Areas 14, 15. 17 and 19. and for
Power plant cooling costs %.vill grow rapidly tidal and hurricane damages in Areas 9. 10. 13
,nd will be largest for Areas 12. 15 and 18, The need for flood damage reduction
northern part of the Region (Areas I through is considered to be important to the mixed
and 17). Power plant cooling costs are objectives in five Areas (4, 7, 12. 14 and 15)
given only for those additional cuoling facili- and it has a fairly rapid growth rate Much
ties that are used beyond the National Income attention has been given to this need for
objective. many years but there are still Areas with local

problem,.
Water supply costs will be fairly large Water
withdrawal and conveyance costs will be the Two locations with critical flood damage
largest device costs for water supply, espe- problems are the Passaic River Basin in Area
cially for the publicly supplied water need 14, Northern New Jersey. which has large
Costs will grow very fast for upstream reser potential mainstream flood damages and New
voir storage during the last time frame and fur York City (in Area 13) which has large
water withdrawal and conveyance for pubhicly potential tidal and hurricane flood damages
supplied water needs during the secund tine
period. As needs become lower there will be Erosion and drainage control needs will grow
decreases in total costs for wells during the fairly slowly during the planning period ex
last time period and fur agriculture irrigation cept for stream bank erosion control needs
and commercial navigation thruughuut the 50 which grow fairly rapidly. Coastal shoreline
year period, erosion control needs are potentially critical

espelally alung those codstlines which hde
Malor reservoir storage costs are relatively luw heavy recreation use and urban development
during the 1980 planning period as the cust
tor several large prolects recently completed. Devices. Erosion protection devices fur
now under construLtion or funded, such as doastal shoreline erosion .Ucotrol needs are
Jeltville and Tucks Island (15). Riystown key in Suutheastern New Englnd (9) where
(17), ani Gathright (21). are nut wrJuded in the Success of the devies for the Are's Lrge
the costs of the Water Resources Develop w.ter recredtion needs depend uLJpon retetrinr
merit Program. of the very c.umplex cUastlines
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The full effect of some of the devices for Environmental Management
coastal shoreline erosion control and tidal and
hurricane flood damage reduction is not fully Needs. Visual and cultural environment, water
understood and should be studied. These recreation and fish and wildlife needs of this
devices are particularly a problem in Areas 9. Program are among the most important of the
13 and 18. Watershed management is an Region. Visual and cultural environment
important device in two Areas (9 and 11) for needs are very large during the first planning
fulfillment of flood damage reduction and period as landscapes are to be preserved while
drainage control needs, costs are still reiatively low.. Water recreation

needs grow fairly rapidly while the growth
Flood damage reduction will increasingly rate of the fish and wildlife needs will be
depend upon flood plain management in most fairly low. In this Region, health needs, other
portions of the Region., The various aspects of than water quality maintenance, are among
this device - education, zoning, flood warn- the least important to a water-related pro-
,ngs, flood proofing, etc. - are not fully gram.
integrated nor accepted by tha public (i. e,
zoning) so that local management of this Achieving the mixed objectives of ten Areas
program should be improved. Such improve- (2. 3, 4. 5, 7, 8, i 1, 13. 18 and 19) depends
ments, however, will be difficult without upon visual and cultural environment as an
increased state ".rlicipation since conflicts important need. This is also a key need in six
over methods of ,. ntrol commonly bring Areas (1, 4. 13, 14, 18 and 19) as it will
local flood plain mnagtment programs to a primarily aid in fulfilling the water recreation,
standstill, fish and wildlife and health needs.

Benefits. The benefits from this program will Most Areas have at least one type of visual
be moderately large. The fulfillment of flood and cultural need that is large. The northern
damage rcduction needs will produce large Areas - 1. 2, 3. 4, 5. 6, 8 and 11 - have large
benefits in Northern New Jersey (14. drain- needs for all types of landscape maintenance
age control benefits will be large in the and development. The large visual and cul-
Rappahannock and York River Basins (20), tural rneds of the southern Areas of the
and erosion control benefits will be large in Region vary greatly between these two types
the Rappahannock and York River Basins even within each Area. The Hudson River
(20). Basin (12). however, has large needs for every

type of landscape maintenance and develop-
Costs. This Program's costs are fairly large but ment.
they will decrease after the second planning
period. The Losts of the flood damage reduc Water recreation is an important need in 13
tion progrdm will be large especially in South Areas (1, 2, 4, 5, 7, 8, 9, 10. 13, 14, 15, 17
eastern New England (9) for shoreline coastal and 20) and fish and wildlife in 8 Areas 1 1 4.
pruoect,n Mainstream fluud damage reduL 5., 7. 8, 14. 15 and 20). Fish and wildlife
tion Losts will also be ldrge but will decrease needs are key in one Area (9) to fulfillment of
as flood plain ,anagement becomes the pri the visual and culural need.
marY IMans of control
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Water recreation and fish and wildlife needs Benefits. Benefits from this Program will
are largest in the Southeastern New York generally be very large. Areas where these
Metropolitan Area (13) and the Delaware benefits will be large include ten for water
River Basin (15), These needs are almost as recreation (2, 4, 5, 6, 8, 15, 16, 17, 18 and
large in Southeastern New England (9) and 19), seven for fish and wildlife (2, 5, 8, 15,
the Potomac River Basin (19). Only the 16, 17 and 18) and nine for visual and
Potomac River Basin (19) of these four Arpas cultural (2. 5, 8, 12, 15, 16, 17, 18 and 19).
can supply its own needs while the needs of All of these benefits, including those for the
the other three Areas will exert pressure on health needs, are very difficult to measure and
the water resources of neighboring Areas. evaluate., A great deal of research is necessary

to determine what people desire for this
Devices. Land control is the most important Program and what procedures are best for the
device for the needs of thi, Program. This various publics. There is a large variety of very
device is considered to be important to the often conflicting public desires expressed over
fulfillment of the needs in five Areas (1, 2, 4, this Program.,
9 and 18) and key to the success of other
devices in one Area (4). The use of land Costs. Costs for this Program will be very
control is of particular importance in these large. In some Areas, during individual time
Areas to the fish and wildlife and visual and periods, this Program's costs will be extremely
cultural needs. This device is often difficult to large, Costs will be largest in Southeastern
use because of public resistance to purchase New York Metropolitan Area (13) and Dela-
of private lands for public purposes or to ware River Basin (15), Visual and cultural
strict zoning and other control procedures. environment costs will be largest during the

first planning period as land control should be
Widespread use is made of land facilities and attained as soon as possible. At present there
biological management throughout the exists no unified program of land maiage-
Region. There will be increasing controversies ment to fulfill the visual and culturil needs
over the use of these devices in the Region. New and reoriented policies, regulations and
The public will become increasingly sensitive programs are necessary. Water recreation costs
to new technical problems, such as the pro- are very large from the pr- ent to 1980 as
cedures for managing wildlife that have over, devices will be provided to J ill presently
populated an area or the decisions for locating unmet needs in addition to those :o the
new trails, boating facilities or modern camp- ititure.
ing facilities such as electricity.

insect control as important in Area 1 for
fulfilling the need of water recreation. This
device will be a problem in the future due to
the L..Ontroverisy over the us of pesticides

Habitat management i a key deviue an one
Area 1) f,)r the, suc,.-.es of other fish and
wildlife devices and mportant in twu Are;as (9
and 11) for the fujlfillinmont of the water
recreation arid visual arid ualtkiral reeds
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GEOGRAPHICAL SUMMARIES Water quality control facilities are the most
important devices in the Region for the

North Atlantic Region fulfillment of Area needs. These devices are
considered to be important in fifteen Areas

Water quality maintenance, publicly supplied (1, 3, 4, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 17, 18
water and industrial self-supplied water are and 19) and key to the success of other
the most important needs in the achievement devices in five Areas (3, 4, 9, 13 and 15). The
of Area mixed objectives in the Region. Water devices to attain high water quality are now
is plentiful in the Region but it must be or will soon be available, although cost
distributed geographically and seasonally to reductions should be sought and large scale
meet the widespread and large needs. Dis- operations encouraged. Monitoring facilities
tribution of the Region's water can be most will be necessary on a Regional basis.
beneficial only if the water quality is main-
tained, Each of these needs is considered to Devices for the other important needs are
be important to the achievement of the mixed generally well known but of varying success.
objectives of fourteen Areas in the Region: The limited land use controls available for
water quality maintenance in Areas 2, 4, 7, 8, protection of the visual and cultural environ-
9, 10, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18 and 19, ment are not adequately applied.
publicly supplied water in Areas 1, 3, 4, 5, 6,
9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 15, 16, 17, 19 and 20; and Desalting facilities for water supply are ex-
industrial self-supplied water in Areas 1, 2, 3, pensive and need further roe3rch to reduce
4, 5, e, 9, 10, 11, 12, 15, 16, 1 /, 20 and 21.: costs and nculative environmental effects.
Water quality maintenance is the key need in
the Region as it will help the major needs to Reservoirs will continue to be primary sources
be fulfilled in sixteen Areas (all Areas except of additional flows for water supply. Power
6, 10, 11, 14 and 20).. plant cooling needs will be met in part by

increasing numbers of cooling towers and
Other needs among the more important of the ponds. Increased evaporative losses will neces-
Region include visual and cultural environ- sitate r.servoir storage capacity to replace this
ment, water recreation, fish and wildlife and consumpti\e use during periods of low
power plant cooling needs. streamflow. This need can be reduced only by

finding economically competitive power
Power plani cooling needs will grow most sources that require little or no water for
rapidly while watei quality maintenance and cooling.
industrial self-surplied water needs wil also
grow rapidly throughout the planning period. Areas

Programs for the 21 Areas are discussed in
detail in Annex 1 and only the highlights dre
presented here.,
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The Delaware River Basin (15) is the Area Anadromous fish will also require special
with the greatest number of large needs attention if they are to regain some of their
followed closely by the Susquehanna River original stature in the Nation's sport and
Basin (17). The greatest number of fastest commercial fisheries. Water quality mainte-
growing needs occur in the Potomac River nance and the use of fish ladders and stocking
Basin (19), however, and the greatest number are the primary management techniques for
of largest per capita needs occur in the St. these fish that include Atlantic salmon and
John and Penobscot River Basins (1 and 2). striped bass.
Southeastern New England (9) and South-
eastern New York Metropolitan Area (13) Pollution of the Region's rivers and streams
have the largest number of needs considered must be controlled if estuarine dependent
to be key to the fulfillment of other needs in fish, shellfish and crustaceans are to survive
these Areas. The greatest number of needs and if the Region is not to continue con-
considered important to the achievement of tributing to the despoilment of the coastal
an Area's mixed objective orcur in the waters of the Atlantic Ocean. Water quality
Androscoggin River Basin (4). management that includes advanced waste

treatment is the primary means of achieving
Southeastern New England (9) has the largest this control.
number of devices considered to be important

to fulfillment of its needs, with the Delaware Visual and cultural resources must be
and the Susquehanna River Basins (15 and managed more equitably throughout the
17) close behind. Region and Nat;on. Scenery that occurs

around and close to large population centers
Three Areas will have the greatest number of must be retained for public use and managed
needs that when fulfilled will produce large more intensely. This approach will provide
benefits: the Penobscot River Basin (2), the more people with greater visual and rultural
Connecticut River Basin (8), the Delaware opportunities and take pressure off highly
River Basin (15) and Coastal New Jersey (16). scenic areas.

The Delaware River Basin (15) will have the

largest costs over the planning period for PROGRAM IMPLICATIONS
fulfillmeni of all its needs. Close to this Area
in costs will be Southeastern New York General Problems
Metropolitan Area (13).

National Income will be the must easily
Special Patterns obtained objective in the NAR under the

present procedures for water resources man-
Special problems occur in the Region because agement. There will not be adequate and
of unique chardcteristics possessed by several equal recognition of all objectives during
resources, needs and management procedures. program planning and implementation until
Waterfowl migration routes in the North formulation and evaluation procedures that
Atlantic and nearby Regions must be pre- are impartial for all objectives have beenserved if ducks and similar migratory species generally agreed on and installed into decision
are to be maintained at satisfactory levels making processes. The proposed new princi-

throughout the eastern portion of the Nation. pies and standards of the Water Resources
Retention of wetlands and maintenance of Council would fill part of this void.,
wa:er quality will be the primary means of
preserving these routes.
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A second problem concerns the emphasis Some devices of the Program may also be
placed by this Study on the natural environ- used with difficulty. Flood plain management
ment under the Environmental Quality ob- will become the most important device to
jective. This emphasis is not intended to reduce flood damages. Experience has shown,
detract from the value and importance of well however, that local flood plain management
designed man-made environments, but it is activities are not always successful and will
intended to give emphasis to the natural require special impetus.
environment that has received little direct
attention in the past (including parks and The general absence of coordination between
other forms of man-made "natural" environ- planning efforts for different needs in the
ments). A great deal of extra attention must Region has been found to be of increasing
also be given man-made environments in concern. The wide range of requirements and
future studies. This attention to architectural polici-,s following from all Federal 3nd state
esthetics is particularly absent during the agencies often leads to duplication and con-
present planning and design stages of water fusion. Planning cannot be realistic without
resources management. the passing of information between agencies

concerned with the same need at various
Future conflicts over objectives in the Region government levels and agencies concerned
will probably intensify as Environmental with different but interrelated needs. Housing
Quality and Regional Development become and other urban needs must be included in
increasingly acceptable objectives on a local future comprehensive water resource planning
and sub-regional basis. People will pursue efforts. Comprehensive planning for water
these objectives !th greater intensity as they recreation and drainage control must be re-
realize that the redistribution of funds and directed so that they are more concerned with
resources implied by each can be accom- urban and metropolitan problems.
plished only on a limited basis.

Finally, findings and recommendations of the
Several needs of the NAR program will be NAR Study must be carefully used for two
fulfilled with greater difficulty than the reasons. The definitions of needs and program
others. Fish and wildlife needs will be dif- elements have not been standardized and
ficult to fulfill as fish and wildlife manage- particular care must be taken in using figures
ment programs will have to compete with especially for visual and cultural and main-
more socially oriented needs of the future, stream flood damage reduction. Also, the
Water quality maintenance and visual and projections are based on assumptions and
cultural needs will be difficult to fulfill constraints that deal with resources on a
because of the size and the large costs of the Regional basis. Distortions may, therefore,
programs to fulfill these needs. Disputes will occur in the resulting projections on a local
be frequent here, not just over budgets, but basis and disaggregation of projections and
also over the equal application of water other information in this Report is not
quality regulations and equal distribution of recommended.
quality environments throughout the Region.,
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i
Deficiencies These needs with single or limited levels were

considered by the responsible agencies to
Several shortcomings that will affect the reflect an already appropriate mixed ob-
quality of portions of the Programs should be jective. The standards for water quality, for
noted. The more basic shortcomings are the instances, have already gone through a
lack of information on several of the planning lengthy review process.
needs and of repetition to obtain feedback
during the plan formulation process. Variations in the levels of other needs, includ-

ing fish and wildlife and recreational boating
Multiple objective planning requires sets of needs were constrained by the lack of knowl-
alternatives for all planning elements so that edge on the causes of variations in these
choices can be made among the alternatives to needs. Additional flexibility tor all of these
achieve the desired objectives and the largest needs was provided by giving information on
net benefits under the objective mixes. The alternative types and quantities of devices.
scarcity of information for all types of bene- Included among these were alternative devices
fits and for non-monetary costs is a problem for water quality maintenance (only some of
affecting all needs. When information is miss- the devices), hydroelectric power generation
ing, however, for alternative levels of needs (siting of the devices), recreational boating
and alternative devices the flexibility of the and flood damage reduction.
planning process is significantly reduced and
necessary trade-offs cannot be achieved Those devices for which no alternative levels
among objectives, among needs, among were provided for three objectives included
devices and between objectives, needs and secondary and advanced waste treatment;, acid
devices, mine drainage control;, mainstream flood plain

management, pump storage, land treatment
Alternative levels based on different ob- for erosion protection, drainage practices,
jectives were not used or were missing for facilities for recreational boating, recreation
several of the Study needs that included water development, parking and trails, all biological
quality maintenance, rural water supply, devices, change project design load, and re-
hydroelectric power generation, recreational moval of projects.
boating, fish and wildlife and flood damage
reduction. It was agreed that differences in Two additional problems with data affect the
the need projections for rural water supply applicability of Regional projections to the
would be very small and could be ignored. smaller geographic portions of the Reqion.
The lack of alternative levels for the other Historical data is often not of equal quality
needs reflects legal and technological con for all portions of the Region and the
straints. assumptions for projections may not be

applicable to all portions of the Region. These
The need for maintaining legal standards of data problems are amplified for those needs
water quality under any and all objectives is which are fulfilled in locations far from where
the rationale for a single level of water quality the needs originate. The needs which have
maintenance needs. Hydroelectric power gen- these data problems to the greatest extent in
eration needs are constrained to one level by the NAR incluoe power plant cooling, fish
the limited numbers of hydropower sites. and wildlife, water recreation and mainstream
Variations in flood damage reduttion needs flood damage red Jction.
a.e limited by the existing flood plain devel-
opment.
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The last significant problem with Program Under the mixed objective Program, reservoir
data concerns the base (or present) year of storage for all purposes would increase
the projections. Most projections are based on sharply during the planning period. The re-
historical data that includes no information quirement, including flood damage reduction
past 1967. control and instream hydroelectric power

generdtion, would rise from a total of about 3
Several devices were not given the attention million acre-feet in 1980 to a total of about
they deserved during the Study because of the 20 million acre-feet in 2020. This does not
lack of information on their use and the size include almost 2 million acre-feet in the
of the studies required for the results to be Tocks Island and Beltzville (Area 15), Rays-
useful. Included among these devices are town (Area 17) and Gathright (Area 21)
water pricing, re-use and other means of projects, which are assumed to be in opera-
control, and legal and institutional arrange- tion before 1980. Although the total existing
ments. storage in NAR has not been estimated, the

above can be compared with existing usable
The last significant shortcoming concerns the storage on the order of 15 million acre-feet in
deficiency in the number of reiterations per- reservoirs and controlled lakes of at least
formed with the computer models. The sensi- 5,000 acre-feet capacity.
tivity of projections to changes in the assump-
tions and data can be treated by repeated runs This large increase in storage in the NAR can
of these models. Such reiterations help be expected to create many conflicts such as
planners make their choices between alterna- those with certain publics that, for environ-
tives. The lack of time and money decreased mental reasons, have grown disenchanted with
the chance of making such computer runs and almost any new reservoir. All storage develop-
of obtaining a greater amount of review of the ment would alter flow patterns in down-
results by the Plan Formulation Work Group., stream channels and the outflow regimen at

the coastline., Possible conflicts with enjoy-
ment of the environment in the immediate

Conflicts area of reservoir construction might be due to
factors such as loss of fish and wildlite

There will be increasing numbers of conflicts habitat, scenic and other visual and cultural
in the Region over water and related land attributes, certdin types of recreational oppor-
resources. These conflicts will concern com- tunities and some natural water quality
petition for the use of resources, the decreas- characteristics. Downstream, the benefits of
ing availability of resources, the various ob- reducing flood flows and providing minimum
jectives people have for the use of resources flows to satisfy withdrawal and instream
and the means by which needs will be demands may be in conflict with certain
fulfilled. It is important to understand while biological, recreational and other resources
resolving conflicts that arbitrary restriction of related to the prevailing historic flow reg:rnen.
alternatives reduces the ability to manage and In general, the more impoundments on d
plan the available resources. The Coordinating river, the greater the probability of significant
Committee has identified the following con alteration of the ecology.
flicts that are likely to become important in
the future and likely to be central to the
major program decisions that will be required.
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In connection with the estuaries, conflicts In Areas 1, 7. 10, 16 and 18 storage require-
arising from the development of tributary ments, while not as high as in the larger Areas,
river basins may be quite varied depending are high in comparison to the Areas' poten-
upon the type and degree of development and tials for maximum development of water (see
the ecology of the coastal area. River regula- Figure 22, page 97 ). Various conflicts may
tion that modifies extremes in flow would arise in these Areas because of this situation.
tend to stabilize ecologic conditions, and In Areas 1 and 7 there already exist a great
could control salinity and limit the advance of deal of flat water so that additional reservoirs
marine predators and parasites. The degree of in these Areas will use the remaining valleys
such conflicts may hinge to a large extent on and reduce the environmental diversity, In
fulfillment of water quality maintenance Area 10, the new development would actually
needs. be such a large portion of the Area's flat lands

that the reservoirs may interfere with eco-
Potential storage requirements are highest in logical and recreational uses of upland wildlife
Areas 1, 7, 8, 12, 15, 17 and 19. Even with its areas.
large size, over 8 million acre-feet, the
authorized Dickey-Lincoln School multi- Most conflict with storage development
purpose project in Area 1 includes only some occurs in areas of high natural quality where
of the conflicts related to storage develop- extensive coldwater fisheries exist and where
ment. This project would cover over 120 recreation revolves around natural wildlife
miles of the St. John River, much of which is experiences. Prime examples of this conflict
rugged and not easily accessible. The two might be the upper Merrimack River (Area 7)
reservoirs involved here would inundate many and the upper Connecticut River (Area 8). In
miles of white water canoeing river, some Areas with high recreational pressures, such as
trout fishing, and land and water biotic 14, 18, 19, 20 and 21, warmwater species are
communities. On the other hand, features prevalent and are adaptable to lake :.-irons,
such as more accessible fishing in the cold lessening some aspects of conflict.
water lake, downstream water supply, low-
flow augmentation and flood control, provide In portions of the upper Susquehanna River
large environmental as well as economic (Area 17) and the upper Delaware River (Area
benefits. 15), storage development may not be con-

sistent with full multi-purpose use, partic-
In other Areas, such as 9 and 14, the conflict ularly for recreation and fish and wildlife
of storage development with expanding because of pollution from acid mine drainage.
urbanization is particularly pertinent. Devel-
opment here may be practically prohibitive in Pumped storage for peaking power is a
the near future, leading to pressure for import specialized development not usually involving
of water from nearby Areas and new con- large amounts of storage at any one site.
flicts. Also, in these and several of the other However, circulation of large quantities of
coastal areas containing large urban centers, a water between upper and lower storage sites
factor in the development/preservation con- creates water level fluctuations and in some
flict is that water of high quality is required cases could resull in quantities of fish being
but very little reuse is possible due to the destroyed in the intake. Individual sites Lould
location of outfalls in and near saline waters. well conflict with local visual desires and

could be objected to because of the use of the
power at oLAtions far removed from the site.
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The possible conflict related to use at loca- Transfers from Area 12 to Area 13 are not
tions removed from the source of develop- actual interbasin transfers since the Areas are
ment applies as well to storage other than part of the same hydrologic system. This
pumped storage., Locally, development for conveyance of water from Area 12 to Area
water supply or flood control to benefit 13, however, must be treated as an interbasin
downstream interests or even another Area transfer because significant impacts and con-
can be expected to conflict with desires for flicts could occur, Impacts may occur in the
preservation, at the least, and may have Hudson River due to a change in the location
significant detrimental ecological and other of the salt front and social and instititutional
effects at the location of the resource In this conflicts are likely to occur of the types
connection, a conflict regarding storage devel- associated with similar transfers. Similar small
opment in Area 12, largely for urban water effects would be connected with transfers
supply needs in Areas 13 and 14, should be from Area 17 to Area 18 since the outfluw
noted. Existing legislative constraints preclude would still be largely to the upper part of
development in parts of the large Adirondack Chesapeake Bay. Of more significance is the
Forest Preserve. Since the restricted area C&D Canal connecting the Chesapeake Bay
contains many of the larger potential storage with the Delaware River Estuary. Tidal varia-
sites, smaller, less efficient sites have been tions cause a net outflow to the Delaware
considered for this purpose. Estuary, and the eventual enlargement of

canal dimensions for navigation could conflict
Resolution of the conflict in this manner significantly with the ecology of the two
would increase water devei, pment costs or water bodies if large amounts of fresh water
the order of $25 million. Other alternatives were diverted.
such as import from outside Area 12 could
prove more feasible than development of large The prospective transfer from Area 12 to
numbers of smaller sites provided that any Area 13 is large but only about 50 percent
new conflicts could be resolved, greater than the existing diversion capacity.

For this reason, the effects may be of less
Transfers between Areas increase the possi- concern. Provision has been made for suffi-
bility for conflict. There may be ecological cient outflow from Area 12 to maintain the
effects from eliminating periods of high flow position of the salt front in the lower Hudson
because of the increased regulation and de- River. Past increases in transfers between
velopment in the originating Area. Similar these two Areas have met with stiong public
effects may occur because of the change in reaction. This points towards similar problems
the location of outflow on the coast. The for future transfers.
largest transfers are expected from Area 7 to
Area 9, Area 8 through Area 7 for Area 9, The most significant diversion might be from
Area 12 to Area 13, and Area 17 to Area 18. Area 7 to Area 9 because of its size and

because the outflow may be rather far from
the Merrimack River. The possibility exists
that ecological changes arising from the in-
creased outflow in Area 9 would be as
significant as the effects of decreased fresh
outflow in Area 7. Resolution of these con-
flicts may lie in the return of water to the
originating Area.
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Substantial desalting is indicated on the Del- Conflicts between water withdrawal needs
marva Peninsula in Area 18 and in the lower will become increasingly common in several
portion of Area 21. Conflicts are likely Areas. Irrigati, -i water needs will be in in-
between the desalting facilities and esthetic creasing conflict with other water withdrawal
desires, attractive coastal sites and marine needs in Areas 13, 16 and 18 as urbanization
environments. Alternatives to desalting in- and industrialization rapidly increase. Con-
clude lengthy and costly diversion facilities sumptive losses from fulfilling power plant
that would promote new conflicts, partic- cooling needs will be in conflict with other
ularly among resource users, water withdrawal needs and particularly in

Ground water use is expected to more than Areas such as the Potomac (19), Delaware

double during the NAR planning period. The (15) and Connecticut River Basins (8) where

water table in the Region is generally close to several power plants are soon to be installed

the surface only along streams and elsewhere near industrial centers.
lies 10 or more feet below the surface.
Lowering the water table in this situation Urbanization of watersheds will increasingly
should result in only subtle, if any over-all create conflicts in the Region because of

environmental changes. Locally, swamps and changes in hydrologic characteristics of the

bogs could be drained to some extent when areas that result in more rapid runoff, greater

ground water is developed nearby. Ecological pollution and drainage and erosion problems.

conflicts in such situations might involve loss Characteristics of soil type, slope and cover

of wetlands and fish spawning grounds and will increasingly determine the use of lands

inland movement of salt water. Conflicts With but will create conflicts as land use controls
use might arise in some locations from con- are sought and enforced.
tamination of ground water by domestic andindustrial wastes. Water recreation needs are projected to in-crease rapidly in the Region and several large

In the coastal areas of high ground water use conflicts will occur, Water supply reservoirs,

such as Long Island, there is a close inter- for instance, are generally not used for recrea-
relationship between water supply, waste tion in the NAR but with proper precautions
water disposal and coastal water quality against pollution and with potable water
standards and salinity concentrations, treatment these facilities could be used for
Strategies for development must recognize fishing, swimming and boating. The situation
this and provide for the resolution of con- will become increasingly difficult as water
flicts. recreation and water supply needs compete

for limited water resources.
A conflict of increasing importance in the
NAR will be between development and There will also be conflicts between the needs
preservation of the coastal shorelines. This for water recreation of urban populations and
conflict will be very intense in highly popu- the desire of rural populations to maintain
lated Areas such as 9, 10 and 13 where the undisturbed their local environmental re-
desired uses of the coast vary from industrial sources and their rural way of life. In many
and urban expansion, water recreation and cases these conflicts will have additional
high quality landscapes. To some extent these overtones of racial, economic and cultural
types of use conflicts can be resolved on a conflicts. The intensity of this type of re-
case-by-case basis by site location and design source use conflict will depend on the levels
of facilities. More broadly, the conflicts can of population achieved in the NAR along with
only be resolved by obtaining agreement for the types of amenities and transportation
and firm control of the final uses. available directly in urban areas.
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CHAPTER 10

RECOMMENDATIONS

The Coordinating Committee makes the
following recommendations based upon its
deliberations, findings, the Report and
appendices

1. Research, studies and action programs
should be initiated at this time by Federal,
state, local and private agencies for the
following four purposes
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a. First, the programs should strive to d. Fourth, the programs should develop the
reduce the demand for water and related land qualified personnel and the educated public
resources. These purposes can be achieved that will be necessary to make decisions and
through: develop and manage the increasingly complex

solutions to the water and related land re-
(1) a National policy of planning for con- sources problems of the future. These prob-

trolling population and economic lems can only be solved through increased
growth; training of personnel in fields related to water

and land resources management and opera-
(2) th . furthering of a resource conserva- tion. It is also important that general pro-

tion ethic; grams be made available to the public at all
educational levels on conservation, ecology

(3) the elimination of existing water pollu- and water management. Specialized fields
tion and wasteful practices, should be emphasized at higher educational

levels including natural resources planning,
(4) the development and installation of administration and economics; water systems

recirculation, reuse and low water using analysis, design and operation; and processes
equipment and processes in industry, for public decision making, including negotia-
commerce and homes. tion and conflict resolution. These programs

should be especially oriented towards increas-
b. Second. the programs should develop ing the staff capabilities of state, regional and

new institutions that through educational, local agencies.
political, legal and economic means (including
pricing and rationing) will. 2. The 21 Area Programs presented in Annex

1 should be adopted as framework plans for
(1) improve the conservation and allocation water and related resources in the North

of water resources, and Atlantic Region and serve as guides and
starting points for more detailed river basin or

(2) plan and manage land use programs, project planning. In those Areas where more
including the protection of the visual advanced planning has been accomplished
and cultural values of the landscape. (such as in the Delaware and Susquehanna

River Basins) these more detailed plans should
c. Third, the programs should also de- serve as the guides.

termine the desires and values held by people
in relation to water and related land resources 3. Action based on existing plans and pro-
use, development and protection. This in- grams should be continued for implementa-
formation must be used by planners and tion of water and related resource develop-
managers while they make public investment ment in the Region, their effect should be
decisions for water resources, measured against the framework Area Pro-

grams. Great emphasis must be immediately
placed on the implementation of projects for
water resources development and mandge-
ment because of the increasing needs, con-
flicts and planning time.
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4. Planning should be initiated or if ongoing (5) In the Southeastern New York Metro-
continued for four types of programs in the politan Area of New York (Area 13)
Region. start a study in 1974 to plan for the

services to be provided by water and
a. The first programs (type B) include related land resources in the most

preparation or maintenance of compre- populous region of the United States.
hensive, multiple-purpose plans for the pro- This study would be in concert with the
tection and development of the following ongoing Long Island Sound Study and
river basins and Areas: the study recommended for the Hudson

River Basin (Area 12). Particular
(1) Initiate in the St. John River Basin of urgency should be given to concurrent

Maine (Area 1) a planning study in planning for project implementation
1974 to insure that a balanced program studies (type C) in this Area for the
protects the unique natural qualities of needs considered to be especially im-
that Area while permitting regional portant - publicly supplied water,
develnpment for recreation and ir,- water quality maintenance, water recre-
dustry. ation and visual and cultural environ7

ment - and for several needs that have
(2) Begin in the Merrimack River Basin of not been given enough attention in the

Massachusetts and New Hampshire past - fish and wildlife, tidal and
(Area 7) a planning study in 1975 to hurricane flood damage reduction, and
insure the compatibility of the Area's beach erosion control.
?rogram that calls for both environ-
mental protection and water develop- (6) Start in Northern New Jersey (Area 14)
ment to meet pressures from the re- a study beginning in 1974 to plan for
sources poor and populous South- the services that must be provided by
eastern New England Area (Area 9), water and related land resources in this

densely populated and heavily in-
(3) Continue in the Southeastern New dustrialized region, where environ-

England Area of Massachusetts, Rhode mental quality is to be protected and
Island and Connecticut (Area 9) the enhanced as much as possible.
ongoing planning study for manage-
ment of the resources of this complex, (7) Continue in the Delaware River Basin
highly urbanized and populous Area in of New York, New Jersey, Pennsylvania
which all three objectives, in locally and Delaware (Area 15J the planning,
different mixes, vie for attention, updating and plan implementation

being carried out in this complex Area
(4) Begin in the Hudson River Basin of where objective mixes viri from state

New York, Vermont and New Jersey to state and sub-area to sub-area.
(Area 12) a planning study in 1974 to
develop a comprehensive management (8) In the Susquehanna River Basin of New
program. This will serve to protect the York, Pennsylvania and Maryland (Area
unique environmental parts of this Area 17) continue planning and plan im-
while developing its resources in re- plementation with the 1971 Susque-
sponse to pressure from the population hanna Basin Plan for the largest river
and economic growth of the entire New basin in the North Atlantic Region. -.-

York - New Jersey metropolitan region
(Areas 132and 14).
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(9) In the Chesapeake Bay and Delmarva (1) The ,tudy of municipal and industrial
Peninsula Area of Delaware. Maryland water supplies should be continued and
and Virginia (Area 18) accelerate the completed and should evaluate demand
fun iing, planning and development of constraints as well as development of
a Chesapeake Bay Hydraulic Model water supplies for the metropolitan
and Scientific Center for this ecologi- areas of the North Atlantic Region.
cally complex Area.

(2) A regional study of Water Quality
(10) Begin in the Potomac River Basin of Management should be initiated in

West Virginia, Maryland. Pennsylvania, 1973 to insure an integrated plan for
Virginia and the ristrict of Columbia the maintenance of water quality ob-
(Area 19) an updating and review of jectives that are considered to be the
the 1963 Potomac Basin Plan and all most important and key elements of
other pertinent studies. Begin in 1973 water resources management in the
to modify these plans and programs in Region.
consonance with today's objectives
and values. Virtually no progress has (3) A study should be initiated in 1975 for
been made toward implementing the the development of a land use plan and
1963 Plan, the result being a water for the development of institutions
supply crisis in the Washington Metro- needed to implement such a plan. This
politan Area. study should emphasize th, visual and

cultural needs and ubjectives of the
(11) Begin in the Lake Champlain Basin of Region and yet be broad enough in

New York and Vermont (Area 11) a scope to include all needs that affect
planning study in 1975 to insure that land uses on a Regional basis. Several of
development in this basin enhances the land use problems of concern here
Environmental Quality while providing include, but are not limited to: siting of
Regional Economic Development. puwer and sewage treatment plants; and
Special attention should be given in use of wet lands, coasts, waterfronts
this study to the problems of recrea- and flood plains.
tion, scenic prottction, and the eutro-
phication problems of Lake George (4) A Regional water recreation plan
and Lake Champlain. should be developed beginning in 1976

that takes special cognizance of the
(12) Continue all other ongoing area and problem of the unequal distribution of

sub-area planning including the Con- recreation pressures and resources.
necticut River Supplemental Study (10
and 13) and the James River Basin
(20).

b. The ,econd type of programs are for
preparation of Region-wide plans for specific
purposes (needs) while maintaining a broad
multi-purpose viewpoint. These programs
should serve the four needs listed below:
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c. Third, specific project studies (type C) 5. Research and special studies should be
should be carried out for implementation of initiated or continued to reduce the un-
solutions needed to satisfy the key and certainties now existing in water resources
important needs of those Areas that are not management. Priorities for such studies are
mentioned in recommendation 4a. The Areas listed below.
and needs for these studies are indicated in
Tables 37 and 38 on pages 148 and 169. a. Analyses of the efficiency, purposes and
These implementation studies should be initi- effectiveness of government institutions and
ated as soon as budget limitations permit and laws concerning water resources in the NAR.
be coordinated with the Regional plans
recommended in 4b. b, Demand control for water and related

land resources.

d. The last program should be an update of

the NAR Study at 10 year intervals in the c. Analyses of water quality parameters to
years immediately following each census year. determine their effectiveness in relation to
The first full updating should be accom- goals, their measurement and their monitor-
plished after results of the 1980 census ing.
become available. Such updating should
include an analysis of the laws and institu- d. Development of improved water and
tions then existing in the NAR and fit the waste water treatment and recycling facilities.
study output to the institutional framework.
A quick updating should be made immedi- e. Acceleration of flood plain management
ately after the submission of this Report., This through education and new means of land
updating should include a rerunning of the control and program implementation.
models with 1970 census data which just
became available. This quick updating should f. Analyses of the value of the NAR Study
concentrate only on sub-regions and on test- and its real and practical applications.
ing major assumptions so that maximum
effort can go to Type B studies. All updating
should be coordinated with the National
Assessment.
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